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THE CHAIR MAY ALTER THE ITEM SEQUENCE OR TIMES
The times indicated for each topic on the Commission agenda are an estimate and subject to
change. Generally, upon the completion of each agenda item, the Commission will immediately
move to the next item. However, the order of agenda items is tentative and, when necessary to
accommodate the public or the Commission's schedules, the order of the agenda items are subject to
change.
Documents posted at http://www.coloradodot.info/about/transportation-commission/meetingagenda.html no less than 24 hours prior to the meeting. The documents are in draft form and for
information only until the Commission takes final action.
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION WORKSHOPS
Wednesday, July 15, 2020
11:45 a.m. Commissioner Check in on Zoom
12:00 p.m.

SB 267 Transit and Survey results (David Krutsinger and Sophie Shulman)

12:30 p.m.

1601 Workshop – Picadilly Interchange (Paul Jesaitis and Aaron Willis)

1:00 p.m.

Budget Workshop (Jeff Sudmeier)
• FY 2020-21 Revenue Forecast and Budget Update
• Budget Impacts – Add back scenarios (Jeff Sudmeier and Rebecca White)

2:00 p.m.

Policy Directive 703.0 Update (Jeff Sudmeier)

2:30 p.m.

Mobility Systems Committee (Sophie Shulman)
•
•

Green House Gas and Air Quality Presentation
Other mobility items
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3:30 p.m.

Equity, Diversity & Inclusion at CDOT (Shoshana Lew and Kristi Graham-Gitkind)

3:40 p.m.

Transportation Asset Management FY 21 Overview (Rebecca White)

TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION MEETING
Thursday, July 16, 2020
8:00 a.m.
Commissioner Breakfast Call
9:00 a.m.

1. Call to Order, Roll Call

9:05 a.m.

2. Public Comments (provided to commissioners in writing before meeting)

9:10 a.m.

3. Comments of the Chair and Individual Commissioners

9:25 a.m.

4. Executive Director’s Management Report (Shoshana Lew)

9:30 a.m.

5. Chief Engineer’s Report (Steve Harelson)

9:35 a.m.

6. HPTE Director’s Report (Nick Farber)

9:45 a.m.

7. FHWA Division Administrator Report (John Cater)

9:50 a.m.

8. STAC Report (Vincent Rogalski)

9:55 a.m.

9. Act on Consent Agenda
a) Proposed Resolution #1: Approve the Regular Meeting Minutes of
June 18, 2020 (Herman Stockinger)
b) Proposed Resolution #2: IGA Approval >$750,000 (Steve Harelson)
c) Proposed Resolution #3: Disposal: 1060 CR 231 Woodland Park (Parcel 207X)
(Richard Zamora)
d) Proposed Resolution #4: Legislative Memorial Designations (Herman Stockinger)

10:00 a.m. 10. Discuss and Act on Proposed Resolution #5, FY2021 - FY2024 STIP Amendment
Approval (Rebecca White)
10:05 a.m. 11. Discuss and Act on Proposed Resolution #6, 1st Budget Supplement
of FY 2021 (Jeff Sudmeier)
10:10 a.m. 12. Discuss and Act on Proposed Resolution #7, 1st Budget Amendment
of FY 2021 (Jeff Sudmeier)
10:15 a.m. 13. Discuss and Act on Proposed Resolution #8, Adopt the proposed amendments to
the Rules Governing Practice and Procedures of the Transportation Commission of
Colorado, 2 CCR 601-11 (Herman Stockinger and Natalie Lutz)
10:20 a.m. 14. Discuss and Act on Proposed Resolution #9, Resolution Related to SB267 Funded
Projects Process (Jeff Sudmeier and Rebecca White)
10:25 a.m. 15. Discuss and Act on on Proposed Resolution #10, SIB Program Bi-Annual Rate
Update (Jeff Sudmeier)
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10:30 a.m. 16. Discuss and Act on Proposed Resolution #11, 1601 Picadilly Interchange (Paul
Jesaitis)
10:35 a.m. 17. Recognitions
• CCA/Project Management Awards (Steve Harelson)
• Environmental Awards (Rebecca White and Jane Hann)
10:55 a.m. 18. Other Matters:
11:00 a.m. 19. Adjournment
The Bridge Enterprise Board of Directors meeting will begin immediately following the adjournment
of the Transportation Commission Meeting. Est. Start Time: 11:00 a.m.
BRIDGE ENTERPRISE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
Thursday, July 16, 2020
11:00 a.m. 1. Call to Order and Roll Call
2. Public Comments (provided to commissioners in writing before meeting)
3. Act on Consent Agenda
• Proposed Resolution #BE1, to Approve the Regular Meeting Minutes of June
18, 2020 (Herman Stockinger)
4. Other Matters
5. Adjournment
COMMITTEE MEETING
11:05 a.m. Small Business and Diversity Committee (Greg Diehl and Emily Crespin)
INFO ONLY
• Monthly Cash Memo (Jeff Sudmeier)
•

Aviation Memo (Dave Ulane)
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2829 W. Howard Place 4th Floor
Denver, CO 80204

July 15, 2020
Transportation Commission
David Krutsinger, Director, Division of Transit & Rail
Qing Lin, Transit Programming Unit Manager
SUBJECT: Colorado Transit Agencies Financial Needs Survey Results
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

DATE:
TO:
FROM:

Purpose
This memo reports the survey results to Transportation Commission on Transit Agencies Financial Needs
Action
CDOT is looking for comments and suggestions from Transportation Commission.
Background
1. The transit industry has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic. With drastically reduced ridership and
operating budget, transit agencies are facing unprecedented challenges.
2.

In order to understand and respond to the new crisis and reality, CDOT proposed a survey about the financial
status of transit agencies and solicited TRAC input during the TRAC June meeting. Per the recommendation and
comments received from the TRAC, a Transit Agencies Financial Needs Survey was issued on 6/17/2020 and
closed on 6/24/2020.

3.

CDOT has analyzed the responses from the survey and assessed the transit agencies’ current and anticipated
financial situation.

Details
1. The survey received diverse responses from 48 agencies across the state, which covered a range of agency
sizes, from very large to very small, from urbanized areas to rural areas, from sub-recipients of FTA-5311 to
FTA-5310 and FTA-5307.
2.

Funding shortfalls, maintaining appropriate safety standards and adequate staff/fleet resources, and sustaining
ridership are the three major challenges Colorado transit agencies are facing.

3.

More than $43 million revenue loss was reported through the survey, which represented 22% of rural transit
budgets and 39.5% of urban transit budgets.

4.

A majority of transit agencies are experiencing 41-50% decrease in ridership for the year.

5.

Over $5.5 million of the transit agency budgets have been spent on COVID response equipment, like cleaning
supplies, face masks, and related staff/maintenance expenditures.

6.

60.4% of the agencies reported finishing 2020 without significant layoffs or furloughs, while the rest of 40% will
have to make difficult or very difficult decisions reducing their force or staff hours.

7.

68.8% of the respondents said they will need to maintain their agency’s current balance between admin &
operating (A/O) and capital expenditures, while almost 23% of agencies reported that they will need to
sacrifice or defer capital spending and spend more on admin and operating (A&O).

8.

Nearly half of respondents indicated consideration of new service models and are strategizing innovative
service models as a result of COVID-19, versus another half of the agencies found difficulties in considering new
service models.

9.

Over two-thirds of respondents were either unsure or not planning to apply for 2021 CCCP in August while
slightly under one-third of the agencies were planning to apply for capital funds.
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10. Two-thirds of agencies responded that their agency's budget impacts either might or will affect their ability to
meet local match requirements.
11. Other indications from the survey will be explained further in CARES Act Phase II Memo and SB267 Transit
Project Memo.
12. A separate Transit Asset Metrics memo also explains that up to $10 Million reduction in the August Capital Call
(CCCP) may be supportable for one year to make more operating funds available during the pandemic.

Next Steps
Overall, the survey results indicate the limited transit program resources are extremely important to support and maintain
essential /standard levels of transit services during the pandemic. The funding and programming decisions need to be made
carefully and comprehensively. Exploring other creative match options will relieve a tremendous amount of stress on local
transit agencies for the next year or two.
Based on local feedback, CDOT staff have re-evaluated our existing funding sources and are returning to TRAC and TC with
additional recommendation for CARES Act Phase II Distribution and SB267 project list recommendation.
At this point, CDOT recommends releasing the 2021 CCCP NOFA in August 2020 as planned (schedule-wise), to continue
providing some capital assistance to Colorado transit agencies for support of the capital needs during the pandemic. Based
on the survey results, CDOT is considering a reduction of up to $10 Million in funds available for small capital (typically
vehicle replacements) to potentially make more money available for critical admin & operating needs. A more specific
recommendation would be brought to TRAC at a special meeting in August.

Attachments
Attachment 1- CDOT Survey Summary Report 6-30-2020
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Transit Agency Financial Survey Results
July 2020
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Survey Purpose

Purpose of this Agenda Item
1. Understand impacts of COVID-19 on transit agencies’ needs / challenges
2. Understand funding / financial dimensions of those challenges
3. Assess CARES Act Phase 1 funding response to those challenges
4. Assess ability of agencies to apply for capital call (CCCP) funding
5. Ultimately, adjust funding availability to meet needs / challenges
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Transit Survey
•

Survey “on the street” 6/17/2020 – 6/24/2020

•

Survey Content:
•
•
•

Biggest challenges in 2020 and 2021
2020 Revenues & Expenditures: pre-COVID budget vs
post-COVID estimates
Agency opinion on three possible ways of dealing
with budget reductions:
•
•
•

•
•

Equal parts operating and capital
Sacrifice capital to keep operating
Sacrifice operating to keep capital

Feedback on Phase 1 CARES Act Distribution
Feedback on Capital Call
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2021 Consolidated Capital Call for Projects
(CCCP)

•
•
•
•
•
•

DRAFT Schedule
August release the call-for
projects
September / early October
receive the applications
December have projects
selected
January 2021 begin
contracting the projects
----------------------------------Next capital call opportunity:
April 2021 “Super Call,”
integrating all calls (A&O,
Planning, and Capital into
one

Funding Source

Pre-COVID Amount to be
Released in the CCCP

Federal “Rural” Transit Funds
from 5310, 5311, 5339
Programs

$6 Million

State FASTER Funds & SB 228
Funds for Local Purposes

$10 Million

Settlement Funds for Electric
Buses

$5 Million

Total
All Programs

$21 Million

Post-COVID Amount to be
Released in the CCCP
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Financial Survey Respondents
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5

2021 Budget Expectations
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6

2020 Ridership Loss Expectations

91-100

Estimated Loss in
Ridership in 2020

Agencies

81% or more

5 (10%)

61 – 80%

6 (13%)

41 – 60%

19 (40%)

21-40%

13 (27%)

20% or less

5 (10%)

81-90

Percentage Range

71-80
61-70
51-60
41-50
31-40
21-30
11-20
0-10
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

Number of Agencies
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7

Operating vs. Capital Balancing Act
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8

2021 Consolidated Capital Call for Projects
(CCCP)

Funding Source

Pre-COVID Amount to be
Released in the CCCP

Post-COVID Amount to be
Released in the CCCP

Federal “Rural” Transit Funds
from 5310, 5311, 5339
Programs

$6 Million

State FASTER Funds & SB 228
Funds for Local Purposes

$10 Million

Settlement Funds for Electric
Buses

$5 Million

$5 Million

Total
All Programs

$21 Million

$11 - $21 Million

$6 - $16 Million
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Next Steps
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Colorado Transit Agency Financial Needs Survey Results
Executive Summary
CDOT sent a statewide survey on 6/17/2020 in an effort to understand perspectives from local transit
providers on their reactions to the impacts of COVID-19 and respective outlooks on funding for
operations. CDOT looks to use this feedback to assess agencies’ current and anticipated financial
situation, in order to appropriately provide support through existing funding sources and additional
emergency funds, such as Phase II of the CARES Act. The survey closed on 6/24/2020.

48 agencies responded to the survey questions across the state:

*Per SB 267, urban for this map is defined as >50,000 population as of 2015, rural ≤50,000.
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CARES ACT PHASE I
APPORTIONMENT

PRIMARY
FUNDING SOURCE

Roaring Fork Transportation Authority (RFTA)

$5,234,501

FTA-5311

X

Eagle County (ECO Transit)

$2,173,600

FTA-5311

X

Summit County (Summit Stage)

$1,806,918

FTA-5311

X

Aspen, City of

$1,230,648

FASTER

X

Vail, Town of

$916,092

FASTER

Mountain Village, Town of

$643,357

FTA-5311

TRANSIT AGENCY

SURVEY
RESPONDENT

SIZE: VERY LARGE

X

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- $12,005,115 ----------------- ------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------Ace Express Coaches LLC

---

FASTER

X

Pueblo, City of (Pueblo Transit)

---

FTA-5307

X

Fort Collins, City of (Transfort)

---

FTA-5307

X

Breckenridge, Town of

$733,953

FTA-5311

Steamboat Springs, City of

$614,315

FTA-5311

X

Snowmass Village, Town of

$586,502

FTA-5311

X

Winter Park, Town of

$378,106

FTA-5311

Durango, City of

$367,658

FTA-5311

SIZE: LARGE

X

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- $2,680,535 ------------------ ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------Boulder, City of

---

FTA-5307

X

Loveland, City of

---

FTA-5307

X

Mesa County (Grand Valley Transit)

---

FTA-5307

X

Regional Transportation District (RTD)

---

FTA-5307

X

Northeastern Colorado Assn of Local Govts (NECALC)

$287,952

FTA-5311

X

Crested Butte, Town of (Mountain Express)

$268,023

FTA-5311

X

Montrose County (All Points Transit)

$244,556

FTA-5311

X

Gunnison Valley Rural Transportation Authority

$236,228

FTA-5311

X

Avon, Town of

$228,279

FTA-5311

X

Glenwood Springs, City of

$217,391

FTA-5311

SIZE: MEDIUM
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San Miguel Authority for Regional Transp. (SMART)

$182,560

FTA-5311

X

Telluride, Town of

$146,155

FTA-5311

X

Black Hawk, City of

$108,353

FTA-5311

X

Senior Resource Dev. Agency, Pueblo, Inc. (SRDA)

$29,070

FTA-5310

X

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- $1,948,568 ------------------ ------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------

SIZE: SMALL
SoCoAA (Road Runner Transit)

$154,285

FTA-5311

X

Via Mobility Services*

$150,465

FTA-5310

X

South Central Council of Governments (SCCOG)

$114,697

FTA-5311

X

Seniors' Resource Center, Inc. (SRC)

$98,325

FTA-5310

X

Estes Park, Town of

$94,975

FTA-5311

X

Upper Arkansas Area Council of Governments (UAACOG)

$74,696

FTA-5311

X

Prowers County (Prowers Area Transit)

$70,675

FTA-5311

X

Cripple Creek, City of

$62,073

FTA-5311

X

Clear Creek County

$61,201

FTA-5311

Lake County

$51,922

FTA-5311

Neighbor to Neighbor Volunteers

$48,407

FTA-5311

Bent County

$44,448

FTA-5311

East Central Council of Governments (ECCOG)

$38,518

FTA-5311

X

Teller Senior Coalition

$37,929

FTA-5311

X

Park County

$15,390

FTA-5311

X

Disability Services, Inc. (Envida, Amblicab)*

$12,976

FTA-5310

X

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- $1,130,981 ------------------ ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------Broomfield, City and County of (Broomfield Easy Ride)

---

FTA-5310

X

Discover Goodwill

---

FTA-5310

X

Easterseals Colorado

---

FTA-5310

X

Envision

---

FTA-5310

X
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Horizons Specialized Services

---

FTA-5310

X

Inspiration Field

---

FTA-5310

X

Laradon Hall Society for Exceptional Children and Adults

---

FTA-5310

X

Mountain Family Center (Grand County Council on Aging)

---

FTA-5310

X

Northwest Colorado Council of Governments (NWCCOG)

---

FTA-5310

X

Archuleta County

$34,876

FTA-5311

Dolores County

$33,525

FTA-5311

X

Montezuma County

$29,141

FTA-5311

X

La Junta, City of

$26,601

FTA-5311

SIZE: VERY SMALL

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- $124,142 -------------------- ------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------Baca Area Transportation

---

FTA-5310

X

Foxfield, Town of

---

Not a direct transit provider

X

*Rural services only of these largely urban serving agencies
Note: Size of transit agency based on CARES Act Phase I apportionment, 2020 Transit Services Budget, and average funding award amount
(State and FTA) received 2016-2020.

Informational responses were collected and contained important findings to aid CDOT future funding
and programming decisions. The key concerns of transit agencies are listed below.
●
●

●
●

●
●

●

The top three major challenges are: (1) funding shortfalls, (2) maintaining appropriate safety
standards and adequate staff/fleet resources, and (3) sustaining ridership.
There is an anticipated sharp budget drop in Colorado for transit agencies in 2020, and also
significant ridership declines. More than $43 million in revenue losses were identified through
responses to this survey.
From most agencies' standpoint, 2021 revenue looks worse than 2020. It is difficult for agencies
to balance and maintain spending between admin & operating (A&O) and capital needs.
Colorado transit agencies have spent a significant amount of resources (more than $5.5 million
from the survey) on COVID response equipment, like cleaning supplies, face masks, and
associated staffing /maintenance costs.
Transit agencies in Colorado approve of CDOTs CARES Act Phase I Distribution approach and
appreciate the work and services CDOT has provided during the pandemic.
Some suggestions were collected for CARES Act Phase II distribution, such as, agencies who shut
down services may not need the second phase funding; or, allow CARES Act Formula to be based
on population.
Some transit agencies confirmed difficulty meeting match requirements for the future
consolidated capital call for projects (CCCP) while some are on the fence whether or not they
will be able to provide local match for projects.
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Overall, the survey results indicate the limited transit program resources are extremely important to
support, and to maintain basic/standard levels of transit services during the pandemic. Funding and
programming decisions need to be made carefully and comprehensively. Exploring other creative match
options will relieve a tremendous amount of stress on local transit agencies for the next year or two.

Detailed Response Analysis
Q1. What are the three biggest challenges your agency is facing? How do you think CDOT can help?
1.

Funding shortfalls: lost revenue, uncertainty around local match sources, decreased sales tax
The majority of agencies acknowledged that securing Phase II CARES funding ASAP is going to prove critical. Several
agencies noted a preference for applying Phase II CARES funding directly toward recovering lost revenue or local
match funding, if possible.

●

●

Request for CDOT to lobby for continued and increased State and Federal transit funding opportunities, particularly
heading into 2021 and beyond. (i.e., “CDOT needs a strong position and education regarding transit services and the
braiding of funds to support access in a broad community sense.”)
Request for CDOT to be flexible with grant expenditure deadlines, and expedite grant reimbursement processes or
purchase assistance to offset cash-flow challenges for larger capital investments.
Request for CDOT to reconsider its 5311 redistribution policy and reallocate funds between grants, if possible.

2.

Maintaining appropriate safety standards; maintaining adequate staff and fleet resources

●

The majority of agencies expressed concerns over adhering to social distancing and upholding a safe environment for
both agency staff and riders. Several agencies mentioned the strain of attracting qualified staff during hiring freezes,
attracting volunteer staff to return to work, and overcoming a lack of affordable staff housing close to the workplace.
Some agencies are experiencing a thin spread of staff and fleet resources while providing more 1:1 (driver: passenger)
or other “at-less-than-typical-vehicle-capacity” trips.
●

●
●

3.

Request for CDOT to provide an official guide regarding best practice protocols (i.e., health and safety procedures, list
of recommended supplies tailored to transit operations) to supplement general information published by the CDC and
the Governor’s office. Note: Several respondents indicated that CASTA’s weekly informational calls have been helpful
in providing informal guidance up to this point.
Request for CDOT to provide additional PPE and driver barriers to help offset high unbudgeted emergency supplies
expenditures; bulk orders distributed by CDOT could be overall less expensive.
Request for CDOT to temporarily lease or loan out vehicles in order to adequately meet demand for 1:1 or minimized
rider capacity trips.

Mitigating fear and encouraging sustainable levels of ridership
The majority of agencies reported concerns over how to address public anxiety about the use of public transit as
COVID-19 continues to persist. Many agencies acknowledge that this is a national and global issue extending beyond
the CDOT scale. Many agencies insisted they look to encourage increased ridership as statewide Safer-at-Home orders
relax, but are cautious to act too quickly. Note: some agencies expressed special concern over how to develop
outreach and service strategies sensitive to the needs of senior populations at higher risk of exposure to COVID-19.
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Q2. At the beginning of 2020, how much did your agency plan (budget) to spend on transit services for
the whole year?
RURAL RESPONDENTS

URBAN RESPONDENTS

Minimum

$21,698

$152,000

Median

$627,093

$2,099,067

Maximum

$41,300,000

$510,000,000

TOTAL

$79,953,489

$612,690,254

Q3. In 2020, how much in additional or unplanned expenditures (not in your agency budget) do you
estimate your agency will spend on COVID response for things like cleaning supplies, face masks,
sneeze guards, etc?
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RURAL RESPONDENTS

URBAN RESPONDENTS

Minimum

$0

$0

Median

$15,000

$16,000

Maximum

$1,000,000

$2,500,000

TOTAL

$17,22,650

$3,822,000
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Percent change increase from COVID-19 expenditures, relative to 2020 Transit Services Budget:

RURAL RESPONDENTS

URBAN RESPONDENTS*

Minimum

0.0%

0.0%

Median

1.4%

1.4%

Mean

11.8%

3.3%

Maximum

200.0%

13.0%

Standard Deviation

39.8%

4.0%

*Excludes urban providers receiving FTA-5307 funds

Q4. Of your original 2020 budget, how much revenue will your agency lose in 2020 (what is the $
value of the shortfall)?

RURAL RESPONDENTS

URBAN RESPONDENTS

Minimum

$0

$5,000

Median

$88,500

$397,000

Maximum

$11,500,000

$7,000,000

Total

$20,841,050

$22,996,037
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Percent change loss from financial shortfall, relative to 2020 Transit Services Budget:
RURAL RESPONDENTS

URBAN RESPONDENTS*

Minimum

0.0%

1.2%

Median

19.8%

30.8%

Mean

23.5%

43.1%

Maximum

100.0%

100.0%

Standard Deviation

22.1%

39.5%

*Excludes urban providers receiving FTA-5307 funds

Q5. What are your expectations for your 2021 budget: same as 2020, worse than 2020, better than
2020, other? Please describe. If known, what will be your agency's revenue shortfall in 2021?

●
●
●

The severity and duration of the impacts of COVID-19 are difficult to reasonably estimate at this time.
Projecting the level of transit service needed to support ridership demand in 2021 is difficult to
reasonably estimate at this time.
Lack of revenue will continue until there is a vaccine and/or official restrictions are changed.

Note: Received an insufficient number of responses to give an accurate estimate of 2021 revenue shortfall.
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Q6. Given COVID effects on your agency, what is the new estimate for riders in 2020? Please answer in
either of the two following formats: (1) I expected 100,000 riders for the year, but now expect only
60,000, OR (2) 40% drop in ridership for the year.
Of the 48 agencies that responded to this survey:
●
●
●

15 agencies reported between a 41-50 percent decrease in ridership for the year.
7 agencies reported a decrease in ridership was between 21-30 percent.
6 agencies reported decrease in ridership was between 31-40 percent

Service Reduction by Percentage Range
91-100
81-90

Percentage Range

71-80
61-70
51-60
41-50
31-40
21-30
11-20
0-10
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

Number of Agencies

Q7. How would you characterize your agency’s staffing plan going forward, compared to the
beginning of 2020?
Of the 48 responses from our transportation agencies:
●
●
●

60.4% of the agencies reported finishing 2020 without significant layoffs or furloughs.
29.8% of the agencies reported finishing 2020 having made difficult staffing decisions with 520% reduction in their force or staff hours.
10.4% of the agencies reported finishing 2020 having made extremely difficult decisions with
greater than 20% reduction in force or staff hours.
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Q8. How would you characterize your agency’s financial needs for the remainder of 2020 and through
2021?
The transportation agencies were asked to characterize their financial needs for the remainder of 2020
and through 2021.
●
●
●

68.8 % of the respondents said they will need to maintain their agency's current balance
between admin & operating (A&O) and capital spending.
Almost 23% of agencies reported that they will need to sacrifice or defer capital spending and
spend more on admin and operating (A&O).
A little over 8% of agencies reported that they will need to sacrifice or reduce admin & operating
(A&O) to take care of pressing capital needs.

Q9. Are you considering any new service models or new delivery strategies as a result of COVID (i.e.
on-demand service, different vehicle types, etc.)?
From the responses from the transportation agencies it was fairly evenly split between those agencies
who are considering new service models or new delivery strategies as a result of COVID.
●
●

25 respondents said they are considering new service models
23 respondents said they are not currently considering new service models or delivery strategies
at this time.
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Consideration of New Service Models

Yes

No

Of the responses to this particular question there were some notable responses:
●

●

●

●

Appropriate service reductions are very difficult to gauge and implement, especially with
vehicle capacity limited to maintain social distancing (i.e. a bus that normally seats 27
passengers can only accommodate 10 passengers during COVID) and not knowing if or when
ridership demand is coming back.
For deviated fixed routes, the agency has decreased the number of routes and increased the
frequency of service. They are filling in gaps with demand response, using smaller vehicles
when possible. They are looking at service options for additional smaller vehicles to help
with flexibility on NEMT Medicaid trips, anticipating operational changes that may be
necessary due to the brokerage model.
Much is yet to be determined in terms of how they function as an agency going forward but
given that their population is considered medically fragile and vulnerable, their service
delivery will reflect the most conservative approaches and will likely be among the last to
return to pre-COVID models and systems.
if the society continue to stay safer at home with virtual programming, there will be very
much reduced transit service going forward and may not need as many vehicles in the fleet

As is evident in their responses, many transportation agencies are having to strategize innovative service
models and delivery strategies as a result of COVID-19.

Q10. How have CARES Act Phase I funds helped with your 2020 budget?
There were many positive responses for how CARES Act Phase I funds have helped transportation
agencies with their 2020 budget.
There were some responses from 5310 HS providers, but we will not be analyzing these responses for
the purposes of this survey.
From the rest of the responses, there were some notable positive responses.
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●

●
●

CARES Act funding has helped sustain employee’s payroll and purchases of fuel and vehicle
maintenance costs. It has also helped offset losses in revenues so that they can retain our full
time staff, but unfortunately have to let go of their seasonal staff.
CARES funding has allowed transit staff to remain working full time and avoid service cuts, while
the rest of the City has implemented citywide 20% mandatory furlough.
Phase I CARES Act funding has been huge for them. Without the funding, they would have had
to cut our service even further, or worse, cancel it entirely for 2020. The CARES Act has allowed
them to be able to both invest in PPE/driver protections while also salvaging a pretty significant
portion of their season.

Q11. Were there any shortcomings with the CARES Act Phase I distribution? If so, what were they?
The majority of transportation agencies that responded said there were no shortcomings with the
CARES Act Phase I distribution. One agency noted that CDOT did an excellent job of expediting the
allocation and distribution of CARES Act funding, which relieved a tremendous amount of stress on
grantees struggling to maintain service and keep employees healthy. The overall impression from the
responses seemed to suggest that the first phase of the CARES Act funding distribution was efficiently
distributed with very little disputes noted in the process.

Q12. The CARES Act Phase I distribution was approximately 17% of each agency’s budget. Phase II
would deliver approximately 12%, for an approximate total of 29% of each agency’s budget. For
CARES Act Phase II distribution, do you support using the same methodology as the CARES Act Phase
I?

Of the 48 responses received approximately 84% of the respondents support using the same
methodology as the CARES Act Phase I. Only approximately 15% of the respondents do not support the
same methodology as the CARES Act Phase I. Please see further concerns/suggestions captured in the
below Question 13.
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Q13. Do you have any comments on CARES Act Phase II distribution, to make distribution more fair,
more responsive to local conditions?
A majority of respondents, 39, had no comment or indicated that the distribution was already fair. Nine
had some concerns with the distribution. The primary concerns/suggestions were:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Some agencies did not need the full 17% of the first phase while others needed more
Had greater funding concerns for 2021 rather than this year
Phase II distribution should consider an agency's LOS during Colorado's "Stay at home
order" and their revised transit expense budget for 2020
Phase II distribution should not be awarded if phase I funds have not been expended
Upfront cost/payment for contract transit services should be reimbursed at monthly
intervals to keep everyone on par
It would be best to opt in municipalities without having a collaborative agreement with
municipalities through DOLA
Consider CARES Act 5307 funding shares to other transit providers in Denver/Boulder UZA
Allow CARES formula to be based on population

Q14. Are you planning to apply for the 2021 Consolidated Call for Capital Projects (CCCP) in August?
Answers were fairly split with over half of respondents either unsure or not planning to apply for 2021
CCCP in August while 18 said yes.
●
●
●

Yes – 18 (37.5%)
No – 15 (31.3%)
Unsure – 15 (31.3%)
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Q15. Will your agency's budget impacts affect your ability to meet matching requirements?
Two-thirds of respondents said that their agency’s budget impacts either might or will affect their ability
to meet matching requirements. Only a third, 16 of the 48 responses, indicated that it would not affect
their ability to meet the match requirements.
●
●
●

Yes – 11 (22.9%)
No – 16 (33.3%)
Maybe – 21 (43.8%)
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Q16. Do you have any comments on the 2021 CCCP?
Of the 48 responses of the survey, 38 had no comments on the 2021 CCCP. Eight agencies had concerns
meeting the match or recommended requiring a lower match. One agency expressed concerns of
eligibility for supplemental grants and the last comment recommended that there be flexibility of
purchasing and expediting the vehicle procurement and delivery processes, especially if agencies have a
service model change due to COVID (for CCCP and CARES ACT II).

Q17. Do you have any other suggestions for CDOT, in terms of funding and distribution?
35 agencies were supportive of the process thus far or had no additional suggestions for CDOT in terms
of funding and distribution. The primary concerns for the 13 agencies that responded to the question
had the following concerns/suggestions:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Further exploring how transit agencies in Colorado are funded
Funding programs that could help support and maintain basic/standard levels of transit
service during the pandemic
Extend or add flexibility to grant expenditure deadlines for funded service expansion and
capital projects
More information and resources for funding applications and processes
Maintain as much flexibility as possible
Concerns of delays in CCCP contracts and funding
Additional help and flexibility with long term capital replacement
More concerns for the following year if social distancing is required but demand rises

Next Steps
Share the survey results, associated memos, and discuss draft/working recommendations
Seek funding decisions / actions in August 2020.
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TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
SOPHIE SHULMAN, CHIEF OF INNOVATIVE MOBILITY
DAVID KRUTSINGER, DIRECTOR OF TRANSIT & RAIL
JULY 8, 2020
SENATE BILL 267 TRANSIT UPDATE

Purpose
The purpose of this memo is to seek input on the proposed list of strategic transit projects to be funded by Senate
Bill 267.
Action
Staff is providing an informational update on next steps regarding S.B. 17-267 transit spending.
Background
The state legislature provided new transportation funding through Senate Bill 17-267 (SB 267). SB 267 provides
$98.4M for strategic transit capital projects over two years beginning in FY 2019. The Transportation
Commission approved a four-year project list in December 2019, and the Transportation Commission was briefed
on “committed” projects in May. In June, staff conducted a survey of transit providers and local governments
about their currents needs, summarized above.
Attached at Appendix A is a presentation with staff recommendations for discussion and feedback this month.
Next steps
Based on Transportation Commission feedback, staff will move forward with projects identified in Appendix B,
including returning to the Commission in August for any additional required approvals.
Attachments:
- Appendix A: 267 Transit Prioritization
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Senate Bill 267 Transit, Part 2 Discussion

July 2020
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Goals & Assumptions
Goals for Prioritizing SB267 Transit Funding:
1.
2.
3.

Stay true to Your Transportation Plan
Advance projects in timely manner
Maintain transit regional equity to extent possible
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Regional Transit Equity with Premium
Current Equity
(Current Commitments ($27.9M) + Remaining to be Programmed ($64.5M) + Premium ($6M) = Total $98.4M)
Revised Region
Proposed
Original
Region
Current Allocation
Premium Addition
Total
%
Projects
Region %
1

$0

$36,470,000

$6,000,000

$42,470,000

44.3%

43.7%

2

$5,150,000

$7,525,000

$0

$12,675,000

17.1%

13.0%

3

$10,638,500

$2,994,500

$0

$13,633,000

12.6%

14.0%

4

$11,600,000

$9,879,504

$0

$21,479,504

21.2%

22.1%

5

$502,496

$6,440,000

$0

$6,942,496

4.9%

7.2%

$27,890,996

$69,309,004

$6,000,000

$97,200,000*

100%

100%

Total

Total
With Premium
and Adjustments

Urban

Rural

Total

$78.25 M
80.5%

$18.95 M
19.5%

$97.2* M
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What do we buy for $97.2 million?
•

Mobility: Down-payment for transit
infrastructure along I-70 and I-25 to combat
future congestion, which is already returning

•

Safety: Investment in Safer Main Streets Grant
Program, as well as improvements in Bustang,
Outrider, and local transit service stops that
will improve safety and access across Colorado

•

Asset management: Maintenance and storage
facilities will support long-term transit
operations, protecting investments and
allowing for critical upgrades such as electric
bus charging

•

Strategic Nature: Using $54M of SB 267 Transit
Year 1 & 2 funding for projects which leverage
innovative financing and partnerships

Passenger Bus Capacity
3%
Rail
7%
Maintenance
Facility
15%

Mobility
Hubs
37%

Bus Stop /
Safety
38%
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SB 267 Transit Commitments
Region
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
2
2
2
3
3

Project Description
Bijou Street Storage and Maintenance Facility (Construction)
Cripple Creek Admin & Operations Facility (Design)
Town of Winter Park Design of new Transit Maintenance Facility
Summit County Transit Operations Center (Design & Engineering)
RFTA Aspen Maintenance Facility Improvement Stage 9 (Construction)
Longmont/Firestone/Weld County Mobility Hub (interim configuration) (Design)
Berthoud Mobility Hub
Poncha Springs Crossroads Welcome Center Improvement Project (Construction)
CRISI Grant Match (PACOG) (CRISI 2019 – awarded)
Pueblo Administrative and Maintenance Facility (5339b – applied in 2020)
BUILD Grant Match (SCCOG) (BUILD 2020 – applied)
Winter Park Transit Operations Facility (5339b – awarded in 2019)
Frisco Transit Center - Phase 1 (Completed), Phase 2 (Construction), 40% Local Match

3

RFTA Glenwood Maintenance Facility Phase 2 Demolition, Earthwork, Retaining Walls
(5339b – applied in 2020)
Centerra-Loveland Mobility Hub (Construction) (TIGER 8 – awarded)

4
Total

SB 267
$3,000,000
$120,000
$200,000
$425,000*
$1,000,000
$600,000
$5,000,000
$502,496*
$50,000
$980,000
$1,000,000
$2,600,000
$3,437,500*

Commitments to
projects/corridors
already under
construction or
under contract

Commitment to
projects with
federal grant
funding or
partnerships

$2,976,000
$6,000,000
$27,890,996

*TC Resolution had approved $420,000; 500,000; and $4,200,000, respectively.
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Revised budget amounts are $425,000; $502,496, and $3,437,500, respectively. Budget change requests to come at future TC meeting.

SB 267 Transit Projects Map
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SB 267 I-25 Corridor Transit Projects
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SB 267 I-70 Corridor Transit Projects
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Region 1 Proposed Transit Program
Region

TPR/MPO

1

DRCOG

1

DRCOG

1

DRCOG

1

DRCOG

1

DRCOG

Project Title

Proposed
Funding

Brief Description

Transit infrastructure projects on busy arterials in
the Denver area that improve safety and
Safer Main Streets Program
transform urban spaces, especially for vulnerable
users
Castle Rock and/or Ridgegate Site selection, design and construction of a new
Transit Station(s)*
transit station near Castle Rock
CRISI Grant Match toward CDOT purchase of
Burnham Yard CRISI grant
decommissioned rail yard from Union Pacific for
application (Contribution)
Front Range Passenger Rail
Expanded Park-n-Ride with interchange
Idaho Springs Park-n-Ride*
improvements and slip ramps on I-70
Purchase of buses to support service along I-25 at
Bustang Fleet Purchases*
Castle Rock
Region 1 Subtotal

*Partially Funded
Commitments to projects/corridors already
under construction or under contract

Commitment to projects with federal grant
funding or partnerships

$26,000,000
$7,300,000
$6,000,000
$1,295,000
$1,875,000
$42,470,000
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Region 2 Proposed Transit Program
Region

TPR/MPO

Project Title

2

PPACG

Bijou Street Storage and
Maintenance Facility
(Construction)

2

PPACG

Colorado Springs Transit
Center*

2

PPACG

Outrider Improvements at
Tejon Park-n-Ride

2

PACOG

North Pueblo Mobility Hub
(Construction)*

2

PACOG

Outrider Improvements at
Pueblo West

Commitments to projects/corridors already
under construction or under contract

Proposed
Funding

Brief Description
New 10-bay Bustang facility located at the Region
2 Vehicle Storage Facility in central Colorado
Springs
Contribution to construction of new downtown
transit center to be served by Mountain Metro
Transit and Bustang
Bus stop and shelter improvements at location
along Lamar-to-Colorado Springs Outrider bus
line
Land purchase, design and construction of new
mobility hub in Pueblo with 100-200 parking
spaces
Bus stop and shelter improvements at location
along Alamosa-to-Pueblo Outrider bus line

Commitment to projects with federal grant
funding or partnerships

$3,000,000
$5,000,000
$80,000
$1,100,000
$80,000
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Region 2 Proposed Transit Program
Region

TPR/MPO

Project Title

2

PACOG

CRISI Grant Match (PACOG)

2

PACOG

Pueblo Administrative and
Maintenance Facility

2

Proposed
Funding

Brief Description
CDOT portion to fund $450,000 study to offer
thru-car passenger rail service on Southwest
Chief to Pueblo and Colorado Springs
Match funding for a federal grant to fund project
to design and construct a new transit
administrative and maintenance facility for
Pueblo Transit (funding application submitted;
results pending)

Outrider Improvements at
Lamar, Fort Lyon, Las
Bus stops and shelter improvements at 8
locations along Lamar-to-Colorado Springs
Southeast Animas, La Junta, Swink,
Rocky Ford, Manazanola, and Outrider bus line
Fowler

Commitments to projects/corridors already
under construction or under contract

Commitment to projects with federal grant
funding or partnerships

$50,000

$980,000

$600,000
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Region 2 Proposed Transit Program
Region

TPR/MPO

Project Title

2

Prowers County Bus Barn
Southeast Office Extension
(Construction)

2

Central Front Cripple Creek Admin and
Operations Facility (Design)
Range

2

Central Front Outrider Improvements at
Canon City and Cotopaxi
Range

Commitments to projects/corridors already
under construction or under contract

Proposed
Funding

Brief Description
Construction of 1,250 square feet of new office
space at existing bus storage facility to support
demand response transit service
Design of new admin/operations facility to
provide vehicle storage space, office, and training
space for the City's transit division
Bus stop and shelter improvements at 2 locations
along Alamosa-to-Pueblo Outrider bus line

Commitment to projects with federal grant
funding or partnerships

$105,000
$120,000
$160,000
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Region 2 Proposed Transit Program
Region

TPR/MPO

2

SCCOG

2

SCCOG

2

SCCOG

Project Title

Proposed
Funding

Brief Description

Land purchase, design and construction of new
South Central Storage and
bus storage and maintenance facility in Trinidad
to support SCCOG Transit and new Phase 3
Maintenance Facility*
Outrider service from Trinidad to Pueblo
CDOT portion of Southwest Chief railroad track
improvements on La Junta Subdivision mainline
BUILD Grant Match (SCCOG) between Trinidad and the New Mexico state line
(funding grant application submitted; results
pending)
Bus Stop Improvements at
Bus stop and shelter improvements at 3 locations
Colorado City Corners,
along future Trinidad-to-Pueblo Outrider bus line
Walsenburg and Aguilar
Region 2 Subtotal

Commitments to projects/corridors already
under construction or under contract

Commitment to projects with federal grant
funding or partnerships

$200,000

$1,000,000

$200,000
$12,675,000
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Region 3 Proposed Transit Program
Region

3
3
3

3

TPR/MPO

GVMPO

Project Title

Proposed
Funding

Brief Description

Arterial Transit and
Bike/Pedestrian
Improvements on I-70
Business/US 6 Corridor
Outrider Improvements at
Grand Junction

Arterial Transit & Bike/Ped Improvements
combined with highway improvements.

Bus stop and shelter improvements for Bustang
and Outrider bus lines
Phase 1 - Design of a new transit storage,
Town of Winter Park Design
maintenance, and admin facility for growing
Northwest of new Transit Maintenance
transit service (funds were contracted as 2019
Facility
capital program project)
Phase 2 – Match funds for FTA-funded
Winter Park Transit
construction of new transit storage,
Northwest
maintenance, and admin facility with total cost of
Operations Facility
$20.5M
GVMPO

*Partially Funded
Commitments to projects/corridors already
under construction or under contract

Commitment to projects with federal grant
funding or partnerships

$1,500,000
$80,000
$200,000

$2,600,000
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Region 3 Proposed Transit Program
Region
3

TPR/MPO

Project Title

Outrider Improvements at
Northwest Fraser, Granby, Kremmling
and Hot Sulphur Springs

3

Gunnison
Valley

Western Slope (Montrose)
Storage and Maintenance
Facility*

3

Gunnison
Valley

Crested Butte Storage
Facility*

Brief Description

Proposed
Funding

Bus stop and shelter improvements at 4 locations
along future Craig-to-Denver Outrider bus line

$300,000

Land purchase, design and construction of new
bus storage and maintenance facility near
Montrose to support Bustang/Outrider service
between Grand Junction and Durango, All Points
Transit's bus lines, and SMART service to
Telluride
Design and construction of new bus storage
facility in Crested Butte to support
Bustang/Outrider, Crested Butte Mountain
Express, and Gunnison Valley RTA

*Partially Funded
Commitments to projects/corridors already
under construction or under contract

Commitment to projects with federal grant
funding or partnerships

$264,500

$600,000
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Region 3 Proposed Transit Program
Region
3

3

3

TPR/MPO

Project Title

Proposed
Funding

Brief Description

Outrider Improvements at
Montrose, Delta and
Gunnison

Bus stop and shelter improvements at 3 Region 3
locations along Durango-to-Grand Junction and
Gunnison-to-Denver Outrider bus lines
Replacement of existing underground fuel tanks
RFTA Aspen Maintenance
with new, double-walled tanks and monitoring
Intermountain Facility Improvement Stage 9 systems, in order to reduce the risk of leak or
spill (funds contracted as a 2019 capital program
(Construction)
project)
Design and engineering of larger, upgraded
Summit County Transit
facility necessary to accommodate all Summit
Intermountain Operations Center Design
Stage buses, support vehicles and offices (funds
and Engineering
contracted as a 2019 capital program project)
Gunnison
Valley

*Partially Funded
Commitments to projects/corridors already
under construction or under contract

Commitment to projects with federal grant
funding or partnerships

$250,000

$1,000,000

$425,000
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Region 3 Proposed Transit Program
Region

3

3

TPR/MPO

Project Title

Proposed
Funding

Brief Description

Design and construction of new Frisco Transit
Center building to complete $10.5M overall
Frisco Transit Center - Phase
Intermountain
project to support Summit Stage and Bustang
2 (Construction)
(leveraged with funds from SB 228, MMOF, and
Summit Stage capital funding)
Originally designed to house 34 buses, this
facility is currently serving 44 buses, with another
20 buses deadheading 90 miles per day from the
RFTA Glenwood
Intermountain
Aspen maintenance facility. In addition to
Maintenance Facility*
expansion, the improved facility will adapt to
more clean energy technologies, now from diesel
& CNG, to also include battery electric buses.
Region 3 Subtotal

*Partially Funded
Commitments to projects/corridors already
under construction or under contract

Commitment to projects with federal grant
funding or partnerships

$3,437,500

$2,976,000

$13,633,000
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Region 4 Proposed Transit Program
Region

TPR/MPO

4

DRCOG

4

DRCOG

4

DRCOG

Project Title

Proposed
Funding

Brief Description

Design of interim configuration to expand
Longmont/Firestone/Weld existing Park-n-Ride at I-25 and SH-119 from 116
County Mobility Hub (interim spaces to 414 spaces to activate Bustang service
at this location on the North line from Fort
configuration) (Design)
Collins to Denver
Longmont/Firestone/Weld Land purchase for ultimate center-median
County Mobility Hub
configuration of mobility hub to be constructed
(ultimate configuration)
as part of North I-25 Segment 4 to be served by
(ROW)
Bustang North line from Fort Collins to Denver
Longmont/Firestone/Weld Construction of interim configuration to expand
County Mobility Hub
existing Park-n-Ride at I-25 and SH-119 from 116
spaces to 414 spaces to activate Bustang service
(interim configuration)
(Const.)
on the North line from Fort Collins to Denver

*Partially Funded
Commitments to projects/corridors already
under construction or under contract

Commitment to projects with federal grant
funding or partnerships

$600,000

$2,500,000

$2,700,000
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Region 4 Proposed Transit Program
TPR/MPO

4

DRCOG

Bus stop Improvements at
Lochbuie

4

DRCOG

Bustang Fleet Purchases*

4

DRCOG

SH 119 Transit
Improvements**

Transit infrastructure projects that support
mobility and safety along SH 119.

$2,000,000

Centerra-Loveland Mobility
Hub (Construction)

Construction of center-loading express Bustang
station and Park-n-Ride, part of Region 4 North I25 Segment 7 Managed Lanes project, to be
served by Bustang, City of Loveland Transit
(COLT) buses

$6,000,000

4

NFRMPO

Project Title

Proposed
Funding

Region

Brief Description
Bus stop and shelter improvements to support
new Outrider service
Bus purchases to support service at
Longmont/Firestone/Weld County Mobility Hub
on the North Bustang line

*Partially Funded **Placeholder until specific improvements are identified
Commitments to projects/corridors already
under construction or under contract

Commitment to projects with federal grant
funding or partnerships

$80,000
$1,250,000
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Region 4 Proposed Transit Program
Region

4

4
4

TPR/MPO

NFRMPO

Project Title

Berthoud Mobility Hub*

Bus Stop Improvements at
Sterling
Bus Stop Improvements at
Upper Front
Brush, Fort Morgan and
Range
Hudson
Eastern

Design and interim construction for eventual
center-loading express Bustang station
constructed as part of North I-25 Segment 6, to
be served by Bustang North line to Fort Collins
and Denver
Bus stop and shelter improvements to support
new Outrider service
Bus stop and shelter improvements at 3 locations
to support new Outrider service

*Partially Funded
Commitments to projects/corridors already
under construction or under contract

Proposed
Funding

Brief Description

Commitment to projects with federal grant
funding or partnerships

$5,000,000

$80,000
$240,000
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Region 4 Proposed Transit Program
Region

4

TPR/MPO

Project Title

Upper Front Estes Park Transit
Range
Improvements

Estes Park transit improvements including trolley
barn and Visitor's Center/Transit Center Parking
at US 36 & US 34, Manford Park-n-Ride
improvements, and transit stop improvements in
multiple locations
Region 4 Subtotal

*Partially Funded
Commitments to projects/corridors already
under construction or under contract

Proposed
Funding

Brief Description

Commitment to projects with federal grant
funding or partnerships

$1,029,504
$21,479,504
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Region 5 Proposed Transit Program
Region

5

5
5
5

TPR/MPO

Project Title

Proposed
Funding

Brief Description

Purchase of two existing buildings and land for
SMART Purchase of Existing maintenance and storage of existing SMART
Gunnison
Real Property for Admin & vehicles allowing for maintenance to be done inValley
house and enabling anticipated future fleet and
Maintenance Facility
service expansion
Outrider Improvements at
Bus stop and shelter improvements at 3 locations
Gunnison
Placerville, Ridgway and
served by Durango-to-Grand Junction Outrider
Valley
Telluride
bus line
Bus stop and shelter improvements at 5 locations
Outrider Improvements at
served by Durango-to-Grand Junction Outrider
Southwest Durango, Mancos, Cortez,
bus line
Dolores, and Rico
Durango Transit Capital
Transit signal priority, transit passenger facility
Southwest
improvements
Improvements

*Partially Funded
Commitments to projects/corridors already
under construction or under contract

Commitment to projects with federal grant
funding or partnerships

$1,860,000

$250,000
$400,000
$2,000,000
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Region 5 Proposed Transit Program
Region

5

TPR/MPO

Southwest

Project Title

Proposed
Funding

Brief Description

Pagosa Springs
Transportation Center

Match funding for design and construction of
new maintenance and transit facility to include a
park-and-ride, bus bays, office space, and public
restrooms (federal funding application submitted
by Pagosa Springs, results pending)
Expansion and renovation of existing parking and
transit facility adjacent to existing visitor center
at intersection of US285 and US50 to be served
by Bustang/Outrider and local Neighbor to
Neighbor Transit (funds awarded to project in
2019 capital program)

5

San Luis
Valley

Poncha Springs Crossroads
Welcome Center
Improvement Project
(Construction)

5

San Luis
Valley

Outrider Improvements at 3
Bus stop and shelter improvements at 3 Outrider
locations between Alamosa
locations
and Buena Vista

*Partially Funded
Commitments to projects/corridors already
under construction or under contract

Commitment to projects with federal grant
funding or partnerships

$1,080,000

$502,496

$250,000
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Region 5 Proposed Transit Program
Region

TPR/MPO

5

San Luis
Valley

Project Title

Proposed
Funding

Brief Description

Park and Ride and
Park-n-Ride and Intermodal Facility in Buena
Intermodal Facility - Buena Vista to be served by Gunnison-to-Denver
Vista
Outrider line
Region 5 Subtotal

*Partially Funded
Commitments to projects/corridors already
under construction or under contract

Commitment to projects with federal grant
funding or partnerships

$600,000
$6,942,496
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Next Steps
•

Based on TC feedback, staff will finalize full $97.2M transit list

•

In addition, staff will develop phased “add backs” that determine specific
groups of projects ready to move forward at various funding levels

•

August TC approval of new projects and revised budgets
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Transportation Director
2829 W. Howard Place
Denver, CO 80204-2305

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
PAUL JESAITIS, R1 TRANSPORTATION DIRECTOR
UPDATED 7/14/202 FROM ORIGINAL VERSION OF 7/6/2020
I-70 & PICADILLY 1601 APPROVAL

Purpose
The City of Aurora is pursuing 1601 approval from the CDOT Transportation Commission for a new Type 1 Interchange
located at I-70 and Picadilly. As part of the 1601 process, a System Level Study (SLS) has been prepared and reviewed by
the appropriate R1 staff at CDOT. The Region has determined the SLS is acceptable and meets the intent of the policy.
The sponsors would like to seek approval from the Transportation Commission in July 2020.
Action
The City of Aurora is seeking Approval of the System Level Study in the July 2020 Transportation Commission Meeting.
Background
This project was initially given 1601 approval in 2007 and was part of an Environmental Assessment (EA) and Finding of No
Significant Impact (FONSI) for the E470 Interchange Complex that was completed at that time. Since no action was taken
in the years following the 2007 approval the EA needed to be refreshed, as well as the 1601 process redone. The initial,
approved preferred alternative at this location was a partial cloverleaf. The refined alternative under this refresh is a
diverging diamond interchange. The 2020 EA Reevaluation was approved and signed by CDOT and FHWA in May, 2020.
The project will realign Picadilly Road and construct a new bridge over I-70. The project will also remove an existing
substandard partial interchange at Colfax Avenue, and adds signalized intersections and auxiliary lanes within the project
area. The project will also construct I-70 mainline auxiliary lanes between Picadilly Road and Tower Road, and between
Picadilly Road and E-470. The total cost of the project is $56.6 Million. CDOT is not being asked to share in the cost of this
project. The project is included in the 2040 RTP and the DRCOG 2020-2023 TIP.
Next Steps
CDOT will work with the City of Aurora, stakeholders around the development, and other relevant stakeholders, such as
DRCOG and RTD to develop a collaborative Transportation Demand Management Plan (TDM) that focuses on multimodal
options that will improve air quality and reduce the amount of congestion to I-70 and the surrounding system.
Attachments
Project Executive Summary
System Level Study - LINK
Commission Resolution
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I. INTRODUCTION
The I-70/Picadilly Interchange project will construct a new diverging diamond interchange on
I-70 at Picadilly Road in Aurora, Colorado. This project will facilitate much-needed north-south
connectivity on Picadilly Road and provide critical local access to I-70 for the growing
development in the Colorado Aerotropolis area. The interchange will improve access for freight
commerce, ease congestion, improve safety, and drive job creation, while supporting the
Colorado Aerotropolis as a rapidly expanding economic hub.
Additionally, the I-70/Picadilly Interchange delivers the logical full movement connection for
US-40 and Business 70 (Colfax Avenue) to I-70 in the most efficient manner. This is key to
providing transportation network clarity and expectation to customers seeking access to and
coming from the US-40 corridor immediately west of this interchange.
II. PURPOSE AND NEED
The area near Denver International Airport is rapidly developing and is the heart of a planned
Colorado Aerotropolis—a collaborative effort to develop the area surrounding the airport into a
world-class residential, commercial, industrial, and logistics community. Today, there is a gap in
the arterial roadway grid on Picadilly Road at I-70 that negatively impacts local and regional
traffic and freight transporters traveling to and from the rapidly developing Colorado
Aerotropolis area. The insufficient infrastructure connectivity results in severe congestion on
Tower Road and Gun Club Road, which run parallel to Picadilly Road to the west and east,
respectively.
III. HISTORY
The I-70/Picadilly Interchange is part of the I-70/E-470 Interchange Complex Environmental
Assessment that began in 2003. After receiving a Finding of No Significant Impact in 2007, the
City of Aurora and the E-470 Public Highways Authority completed additional design work on
some phases of the complex, including the northbound E-470 to westbound I-70 ramp flyover, a
realignment of E-470 over I-70, and a new frontage road constructed on the original E-470
alignment. In addition, 19th Avenue west between Gun Club Road and Picadilly Road has been
constructed.
IV. GRANT FUNDING AWARD AND PROJECT SCHEDULE
Concurrent with the re-evaluation and 1601 process, the project team submitted the project for
USDOT BUILD (Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage Development) Grant consideration in
July 2019. Notification of successful award of the maximum amount of $25M was delivered
November 2019. The BUILD program requires that all project funds through construction be
obligated in an executed Grant Agreement by June 2021.
To meet the demanding timeline of the Grant Agreement deadline, the project team is currently
working diligently to complete Preliminary Design documents and Right of Way plans.
Completion of those documents is scheduled for June 2020, which will allow the project to
transition immediately to the next project phase.
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1601 Interchange Approval Process

Primer for Transportation Commission
July 2020
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What is Policy
Directive 1601?
• The 1601 policy and procedural directive
outline the guiding principles and steps
necessary to approve a new interchange or
interchange modification on the interstate,
freeway, or state highway system.
• The policy integrates:
– FHWA and CDOT environmental approvals
– Access permitting
– Planning partner approvals
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Purposes of the
Directive
•
•
•
•
•

Preserve the state highway system’s Level of Service (LOS)
Ensure fair and consistent consideration of proposals for
new & existing interchanges
Ensure CDOT has sufficient information to make an
informed decision
Minimize duplicative analytical, regulatory, and
procedural requirements
Match the project complexity and facility type with the
appropriate level of approval
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Interchange
Improvement Types
– Type 1 – New Interchanges on the Interstate and
Freeway system
• These are approved by the Transportation Commission (TC)

– Type 2 – New interchanges on the remaining state
highway system and modifications to interchanges
• These are approved by the Chief Engineer or maybe elevated to the
Transportation Commission

– Type 2a – Minor modifications to interchanges, which
do not require a system level analysis
• These can be delegated by the Chief Engineer for approval by the
Regional Transportation Director (RTD).
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1601 Policy Highlights
• The state highway system shall be owned by
CDOT.
• The applicant is responsible for all costs
– Includes design, ROW, construction, maintenance and
replacement.
– CDOT participation in any cost sharing proposal must be
approved by TC

• Applicants must demonstrate significant progress
within 3 years of receiving Commission approval.
– No more than two (1-year) extensions may be given.
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Upcoming DRAFT Changes
to the Revised Policy
Key Revisions

Department Implications

Updated FHWA Interstate Staff and applicant workload and cost benefit
Access Request
Annual Report to
Commission

Potential additional visibility
(Is the removal of this requirement
appropriate?)

Project Milestones

Additionally clarity

IGA Requirements

Streamlined requirement for staff

Access Management
Clarity*

Strengthens the policy and addresses longterm system functionality

New TDM Requirement

Requires TDM strategies to preserve the longterm functionality of new interchanges.
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Next Steps
• Staff will bring a revised version of the PD
that includes clean-up and substantive edits
in the months to come.
• After the PD is finalized, staff will provide
policy directive training to each region.
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Questions?
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Transportation
Commission Study
Session
July 15, 2020
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Agenda

1601 Interchange Access
Type 1
Interstate 70 Picadilly Interchange (Aurora)
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Project History
• 1601 Type 1 Interchange
• EA, FONSI, System Level
Study, Interstate Access
Request completed in 2007
• Notification of $25M BUILD
grant award November 2019.
• Requires that all project funds
through construction be
obligated in an executed
Grant Agreement by June
2021.
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Purpose and Need
The primary purpose of the I-70/E-470 project is to efficiently and
safely connect the freeway and toll-way systems, I-70 and E-470,
while maintaining and improving local access for existing and planned
roadways and future travel demand.
Goals:
• Correct deficiencies associated with substandard ramps
• Improve regional mobility and safety
• Enhance access for adjacent land uses
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Revised Preferred Alternative
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Revised Preferred Alternative
Diverging Diamond Interchange

Future US 40 Alignment
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Mitigation to Existing System

1.
2.
3.
4.

Improved regional mobility and additional access to I-70
Improved operations with full movement interchange
Increased capacity with auxiliary lanes added between Tower Road and Picadilly Road
Improved safety and operations for NB to WB E-470 connection

5. Improved safety with removal of left hand WB off ramp to Colfax Avenue
6. Improved safety with removal of substandard EB off ramp to Colfax Avenue
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Next Steps

• EA Reevaluation – May 28, 2020 approval
• System Level Study – Pending approval
• Interstate Access Request – Pending approval
• Design Build Procurement - Beginning July 2020
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MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
JEFF SUDMEIER, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
JULY 16, 2020
FY 2020-21 REVENUE AND BUDGET UPDATES - IMPACTS OF COVID-19

Purpose
To provide information on the revised Highway Users Tax Fund (HUTF) Annual Revenue Forecast and
discuss potential budget reductions to bring the Fiscal Year 2020-21 budget back into balance.
Action
No action is requested at this time.
Economic Impacts of COVID-19 Pandemic:
Staff is presenting a revised HUTF annual forecast this month and proposing amendment options to reduce
and rebalance the Fiscal Year 2020-21 budget. However, the COVID-19 pandemic continues to create
unprecedented uncertainty leading to a low level of confidence in the forecast. Therefore, future
amendments may be necessary. Staff will continue closely monitoring all available data in anticipation of
potentially returning to the Commission during the fiscal year to propose further adjustments.
Revised HUTF Annual Revenue Forecast:
The CDOT Office of Financial Management and Budget (OFMB) has updated the annual revenue forecast to
incorporate the downturn impacts associated with the COVID-19 pandemic response. The updated forecast
reflects $62.9 million less revenue in FY 2019-20 and FY 2020-21 combined, when compared with the
forecast that was used initially to set those Fiscal Year budgets. The downturn precipitated by COVID-19 is
expected to result in a $17.4 million shortfall in FY 2019-20 and a $45.4 million loss in FY 2020-21. The
Department first revised the forecast in March after the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. At that time the
forecast reflected a smaller shortfall of $8.2M in FY 2019-20 and $19.9M in FY 2020-21 (see Table 1).
Table 1. CDOT Forecast of Annual HUTF Revenue (in millions)
Fiscal Year

Initial Forecast

March - 3rd Quarter
Forecast

Shortfall

June - 4th Quarter
Forecast

Shortfall

FY 2019-20

$586.0

$577.8

($8.2)

$568.6

($17.4)

FY 2020-21

$587.0

$567.2

($19.9)

$541.6

($45.4)

FY 2021-22

$592.5

$570.4

($22.1)

$546.8

($50.3)

The primary driver of lost revenue is the anticipated shortfall in motor fuel collections due to disrupted
driving patterns. The most pronounced impact is forecasted to occur in FY 2020-21. A lot of uncertainty
remains around how the pandemic will impact travel and commuting patterns over the next few years.
The only historical data available that may be somewhat comparable is from the period of the Great
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Recession. Colorado saw a sharp drop in annual VMT at the start of the economic disruption between 2008
and 2009. Staff has used this historical data to help forecast future travel behaviors over the next 12
months. With those assumptions in place, the model predicts that VMT will fall by about 3.65% in FY 202021. Taking into account the impacts of increasing vehicle fuel efficiency, the model predicts a loss of more
than 178 million combined net gallons of gasoline and diesel consumed in FY 2020-21 compared to last
year, or a 6.4% drop.
Although VMT is expected to start growing again by FY 2021-22, it is likely to be modest and still
overwhelmed by increasingly fuel-efficient vehicles. The model predicts this will result in a FY 2021-22
revenue shortfall of $50.3M in comparison to the pre-pandemic forecast. This equates to $542M in
available HUTF funds in comparison to the initial $592M anticipated.
Another key assumption in the model is a decrease in the number of new vehicles entering Colorado’s
fleet due to decreased sales during the height of the COVID-19 response from mid-March through mid-May.
This revised model, in comparison to the initial forecast, assumes 71,000 fewer new vehicles entered
Colorado’s statewide fleet in FY 2019-20. Although staff expects vehicle sales to partially catch-up in FY
2020-21, anticipated losses in personal household income could cause continued downward pressure on
new vehicle sales. The updated forecast indicates a $4.4 million decline in fee revenue associated with
new vehicle sales from FY 2019-20 through FY 2021-22.
Fiscal Year 2020-21 Proposed Budget Reductions:
OFMB staff conducted an in-depth review and assessment to identify opportunities to reduce the FY 202021 budget by $62.9 million in order to balance with the updated revenue forecast. This included examining
programs and operating budgets that were just approved by the TC in March 2020.
Staff identified the following budget reductions that will be proposed through a budget amendment
request in August 2020, totaling $49.8 million:

●

2016 Building COPs ($22 million) - Delay/cancel the planned defeasance of 2016 Building
COPs, and instead refinance the amount callable to realize historically low interest rates.
Although this would increase long-term borrowing costs, this would close a significant portion
of the FY21 budget shortfall.

●

Surplus Debt Service ($21.5 million) - Utilize surplus FY 20 debt service budget to offset a
portion of the FY 21 budget shortfall. The second tranche of SB267 COPs were issued in June
2020. The debt service for the second tranche was structured to not include a debt service
payment for FY 2019-20 which resulted in a budget surplus of $21.5 million.

●

Work Plan Reductions (appx. $6.3M) - At the request of executive leadership, division
directors and regional transportation directors extensively reviewed all key spending decisions
within Region and Division work plans for FY 2020-21 to find potential budget reductions
wherever feasible. In total, directors identified $12.9 million in budget savings, of which
approximately $6.3 million is State Highway Fund that can be used to offset the FY 2020-21
deficit. These reductions are undergoing further review and validation which may result in
some changes to the exact amount of the reductions. The savings came from reducing planned
spending on consultants, reducing personal services spending including overtime, delaying or
canceling equipment purchases, reducing contacts, reducing travel budgets, among other
reductions. Examples range from $5,600 for reduced travel due to retooling the alternate
delivery program training modules to virtual instructor-led training to $1,800,000 for reducing
a consultant task order. Of the total $12.9 million, approximately $5.1 million is savings in
indirect costs. While this savings won’t be used to offset the budget shortfall, it will allow
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more of the existing capital construction budget to be spent on direct capital construction
costs such as ROW and contractor payments, as opposed to indirect costs.
After accounting for the $49.8 million above, there is still a budget shortfall of $13.1 million. As the
Department approaches year end there are various revenue and budget components that are still in flux.
Staff has worked to compile a list of available reduction options with the goal of holding harmless
maintenance, asset management, and critical safety programs. The focus is on identifying reductions with
the least impact to the traveling public. Staff seeks Commission feedback on the various options. The
following items, in some combination, are the flexible tools available to cover the remaining budget gap:
○

Discretionary Programs - The CDOT budget is composed of many programs that are inflexible
in nature because they are tied to a funding source or required by state or federal law.
Discretionary, or flexible, programs which could be considered for budget reductions include
ADA Compliance, Regional Priority Program (RPP), Strategic Safety, Innovative Mobility, Offsystem Bridge, and the Safe Routes to School Program. Staff intends to work with program
managers in the coming weeks to review operational plans for the upcoming fiscal year and
identify any programs that may potentially have more budget than what is needed to
accomplish their primary objectives for FY 2020-21. Any proposed reductions to these
programs will aim to minimize the impact to the traveling public to the greatest extent
possible.

○

FY20 Reversions from Cost Centers and Project Savings to the State Highway Fund – The
Department is currently completing fiscal year end close activities, which includes liquidating
any cost center budgets that are not approved for roll forward as well as reverting any
available project closure savings from pool budgets. Unspent funds will revert to the State
Highway Fund. The total amount that will be reverted is not known at this time but it is
expected that some funding will be available to offset the budget shortfall.

●

TC Contingency - The FY 2019-20 year-end balance in the TC Contingency is $28.9 million,
with $15 million in additional funding planned in the FY 2020-21 budget. The target balance in
the Fund was reset to $25 million last year based on historical needs. Since the year-end
balance is already above the target balance, it may not be necessary to maintain that balance
into FY 2020-21. There is a possibility that the Department could use some contingency funds
to offset the revenue shortfall.

Staff will return in August with a final recommendation to amend the FY 2020-21 budget. With reducing
the Department’s budget, there is no question that difficult decisions will need to be made; however, it is
the Department’s priority to make strategically placed reductions that will minimize the impact to the
travelling public to the greatest extent possible.
Next Steps
Over the next few months there are various additional items that may impact the FY 2020-21 budget. In
September, OFMB will reconcile forecasted revenue for FY 2019-20 with actual revenue received. If the
Department receives more revenue than was forecasted and budgeted for the fiscal year, those funds
could be held in reserve to help offset future or additional budget shortfalls. Alternatively, if less funds
were received further reductions will be required. Additionally, depending on events at the national level,
the federal government may complete its annual revenue redistribution in the September time frame. In
prior years, this has resulted in additional federal funding. However, during these unprecedented times it
is less certain what redistribution will look like.
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Anticipated Timeline
● August 2020 - Budget amendment to balance the FY 2020-21 budget to forecasted revenue.
● September 2020 - FY 2019-20 Roll forward requests of $1 million or greater will be presented for
review and approval.
● October 2020 - The reconciliation of Fiscal Year 2020-21 year-end revenues will be complete.
Further amendments to the Fiscal Year 2020-21 budget may be required at this time.
Attachments
Attachment A – Presentation
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Fiscal Year 2020-21 Revenue Update
and Potential Amendments
July8116,
2020
Page
of 224

Agenda

• Impacts of COVID-19
• Recommended Amendments
• Flexible Options

Fiscal Year 2020-21 Revenue Update and Potential Amendments
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HUTF Revenue Forecast Update
• Revenue losses between FY
20 and FY 21 will total about
$62.9M less than both years’
combined budgets. FY 22
could fall short by $50.3M
compared to expectations
prior to the pandemic.
• This represents an additional
$63.0M loss compared to
March’s forecast across the
same three years.

July 1, 2020
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Forecasted Motor Fuel Consumption
• If VMT drops by 3.65%
between FY 20 and FY 21,
then the loss combined with
increasing vehicle fuel
efficiency could result in a
year-over-year decline of
178 million gallons of
gasoline and diesel sold, or
by 6.4%.
• Although VMT should start
growing again in FY 22,
increases in fuel efficiency
technology will overwhelm
the gains and result in
another annual loss of fuel
sold by about 0.8%.

July 1, 2020
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Proposed Budget Reductions

• 2016 Building COPs ($22 million)
• Surplus Debt Service ($21.5 million)
• Work Plan Reductions ($6.3 million)
• Division and Regional Transportation Directors identified 262
individual reductions that can be taken across the organization
ranging from less office supplies and travel to reducing scope on
consultant engagements, among others.

Fiscal Year 2020-21 Budget Updates
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Options to Address $12.5M Gap

TC Contingency
• FY20 Year End Balance is $28.9M, with $15M additional planned for
the FY21 Budget. The target balance was reset to $25M based on
historic needs.
Fiscal Year 2020-21 Budget Updates
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Anticipated Timeline

September

• FY 2019-20 Roll forward requests of $1
million or greater will be presented for
review and approval.

October

• The reconciliation of FY21 year-end
revenues will be complete. Further
amendments to the FY21 budget may be
required at this time.
Fiscal Year 2020-21 Budget Updates
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Questions?
July
2020
Page
88 1,
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Performance and Asset Management Branch
2829 W. Howard Place, 4th Floor
Denver, CO 80204-2305

TO:
FROM:

THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
REBECCA WHITE - DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT
JEFF SUDMEIER, CFO
TIM KIRBY, MANAGER, MULTI-MODAL PLANNING
JULY 16, 2020
RE: ADD-BACK SCENARIOS FOR CURRENT AND FUTURE PROJECT FUNDING

DATE:

Purpose
This briefing reflects the latest addition to a multiple-phase analysis of budget reductions caused by
the economic impacts of COVID-19. In this briefing staff presents two phases of “add-backs”; one
based on currently available dollars and a second reflecting a future scenario based on receiving a
third year of SB-267 or federal stimulus funding.
Action
Commission support; no formal action.
Background
Over the last several months staff has presented the Transportation Commission with a series of briefings
based on absorbing major cuts to the Department’s capital program.
 April 16: Initial discussion of expected budget impacts
 April 21: Follow-up on budget, SB267 and recommended assumptions around “worst-case”
 May 7: Scenarios on SB-267 funding availability, equity analysis, and project screening/evaluation
approach
 May 21: Finalized first set of add-back
This month staff will present two additional “add-back” scenarios which are presented as separate phases.
The first phase reflects $107M in funding available now.
The second phase represents a hoped-for future scenario that would bring approximately $500M to CDOT
either through a third year of SB267 or a federal stimulus package.
Next Steps
● Staff will continue to update the Commission as we receive additional certainty around the
possibility, timing, and amount of Phase 2.
Attachments
● Attachment A: PowerPoint deck titled “Project Funding Add-Back Scenarios”
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Project Funding Add Back
Scenarios
Page 90 of 224

Topics For Today

• Discussions to Date
• Add Back Scenarios
• Phase 1 Package
• Phase 2 Package
• Staff Recommendations
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Budget Impacts - Discussion To Date
• April 16: Initial discussion of expected budget impacts
• April 21: Follow-up on budget, SB267 and recommended
assumptions around “worst-case”

• May 7: Scenarios on SB-267 funding availability, equity analysis,
and project screening/evaluation approach
• May 21: Finalized first set of add-backs given known funding
levels
• July 15: Further analysis of potential project add-backs pending
additional funding
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Add-Back Scenarios
• Staff has developed funding scenarios to ensure that the

Department is ready for different outcomes; including a
Year 3 of SB267 or stimulus legislation.
• As with earlier analysis on use of Year 2 SB267 funding, the
projects provided in this briefing were selected to:
o Achieve regional equity
o Get dollars into the economy and maximize project readiness
o Meet the original goals of the SB-267 list
• All of the project recommendations associated with the

add-back scenarios come from the 10-Year Strategic
Pipeline of Projects; staying true to the Plan as the “North
Star.”
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Add-Back Scenarios
• Phase 1 Package - Practical Add Back

o Currently, there is approximately $107M available to be programmed.
o $33 M - Additional premium from 2nd tranche of SB 267
o $50 M - Suspension of $50 M annual General Fund transfer for two years
instead of three
o $24 M - Reduced amount/duration of increase to CDOT SB 267 debt
service commitment

o The Phase 1 Package includes $87M for projects and $20M for

preconstruction activities in order to position the Department to be
ready for Phase 2.

o As discussed in earlier Commission meetings, Regions 1, 2, and 3 are

currently behind on “equity”. Thus, these regions are the only ones
with projects in Phase 1.

• Phase 2 Package - Prospective Add Back

o The Phase 2 Package assumes either a Year 3 of SB 267, orPage
federal
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stimulus funding, of an additional $500M.

Phase 1 Package: Practical Add Back
• The projects for the Phase 1 package include:
Region 1 – $25.1M

Region 2 – $27.9M

Project Name: Safer Main Streets
Description: Grant Launched 7/9/20
Cost: $3.9M

Project Name: I-25, CO 16 & CO 24
Description: Bridge Preventive Mtce.
Cost:$5.5M

Project Name: I-70/Harlan
Description: Bridge Replacement
Cost: $21.2

Project Name: I-25 Raton Pass Safety and
Interchange Improvements
Description: I-25 Exit 11 Improvements
Cost: $13M
Project Name: M-22-AY Bridge Repair
Description:Bridge PM on SH 109 La Junta
Cost: $3.0M

Region 3 – $34M *
Project Name: Vail Pass INFRA Grant
Description: Safety & other
improvements
Cost: $33.5M
Project Name: US 6 Fruita to Palisade
Phase 1
Description: Median/Pedestrian
Improvements/Resurfacing
Cost: $.5M Add to $4.3M current
funding

Project Name:US 160 Springfield to SH
100
Description: Rural Surface Treatment
Cost: $6.6M
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Phase 1 Package: Regional Equity
Regional Equity Analysis
Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

Region 4

Region 5

Original
Revised
Original
Revised
Original
Revised
Original
Current
Original
Current
Allocation Allocation Allocation Allocation Allocation Allocation Allocation Allocation Allocation Allocation

34.5%

30%

18.4%

14.8%

14.7%

12.7%

24.6%

34.5%

7.87%
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8%

Phase 2 Package: Prospective Add Back
• The projects for the Phase 2 package include:
Region 1 - $230M

Region 5 – $38M

Project Name: I-70/ SH58 and I-70/Colfax
Description: Bridge Replacements
Cost: $30M

Project Name: McCabe Creek
Description:Critical culvert replacement
Cost:$7,350,000

Project Name: Floyd Hill
Description: Roadway expansion and bridge replacement
Cost:100M

Project Name: SH 149 RRST
Description: Rural road paving and shoulder widening
Cost:$16,100,000

Project Name: I-270
Description: Widening w/bridge replacement from I-76 to I-70
Cost:100M

Project Name: US 160 Aztec Creek
Description: Reconstruction, shoulder widening, and drainage
improvements
Cost: $15,350,000
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Phase 2 Package: Prospective Add Back
(Continued)
• The projects for the Phase 2 package include:
Region 2 – $146M
Project Name: SH 21 and Research Parkway Interchange
Description:Grade separated interchange, sidewalks, and
bike lanes
Cost: $44M

Project Name: US 287 Lamar Downtown
Description: Rural paving
Cost: $13M

Project Name: I-25, CO 16 & CO 24 Bridge PM
Description: Bridge repairs
Cost: $5.5M

Project Name: SH 115 Safety and Paving Improvements
Description:Bridge widening and replacement, passing
lanes and shoulder installation
Cost:$42M

Project Name: I-25 Raton Pass Safety and Interchange
Improvements
Description:Bridge widening and rockfall mitigation
Cost: $13M

Project Name: SH 67A From SH 96 to Florence
Description: Rural paving
Cost: $5.8M

Project Name: SH 109 Bridge Repair M22 AY
Description: Bridge repair
Cost: $3M

Project Name: SH 194A MP 10.1 to 20.3 ST and Drainage
Improvements
Description: Rural paving and drainage improvements
Cost:$5.8

Project Name: US 160 From Springfield to SH 100
Description: Rural paving
Cost: $6.6

Project Name: I-25 through Pueblo New Freeway ROW
Description: Right of way acquisition for I-25 New Pueblo
Freeway
Cost:$7.5M
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*Includes the deduction from Region 3, and proportional reallocation, of $12M for the grant match for Vail Pass to Regions 1,2, and 5.

Phase 2 Package: Prospective Add Back
(Continued)
• The projects for the Phase 2 package include:
Region 3 -$100M
Project Name: US 50 Settlement Repair
Description: Subsurface repair and resurfacing
Cost: $15M

Project Name: I-70 Aux Lanes Frisco to
Silverthorne
Description: Aux lane EB
Cost: $21M

Project Name:CO 114 Rural resurfacing
Description: RRST
Cost: $16.5M

Project Name: SH13 Garco Rio Blanco Hill
Description:Reconstruct with shoulders
Cost:$$20M

Project Name: SH 139 Douglas Pass North
Description:Rural resurfacing
Cost: $8.4M

Project Name: US6 Fruita to Palisade Safety
Improvements.
Description: 20 road intersection Phase
Cost: $5.6M

Project Name:US 6 Fruita to Palisade Safety
Improvements
Description: Clifton Roundabouts
Cost: $15.5M
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*Includes the deduction from Region 3, and proportional reallocation, of $12M for the grant match for Vail Pass to Regions 1,2, and 5.

Maintaining Progress Toward Equity and
Rural Pavement Goals
•
•
•

•

The Phase 2 Package ($500M) brings all regions very close to the original
regional equity target.
In addition, these add-back scenarios are continually being evaluated
against the original goal to invest 25% of SB267 into rural pavement.
Staff has also found that the decision to put a specific focus on rural
pavement has helped leverage and focus other dollars; adding additional
miles and/or safety improvements to projects.
As a result, these dollars are accomplishing far more for the safety and
condition of our rural system than what was originally anticipated.

For Example:
• Region 2: SH 109 from SH 160 to Otero County Line - slated for $15M of SB 267, but
•
•

only $5.1M available. Project will still be delivered with surface treatment dollars.
Region 3: US24/SH300-- $11M in rural resurfacing on long deferred project due to
$8M in SB267.
Region 5: SH 17 resurfacing ($12.5M) needed the addition of SB267 dollars ($17M) to
extend resurfacing project length, widen shoulders and improve the
of the
Pagesafety
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roadway.

Staff Recommendation and Next Steps
•

Staff recommendation:
o

•

The Commission support the Phase 1 scenario;
allocating $87M to projects now and investing $20M
in preconstruction to ensure readiness for future
dollars.

Staff will continue to update the Commission
as we receive more clarity on the source and
funding amount for Phase 2.
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MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
JEFF SUDMEIER, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
JULY 16, 2020
REVIEW OF PROPOSED CHANGES - POLICY DIRECTIVE 703.0

Purpose
To reintroduce the topic of Policy Directive (PD) 703.0, provide a review of proposed changes and
obtain feedback from the Commission in order to update the directive with current policies,
procedures, and requirements.
Action
This review is for informational purposes and no action is requested this month. Staff seeks input from
the Commission on proposed updates to PD 703.0. Depending on topics of interest and desire for
further discussion and review, a subsequent workshop can be prepared, or the Commission can proceed
to a final review of the PD at next month’s meeting.
Background
PD 703.0 "Annual Budget, Project Budgeting and Cash Management Principles," approved by the
Commission on August 21, 2014, established one document containing guidance to the Department
regarding what levels of approval are required for different budget processes and transactions. The
intent of PD 703.0 is to ensure appropriate oversight and review, maximize the flow of funds to
construction and maintenance projects, and apply effective and efficient cash management strategies.
The PD was last updated in 2016 and an update is needed to address recent changes to processes and
programs. This includes incorporating new processes such as the new budget amendment process,
adding new programs, and removing outdated programs and references. Staff will also solicit input
from the TC on whether the approval thresholds delineating what requires TC approval remain at the
appropriate level. Additionally, staff is proposing changes to add detail to clarify certain processes and
requirements as well as reduce complexity and simplify in certain areas.
Proposed Changes to PD 703
The Department is proposing changes to both the narrative and matrix portions of the PD. This includes
reorganizing the matrices to simplify and consolidate, removing redundant or outdated requirements,
and adding new programs that did not exist at the time of the last update to the PD. Changes are also
proposed to update language to make requirements easier to understand for the end user. In some
cases, requirements have been clarified or strengthened to improve internal controls. For example,
requirements for pre-award and contract modification orders were updated to increase scrutiny on
project budget increases.
The Proposed Matrix includes blue highlights to indicate where new content has been added. Yellow
rows highlight content that has been significantly changed. Green rows indicate minor or no changes to
content. The Redlined Matrix shows the original PD 703.0 matrix with red strikethroughs to indicate
those sections that are proposed for deletion and yellow highlights to show proposed changes (these
are also reflected in the Proposed Version).
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In February staff reviewed the following proposed changes:
Annual Budget Decision Items
• Current: Decision items greater than or equal $1 million per annum (Annual Process) require TC
approval.
• Proposed: New programs or major initiatives, or increases to existing programs or major
initiatives, greater than $1 million per annum require TC approval
• Reason for Change: To clarify that decision items include new programs and major initiatives
and increases to existing programs or major initiatives.
• Impact of Change: Increases TC oversight to ensure commission reviews new programs and
major initiatives, not just decision items for existing programs.
Annual Budget Roll Forwards
• Current: Cost center balance roll forwards greater than $1 million require TC approval. Budget
pool balances roll forward automatically without TC review.
• Proposed: Cost center balance roll forwards greater than $1 million require TC approval.
Budget pool balances roll forward automatically but are subject to TC review.
• Reason for Change: Add TC review of pool balance roll forwards.
• Impact of Change: Increases TC oversight as the TC has opportunity to review and may choose
to take action on pools that have large roll forward balances.
Project Budget – Initial Project and Project Budget Approval
• Current: TC approval required if not on approved list or if not based upon Program Metrics.
• Proposed: Projects from programs with established project selection processes based on
performance metrics, management systems, and evaluation criteria do not require individual
TC approval. Projects from programs that lack such processes, including new programs, require
individual TC approval. Projects funded through legislative funding or other funding sources
which are not ongoing require individual TC approval.
• Reason for Change: Clarifies which programs require TC approval and adds legislative funding
or other funding sources to ensure those require individual TC approval.
• Impact of Change: Increases TC oversight.
Project Budget – Changes to Project Budget
• Current: TC approval required if greater than or equal to 15% and greater than or equal to
$500,000 or greater than or equal to $5,000,000 above the original approved amount.
• Proposed: Changes to project budgets greater than or equal to 15% and greater than or equal
to $500,000 OR changes greater than or equal to $5 million require TC approval.
• Reason for Change: Clarifies and removes any question about interpretation of approval levels.
• Impact of Change: TC oversight remains the same, but provides additional clarity for staff.
In March staff reviewed these proposed changes:
Overall Structure
• Current: Content related to asset management cap and planning budgets are not included in
the current version.
• Proposed: Propose adding an asset management table establishing that the asset management
cap and the approval of planning budgets for each asset class must be reviewed and adopted by
resolution by the TC. Asset management treatment lists can be approved via two of three
signatures from the Executive Director, Chief Financial Officer, or Chief Engineer and
treatment changes can be approved at the headquarters asset manager or delegate staff level.
• Reason for Change: To formalize policy for the handling of asset management.
• Impact of Change: Increases TC oversight by specifying the policies for asset management.
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Budget Transactions
• Current: TC approval required for transfers between budget lines for current year funds.
• Proposed: Add a line indicating that any transfers between budget lines in the Revenue
Allocation Plan for $1 million or more will require TC approval.
• Reason for Change: Incorporate recent changes to the budget process to formally include the
new budget amendment process.
• Impact of Change: No impact. Formalizes current process within the policy.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Current: Policy related to new revenue sources is not included in the current version.
Proposed: Propose adding a line that specifies any new revenue sources that include flexible
fund types will be initially allocated to the Program Reserve, then brought to the TC for review
and approval for further allocation.
Reason for Change: Clarifies the process staff must follow when receiving new funding.
Impact of Change: Increases TC oversight to ensure review of all new flexible funding sources
and formalizes current process within the policy.
Current: TC approval for any use of Transportation Commission Contingency Reserve Fund or
Program Reserve Fund.
Proposed: Align Contingency Reserve with other budget lines, requiring that any request of $1
million or more be reviewed and approved by the TC, and any requests under $1 million may be
approved via two of three signatures from the Executive Director, Chief Financial Officer, or
Chief Engineer. Program Reserve Fund remains unchanged, with any use requiring TC approval.
Reason for Change: Provides consistency across different transactions to simplify policy. Allows
staff to more quickly and efficiently process small requests for contingency funds, when
needed.
Impact of Change: Increases staff authority to allow more efficient, speedy processing of low
risk, small dollar amount transactions.
Current: TC approval for any use of Transportation Commission Maintenance Reserve Fund.
Transactions are predominately draws on snow and ice or wildfire reimbursements where the
Department is reimbursing a maintenance program for wildfire response for which the
Department is in turn being reimbursed by the Federal or State governments. Currently, all of
these transactions go to the Commission for review and approval.
Proposed: Delegate authority to the Department to draw from Maintenance Reserve for wildfire
and snow and ice as needed by obtaining approval via two of three signatures from the
Executive Director, Chief Financial Officer, or Chief Engineer. Any draws from the budget
would then be reported monthly to the TC for review and oversight. All requests over $1
million that are not wildfire or snow and ice related, which is the same as the threshold for
Contingency Reserve, will be taken to the TC for review and approval.
Reason for Change: Provides consistency across different transactions to simplify policy. Allows
staff to more quickly and efficiently process small requests for maintenance reserve funds,
when needed.
Impact of Change: Increases staff authority to allow more efficient, speedy processing of low
risk, small dollar amount snow and ice and wildfire contingency transactions.
Current: Content related to indirect costs is not included in the current version.
Proposed: Add a line to address indirect costs, which have not previously been reviewed by the
TC. This line will require new requests or increases over $1 million be brought to the TC for
review.
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•
•

Reason for Change: To ensure the TC has the opportunity to review information on indirect
budget decision items.
Impact of Change: Increases TC oversight by providing information on indirect budgets which
were previously not presented to the TC.

Project Related Transactions:
• Current: Content related to new programs created since last update are not included in the
current version.
• Proposed: Add new programs to the table: National Highway Freight Program, Innovative
Mobility, and other smaller programs such as Rest Areas.
• Reason for Change: Update policy to include recent changes to CDOT programs.
• Impact of Change: Increases TC oversight to ensure all programs are included within the policy.
•
•
•
•

Current: All changes to projects within the Strategic Projects program require TC approval.
Proposed: Propose applying the same thresholds for review and approval to the Strategic
Projects (SB 17-267, SB 18-001, etc.) program as apply to the majority of the other programs.
Reason for Change: Provides consistency across different transactions to simplify policy. Allows
staff to more quickly and efficiently process small requests for changes to project budgets.
Impact of Change: Increases staff authority to allow more efficient processing of low risk, small
dollar amount project budget changes.

Further Proposed Changes Based on Commission Feedback
Some words and descriptions in the Policy and Definitions sections contain vague or not well-defined
language. Staff proposed the following changes to provide more clarity.
V. Policy:
• Current: Conjointly with meeting the Department’s objectives around the timely delivery of
projects, the minimum monthly forecasted cash balance of Fund 400 is not significantly
different than the target cash balance approved for Fund 400 by the Commission.
• Proposed: Taking into account the Department’s mission to deliver projects in a timely manner,
review and evaluate the monthly Fund 400 cash balance against the approved target cash
balance.
• Reason for Change: Recognizes that while the monthly Fund 400 cash balance should be
reviewed and evaluated against the approved target cash balance, it may at points in time be
significantly different from the target cash balance, given periodic receipt of supplemental
funding via the legislature.
• Impact of Change: No impact.
•

•

Current: It is necessary to obtain Commission approval for funding changes including Program
Budget, Cost Center Budget, or Project Budget modifications only when the modification is of
high risk as defined by:
o increases in costs or allocations substantively change the funds allocated to a program
as determined by the Transportation Commission;
o project location or scope changes deviate substantially from the approved project
prioritization processes or lists; and
o any other modifications to project construction costs substantially increase the risk to a
project already identified as holding significant risk.
Proposed: Transportation Commission approval will be required only when a transaction
represents a high or substantial risk. Moderate or low risk items may be approved by the
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•
•

Executive Management Team or at the staff level authority respectively. Examples of actions
which risk is evaluated for include:
o Changes to the funds allocated to a budgetary program or region
o Changes to the funds apportioned to a project or cost center
o Deviations in program applicability or eligibility
Reason for Change: Simplified language provides more clarity.
Impact of Change: No impact.

VI. Definitions:
• Current: “Decision Item” shall mean significant changes in budget requests that are meant to
address strategic initiatives, mandates, or perceived shortfalls.
• Proposed: “Decision Item” shall mean any requested change to the base budget for a pool or a
cost center.
• Reason for Change: To clarify the word “significant”
• Impact of Change: No impact.
Next Steps
Based on TC feedback and direction, staff will finalize changes and return in August for a second
workshop to continue review and discussion and review additional areas of interest identified by
Commissioners. This will include a detailed review of proposed changes, including review of final and
red-lined versions of the PD, with the intention of finalizing the PD for TC approval.
Attachments:
a. Presentation
b. Policy Directive 703.0 Redlined Narrative
c. Policy Directive 703.0 Proposed Matrix
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Policy Directive 703.0

February Workshop
March Workshop
July Workshop
August Workshop

• Background, Review of Current Policy
• Overview of Proposed Updates
• Commission Input on Level of Risk/Oversight
•Overview of General Proposed Updates
•Focus on Significant Proposed Updates
•Continued Commission Input

• Review Proposed Updates
• Discussion and Commission Input

• Additional Review
• Potential Request for Approval

Policy Directive 703.0 Updates
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REVIEW - General Updates

CDOT has
evolved
since 2016
General
Updates
Needed

• New programs created, some eliminated
• New One Sheet categories and new Amendment
Process
• New funding sources (SB267, etc.)

• Simplify and consolidate; create categories
• Remove redundant or outdated requirements
• Add new programs, remove old programs
• Update language so it is easier to understand
• Clarify and strengthen requirements

Policy Directive 703.0 Updates
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FEBRUARY REVIEW – Threshold Updates
Threshold for Annual Budget Decision Items and Roll Forwards
New programs or increases to existing programs greater than $1 million
Cost center roll forwards greater than $1 million
Pool roll forwards are reported for TC review
Project Budget – Initial Project and Project Budget Approval
Programs with established project selection processes do not require individual
TC approval
Projects from programs that lack such processes, including new programs,
require individual TC approval
Projects funded through legislative funding or other funding sources which are
not ongoing require individual TC approval
Project Budget – Changes
Changes to project budgets greater than or equal to 15% and greater than or
equal to $500,000 OR changes greater than or equal to $5 million require TC
approval
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MARCH REVIEW - Updates to Reserve Lines
Program Reserve
• All individual transactions must obtain TC review and approval
Contingency Reserve
• Individual transactions less than $1M can be approved by CDOT
executive management (EMT)
• Transactions exceeding $1 million must obtain TC review and
approval
Maintenance Reserve
• Snow & Ice / Wildfire reimbursements require CDOT EMT
approval. CDOT will report monthly to TC.
• Individual transactions greater than $1 million (for items other
than Snow & Ice / Wildfire) will require TC review and approval.
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MARCH REVIEW - Other Significant Updates
Indirect Costs
•
•
•
•

New line added to increase oversight
Less than $250,000 – staff authority
Between $250,000 - $1 million – EMT approval
Over $1 million – TC approval

Strategic Projects (SB 17-267, SB 18-001, etc.)
• Aligned approval thresholds with those of other projects
• Less than $250,000 or 10% - staff authority
• $250,000-$500,000 or 10%-15% - EMT approval
• Greater than $500,000 or 15% - TC approval

Policy Directive 703.0 Updates
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COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION

X POLICY DIRECTIVE
□ PROCEDURAL DIRECTIVE

Subject

Annual Budget, Project Budgeting, and Cash Management Principles
Effective

Supersedes

08/21/2016

703.0

Originating Office

Office of Finance Management and Budget (“OFMB”)

I. PURPOSE
To establish the policy by which the Colorado Department of Transportation will determine and
submit the annual budget and project budgets to the Colorado Transportation Commission. The
Commission will focus on substantive budget matters, i.e. those budget matters that involve
material change or significant risk, and will exercise oversight on routine budget matters.
II. AUTHORITY
Colorado Transportation Commission pursuant to § 43-1-106(8)(h), C.R.S.
III. APPLICABILITY
This Policy Directive applies to all divisions, regions and offices of the Colorado Department of
Transportation.
IV. DEFINITIONS
See Appendix A "“Definitions"”
V. POLICY
A. Scope. This Policy Directive applies to all funds and accounts administered by the
Department. The scope includes the formation and execution of the
Department'sDepartment’s budget and the approval of the Department'sDepartment’s
programs.
B. Objective. The objective of this Policy Directive is to document annual budget and
project budgeting policies followed by the Department with the
Commission'sCommission’s approval to maximize the flow of funds to the
Department'sDepartment’s construction and maintenance projects applying effective and
efficient cash management strategies.
1. The Commission will evaluate the Department'sDepartment’s ability to apply
effective and efficient cash management strategies using the following
criteria:
a. Available revenues in the Statewide Transportation Improvement
Page 1 of 6
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Program (STIP) are as high as can be justified within relevant state
and federal laws;
b. Those revenues are fully allocated to programs or groups of projects
within the STIP;
c. Appropriations for construction and maintenance projects are as high
as can be justified in conformance with state and federal laws;
d. Taking into account the Department’s mission to deliver projects in a
timely manner, review and evaluate the monthly Fund 400 cash
balance against the approved target cash balance. Conjointly with
meeting the Department's objectives around the timely delivery of
projects, the minimum monthly cash balances of each fund are not
significantly different than the target cash balances approved for that
fund by the Commission.An exception exists in the case of the receipt
of large General Fund transfers or receipt of other large proceeds, in
which case, effort should be made to effectively and efficiently deliver
projects and manage cash until cash balances return to target levels.
d.
C. Principles.
1. Financial risk is a necessary element in maximizing the flow of funds to
projects. The Department may take necessary financial risks in order to
accelerate projects while implementing the necessary controls in order to stay
in compliance within overall risk management measures.
2. Transportation Commission Approval will be required only when a
transaction represents a high or substantial risk. Moderate or low risk items
may be approved by the Executive Management Team or Staff level authority
respectively. Examples of actions which risk is evaluated for include:
a. Changes to the funds allocated to a budgetary program or region
b. Changes to the funds apportioned to a project or cost center
a.c. Deviations in program applicability or eligibility
2. It is necessary to obtain Commission approval for project modifications only
when the modification is of high risk as defined by:
a. increases in project costs substantively change the total funds allocated
to a program as determined by the Transportation Commission;
b. project location or scope changes deviate Substantively from the
Page 2 of 9
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approved project prioritization process or list; and
c. any other modifications to the project Substantively increase the risk to
a project already identified as holding significant risk.
3. Level of Department and Commission governance is aligned to level of risk.
Reference Appendix B "Annual Budget, Revenue, and Financial Position";
Appendix C "“Project Related Transactions";”; Appendix D “Budget Related
Transactions”; and Appendix D "E “Other Transactions".”.
D. Annual Budget.
1. The Department shall produce a long-range revenue forecast, by year
(produced every five years), including annual revenues and extending over at
least 20 years, and a short-range revenue forecast, by month extending over at
least 48 months, for use in all of the Department'sDepartment’s programs and
budgets.
2. Pursuant to § 43-1-113(2), C.R.S., annually, on or before December 15, the
Commission shall adopt and the Department shall submit a proposed draft
budget allocation plan for the beginning of the fiscal year beginning on July 1
of the succeeding year. No later than April 15 of each year, the Commission
shall adopt and submit a final budget allocation plan to the Office of State
Planning and Budget.
3. The level of Department and Commission risk regarding the annual budget shall
be defined as outlined in Appendix BD.
A.

Project Budgets.

1. Projects typically will be managed within a four-year program or
programs of projects; for example, a four-year surface treatment
program or a four-year FASTER Safety program.
2. The Department shall approve the scope, schedule and cost of each
project through development and construction, and shall report to
the Commission to obtain initial approval of the scope, schedule
and cost of each project; and to approve subsequent substantive
changes to the scope, schedule and cost of each project as outlined
in Appendix B.

E. Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP).
1. Pursuant to 23 C.F.R. 450.216, the Department is required to develop a STIP.
Page 3 of 9
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2. The Department shall use the STIP as the principal expression of its programs
and projects for the execution of highway construction projects that have been
selected by the Commissionall federal dollars assigned to transportation
projects that have been adopted by the TC. For purposes of this PD, this will
include highway construction and any federalized transit projects funded with
specific state funding, such as FASTER transit.
3. Any project that requires federal authorization or obligation must be included
in the STIP prior to any budget actions. Guidelines for developing the STIP
may be found here: STIP Development Guidelines (4P). Guidance for
amending or modifying the STIP may be found here: STIP Amendment
Guidelines.
3. 4. The STIP will be amended at least once a year for major changes.
Upon the conclusion of a fiscal year, a new fiscal year will be
amended into the STIP as the fourth federally recognized year.The
Department shall develop a rolling four (4) year STIP.
4. The STIP must list regionally significant projects individually.
Other projects will be grouped into programs.
5. The STIP will be amended at least once a year for major changes.
Upon the conclusion of a fiscal year, a new fiscal year will be
amended into the STIP as the fourth federally recognized year.
6. Minor changes will be made by Administrative Modification
which will be approved by the Department Executive Director.

F. Project Budgets.
1. Projects typically will be managed and selected within a four-year program or
programs of projects based on defined criteria, and in alignment with
Transportation Commission performance objectives established in PD 14.
2. The Department shall approve the budget of each project through
development and construction, and shall determine the level of approval for
subsequent substantive changes to the cost of each project as outlined in
Appendix C.
G. Cash Balance Policy
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1. The Department shall prepare and maintain a Fund 400 Forecast model for the
purpose of managing the Department'sDepartment’s cash balance.
2. This model will incorporate SAP expenditures and analytical forecasts with
vendor construction project drawdown schedules and budget revenues.
3. The resulting cash balance forecast will be charted against the Transportation
Commission approved cash balance threshold to identify future cash balance
risk points.
4. Risk will be identified and managed monthly through a Fund 400
Management process.
5. The cash balance threshold will be reviewed at least once a year.as necessary.
Any recommended changes for levels of risk or annual average monthly
balance will be approved by the Commission.
6. Level of Department risks approved by the Commission and the Fund 400
Management process principles are identified and maintained within the
Appendix E -F – Cash Balance Management.
H. Asset Management
1. The department shall produce a Transportation Asset Management Cap which
will be established through the Program Distribution process conducted as
part of each Statewide Planning Cycle. The cap will establish, for planning
purposes, the total amount of funding available to be used between the 12
assets.
a. The Performance and Asset Management Branch (PAMB) and the
Transportation Asset Management Oversight Committee (TAMOC)
will work together to refine an annual recommendation for any
changes to the Cap amount. The Cap amount gets set four years in
advance e.g. the Cap set in FY 2021 will be for FY 2025. The Cap
estimate will be submitted to the Commission each June for approval.
b. The recommendation for the Cap amount will be presented in June to
the Transportation Commission for adoption by resolution on a yearly
basis.
2. Once the Cap is established, PAMB will host the annual budget setting
workshop. The workshop will develop recommendations on how to distribute
the total cap amount among the 12 assets (planning budgets).
a. The recommended planning budgets will be presented in August or
Page 5 of 9
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September to the Transportation Commission for adoption by
resolution on a yearly basis.
3. Once planning budgets are established, asset managers will create treatment
lists for all 12 assets. Treatments are chosen to advance asset performance
according to established metrics for each asset.
a. The initial treatment lists will require the signature of two Executive
Management Team (EMT) members for approval. Treatments lists
will be presented to EMT in November on a yearly basis.
b. Regions will submit modifications to treatment lists to headquarterslevel asset managers for approval.
i. Each asset manager will develop the change approval process
for their treatment list and will communicate it to the Regions.
i.ii. Modified treatment lists will be submitted to EMT for review
on a yearly basis.
4. Planning budgets will establish the initial allocations in the annual budget for
each respective year, subject to availability of revenue. The Transportation
Commission may consider changes to the initial allocations dependent on
CDOT staff recommendations.
VI. DOCUMENTS REFERENCED IN TIDSTHIS POLICY DIRECTIVE
1. Appendix A - "– “Definitions"”
1. Appendix B - "Annual Budget, Revenue, and Financial Position"

2. Appendix C - "– “Project Related Transactions"”
3. Appendix C – “Budget Related Transactions”
3.4.Appendix D- " – “Other Transactions"”
4.5.Appendix E - "– “Cash Balance Management"”
6. Appendix F- “Asset Management”
VII. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
1. The OFMB shall establish procedures to implement this Policy Directive.
Page 6 of 9
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2. The OFMB shall train all COOTCDOT employees who are impacted by or
involved with this Policy Directive.
3. This Policy Directive shall be effective upon signature.
VIII. REVIEW DATE
This directive shall be reviewed on or before June 2019July 2021.

6- /t - 16
________________________________
Secretary, Transportation Commission

___________________________
Date of Approval

Appendix A- Definitions
"“Allotment Advice"” shall mean project or program level budget actions, initiated by
Department staff, that is approved by OFMB staff without EMT or Commission approval.
"“Amendment” shall mean a change to the Budget allocation either through an increase, decrease
or transfer between Budget lines.
“Approval"” shall mean administrative permission to proceed with a project, program,
or other anticipated expenditure that will require one or more officials to exercise their
expenditure authorities in order to enter into one or more commitments to pay for
goods or services that are needed to accomplish the project or program objectives. For
purposes of this Policy Directive, the Colorado Transportation Commission
approves projects Approval authority will be determined based on risk outlined in
each Appendix. There are 3 possible risk levels needing varying Approval: Staff,
Executive Management Team and Transportation Commission.
"“Budget"” shall mean a financial plan that shows intended authorizations,
appropriations, and allotments of funds into and out of an accounting entity. When all
inflows and outflows of funds of the accounting entity are shown in the budget, the
budget becomes a prospective statement ofrevenuesof revenues and expenditures for
that entity. CDOT maintains several budgets including those for Colorado Bridge
Enterprise, High Performance Transportation Enterprise, the Aeronautics Division,
and the core budget ofCDOTof CDOT, all of which are included in the State'sState’s
annual budget- – the Long Bill.
"“Cash Management"” shall refer to the balancing of expected cash outflows with expected cash
inflows.
Page 7 of 9
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" “Confirmation Item"” shall mean approvedapproval of an action undertaken prior to the
scheduled TC meeting, but included on formal Budget Supplement document. as an
informational item.
"“Department"” shall mean the Colorado Department of Transportation pursuant to § 43-1-103,
C.R.S.
"“Decision Item” shall mean any requested change to the base budget for a pool or a cost center.
“Programs"” shall mean a logical grouping of similar projects in scope; or small and
miscellaneous in nature, typically identified and funded via the Department Budget.
"“Project"” shall mean highway or other transportation related improvement activities contained
under a single sub account number in CDOT' sCDOT’s SAP financial management information
system.
"“STIP"” shall mean Statewide Transportation Improvement Program -– A federally required,
fiscally constrained, program that depicts transportation projects for a minimum of four fiscal
years up to eight (8(4) fiscal years.
"“STIP Administrative Modification"” shall mean minor changes to project costs, funding
sources, or initiation dates. " “Substantive"” shall be used to mean exceeding the approved
amount over a scope, schedule or budget threshold set by the Department'sDepartment’s
Executive Director or designee
“STIP Amendment"” shall mean any major change to a project, including addition or deletion,
major change to cost, initiation dates, or scope including amending a year into the STIP.
"“Supplement” shall mean any change requiring Transportation Commission approval within a
program or Budget line, including a decision to fund a project or increase the funding of a project
per the Policy Directive guidance.
“TC Approval Required"” shall mean project level budget actions, initiated by Department staff
requiring Commission approval as part of a budget supplement packet.
"“Transportation Commission"” or "“Commission"” shall mean the Colorado Transportation
Commission pursuant to§ § 43-1-406, C.R.S.
"Transportation Commission “EMT-Approved List"” shall mean a list of projects approved by
the Transportation CommissionEMT for an Annual Program per established processes.
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Project Related Transactions
Pre-Award Adjustment and Contract Modification Orders

Project Type

Original Construction Budget

1) 10% or greater and between
1) Less than $250,000 above the
1) Greater than or equal to 15%
$250,000-$500,000 above the
original approved amount; or 2)
and greater than or equal to
original approved amount; or 2)
less than 10% and between
$500,000; or 2) greater than or
Less than 15% and between
$250,000-$499,999 above the
equal to $5,000,000 above the
$500,000 and $4,999,999 above
original approved amount
original approved amount
the original approved amount

Project Closure Adjustments

Capital Construction
TC Approval Required if not on
Asset Management: Surface
Approved List or if not Based upon
Treatment, Structures (Bridge OnProgram Metrics
System, Culverts, Walls, Tunnels),
System Operations (ITS Maintenance, Allotment Advice if on EMT-Approved
Traffic Signals), Geohazard Mitigation List or Based Upon Program Metrics
Emergency Relief
Highway Safety
Improvement Program, FASTER
Safety Program
Strategic Projects
(i.e. SB 17-267, SB 18-001)

National Highway Freight Program

TC Approval Required

Requires 2 of 3 Signatures from Executive Director or Designee, Chief Engineer, CFO
TC Approval Required if not on
Approved List or if not Based upon
Requires 2 of 3 Signatures from
Program Metrics
TC Approval Required
Executive Director or Designee, Chief
Engineer, CFO
Allotment Advice if on EMT-Approved
List or Based Upon Program Metrics
TC Approval Required
Allotment Advice if on EMT-Approved
List
TC Approval Required if not on
Approved List or if not Based upon
Program Metrics

Other Maintenance and Operations
Programs - Property, Road
Equipment, Rest Areas, Strategic
Safety Program, Real-Time Traffic
Operations
Innovative Mobility Program
(including RoadX), Strategic Transit,

Allotment Advice

Allotment Advice

Requires 2 of 3 Signatures from
Executive Director or Designee, Chief
Engineer, CFO

Allotment Advice

TC Approval Required

Requires 2 of 3 Signatures from
Executive Director or Designee, Chief
Engineer, CFO

Allotment Advice

Other Capital Construction Programs Permanent Water Quality Mitigation,
Railway-Highway Crossings Program,
Hot Spots, ADA Compliance, RPP

ITS Investments

Allotment Advice

TC Approval Required

Allotment Advice if on EMT-Approved
List or Based Upon Program Metrics

Maintenance Program Areas
Maintenance Reserve

Requires 2 of 3 Signatures from
Executive Director or Designee, Chief
Engineer, CFO

Allotment Advice

Maintenance and Operations
For all MLOS transactions, including Maintenance Projects, see "Other Transactions"
TC Approval Required (Pre-approval of Chair if confirmation item in advance of monthly Commission meeting)
Requires 2 of 3 Signatures from
TC Approval Required
Allotment Advice
Executive Director or Designee, Chief
Engineer, CFO
Allotment Advice

TC Approval Required

Multimodal Services
Requires 2 of 3 Signatures from
Executive Director or Designee, Chief

TC Approval Required

Other Multimodal Services Programs Rail Commission, Bustang

Allotment Advice

Allotment Advice
Suballocated Programs
Requires 2 of 3 Signatures from
Executive Director or Designee, Chief

Safe Routes to School (Advisory
Committee to make

TC Approval Required

TC Approval Required

Transit Grant Programs

TC Approval Required if not on
Approved List or if not Based upon
Program Metrics
Allotment Advice if on EMTApproved List or Based Upon
Program Metrics

TC Approval Required

Requires 2 of 3 Signatures from
Executive Director or Designee, Chief
Engineer, CFO

Allotment Advice

Allotment Advice
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Other Suballocated Programs:
Aviation System Programs, STPMetro, CMAQ, Metro Planning, OffSystem Bridge, Recreational Trails,
TAP

Allotment Advice

Other Programs
Other Programs: Safety Education,
SPR
Federal Discretionary Grants - State
Match Required
Federal Discretionary Grants - No
State Match Required

Submittal of Grant does not require Commission Approval. Refer to respective line item of Appendix B for rules governing the state match.

Local contributions to state projects

Allotment Advice

Allotment Advice

Allotment Advice

Bridge Enterprise

Enterprise Board Approval Required

High Performance Transportation
Enterprise

HPTE Board Approval Required

Enterprises
Requires 2 of 3 Signatures from
Executive Director or Designee, Chief
Engineer, CFO
Requires 2 of 3 Signatures from
Executive Director or Designee, Chief
Engineer, CFO as well as the Director
of HPTE

Allotment Advice

Allotment Advice
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Budget Transactions
Transaction Type

Moderate Risk: 2 Signatures
ED (or Designee), Chief Engineer, CFO as well as
the Director of HPTE if applicable
Report To and Inform TC or Enterprise Board

High Risk: TC Review and Approve

Low Risk: Staff Manage

Development of Annual Budget

Annual Budget Allocation Plan

Annual Budget Adoption:
November - adopt Proposed Budget
March - adopt Final Budget

Annual Budget Setting Common Policy Changes

Presented as informational

Annual Budget Setting Decision Items

Allocations based on TC approved Asset Management Planning Budget
Allocations based on dedicated revenue sources
Allocations based on predetermined schedule or previously approved
plan (i.e. debt service, ADA Compliance)
Allocations continuing a previously approved prior year level of funding
(i.e. RPP, Hot Spots, PWQ, etc.)

Reviewed annually
Less than $1 million per annum; Notable new program
costs over $500k at staff discretion should be provided to
the TC as an Information Item

Greater than or equal $1 million per annum

Year End Roll Forwards

Year End Cost Center Roll Forwards

Greater than or equal $1 million per annum

Project Debudgets and Year End Pool Balances

Year End Budget Pool Roll Forwards

Reallocation of Funds Between Budget Lines

Less than $1 million per annum

Pre Approved Automatic Rollforward Per Maintained List as Required by
Statute, TC Resolution or EMT Approval

Approval of Exemption Requests

Execution of Rollforwards or Retirements per Year End and Project
Debudget Policy

Review

Execution of Rollforwards or Retirements per Year End and Project
Debudget Policy

Budget Amendments and Other Changes

EMT or Staff Authorized Changes

Formal Budget Amendments

Transportation Commission Program Reserve

Individual transactions

Transportation Commission Contingency Reserve

Individual transactions greater than or equal to $1
million (Commisson Chairperson approval for emergency
requests for Confirmation Items)

Individual transactions less than $1 million
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Maintenance Reserve

Individual transactions greater than or equal to $1 million
Snow and Ice and Wildfire Reimbursements require EMT
for items other than Snow and Ice and Wildfire
approval. Report monthly to Transportation Commission
Reimbursements

New Revenue Sources, Previous Year Revenue
Reconciliation, Change in Revenue Estimates Impacting
Current Year Budget, and Federal Redistribution

N/A

New transfers of General Fund resulting from legislation
that are allocated to the Strategic Projects line.

Dedicated/Inflexible Fund Types Allocated to Associated Programs
Flexible Fund Types Allocated to TC Reserve for Future Distribution or
Reduction

Allocation of Federal Discretionary Grants

N/A

N/A

Project Specific Allocations to Associated Regions

Additional Local Contributions

N/A

N/A

Allocated to Regional Local Overmatch Program

Transfers to/from Other States or Federal Agencies

N/A

N/A

Dedicated/Inflexible Fund Types Allocated to Associated Programs

Transfers between Budget Line Items

Individual Transfers >= $1,000,000

Individual Transfers >= $250,000

Individual Transfers < $250,000
or any transfer to and from the Property Management Pool for Controlled
Maintenance or Approved Building Improvements

Other Budget Transfers

MLOS Cost Centers Transfers

Increases to Indirect Costs

Transfers of MLOS funds to cost centers outside of MLOS
>= $1,000,000

Increases or new requests > $1,000,000

Budget transfers across regions and requires additional
DMO approval
Individual transfers of MLOS funds to cost centers outside
of MLOS >=$250,000 require additional DMO approval

Increases or new requests >= $250,000

Individual transfers across sections within the same region <$250,000
Staff Only
Individual transfers across sections within the same region >=$250,000
require additional DMO approval
Individual transfers of MLOS funds to cost centers outside of MLOS
<$250,000 require additional DMO approval

Increases or new requests < $250,000
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Other Transactions
Transaction Type

Capital Development Committee
Cash Balances and
Revenue Forecasts
Commercial Loans

High Risk: TC Review and Approve

Low Risk: Staff Manage

Any requests made to the CDC
Periodic Risk Assessment cash balance threshold

Monthly Cash Memo

Evaluate construction lettings each month

Transfers between fund types per 23 U.S. Code § 126

Payment schedule included in quarterly
and annual reports
Transfers to/from other states for research projects or
federal agencies such as FTA.
Filling existing vacancies or
Reclassifying to best meet business needs

Emergency projects within Maintenance budget

State performed maintenance work (Structure Repairs,
Overlays, Seal Coats) costing less than $50,000

Change that will trigger a loan
and require Legislative Authority

Federal Funds Transfers
Full Time Employee Requests

Increasing the total # of CDOT FTE’s

Maintenance Projects (M Projects)

State performed maintenance work (Structure Repairs,
Overlays, Seal Coats) costing in excess of $50,000 up to
$150,000

Use of Toll Credits

STIP

Moderate Risk: 2 Signatures
ED (or Designee), Chief Engineer, CFO as well as
the Director of HPTE if applicable
Report To and Inform TC or Enterprise Board

STIP Amendments no less than annually

Review Annual Statement of Toll Credit Earnings and
Use
Execution of actions per strategic/programatic direction
Provide strategic/programmatic direction
Individual Use >=$250,000 beyond preapproved
Individual Use < $250,000 beyond preapproved strategy
strategy
Quarterly analysis of fiscal constrained project schedule
Administrative Modifications
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Cash Management
Cash Balance Thresholds
Confidence Level
Cash Balance Values

0.1% = 1/1,000
Low = $160M
Nov-Dec-Jan
Calendar Year Distribution 2016-2019

Average = $205M
Aug

High = $300M
Jun

Cash balance threshold values
to be incorporated into the
Fund 400 Forecast Model to
identify risk points.

Management Process
Deliverables
Reporting
Fund 400 Forecast Model data Final and closed forecast model Monthly - 48 month forecast chart of cash balance projection to
management. Input of current each month
cash balance thresholds. Identification of risks, if any.
month expenditure, drawdown
and revenue data.
Completed variance analysis
Annually/As Needed - Report on the effectiveness of
management process and practices, any recommendations for
Identification of risk points in Risk identification
process changes, or changes to thresholds.
the 48 month forecast chart;
and analysis and variance
reconcilation.
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Asset Management
High Risk: TC Review and
Approve

Moderate Risk: 2 Signatures
ED (or Designee), Chief Engineer, CFO as well as
the Director of HPTE if applicable
Report To and Inform TC or Enterprise Board

Approval of Asset Management Cap (Total dollars
dedicated to asset management program each year)

Adopted by resolution

N/A

N/A

Approval of planning budgets for each asset class in
asset management program

Adopted by resolution

N/A

N/A

Requires 2 of 3 Signatures from Executive Director or
Designee, Chief Engineer, CFO

Once treatment lists are approved by designated
EMT members, treatment changes are approved by
headquarters-level asset managers or designee. The
change-approval process for each asset is
determined by the headquarters-level asset
manager.

Asset Management Transaction Type

Asset Management Treatment Lists

N/A

Low Risk: Staff Manage
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TO:
FROM:

DATE:
SUBJECT:

THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
SHOSHANA LEW, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
SOPHIE SHULMAN, CHIEF OF INNOVATIVE MOBILITY
REBECCA WHITE, DIRECTOR OF TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT
JULY 15, 2020
GREENHOUSE GAS AND AIR QUALITY WORKSHOP

Purpose
The purpose of this workshop is to continue discussion from last month’s meeting regarding strategies to reduce
greenhouse emissions and improve air quality from the transportation sector.
Action
Information only.
Background
In 2019, H.B. 19-1261 laid out statewide greenhouse gas pollution reduction goals, and tasked much of the
implementation to the Air Quality Control Commission and the Colorado Department of Public Health and
Environment. As such, the AQCC is likely to pursue regulations in many sectors to meet these targets, including
transportation. In addition, many Commissioners have expressed interest in prioritizing environmental impacts,
air quality, and climate change in how CDOT does its work. There are many strategies, in addition to regulatory
tools, that CDOT can and may choose to pursue, with varying level of difficulty, expense, and impact. The
attached presentation in Appendix A goes through these options in more detail, for feedback and discussion from
the Commission.
Attachments
Appendix A: Greenhouse Gas and Air Quality Workshop

TOP
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Greenhouse Gas Reductions: Transportation
Commission Discussion
July
15,
2020
Page
131
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H.B. 1261 Targets: Emissions by Sector
HB 1261 Targets Scenario

Electricity
Oil & Gas

% reduction
by sector
(vs. 2015)

Transportation
Buildings
Industry
Agriculture, HFCs, Waste, Coal Mine
Methane

70%
49%
41%
13%
27%
40%
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Why are we doing this?
Extreme weather events
result in costly damage to
our transportation system
are likely to happen more
frequently in the future
due to climate change.
By reducing greenhouse
gases, we can potentially
reduce the damaging
impact of climate change
on our infrastructure.
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Why are we doing this?

Poor air quality impacts lowincome and environment justice
communities disproportionately
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SOURCE: https://grist.org/article/40-million-americans-depend-on-the-colorado-river-its-drying-up/

How does this align with Transportation
Commission’s goals and authorities?
Policy Directives & Guiding Principles
● PD 14: Sets policy direction and priorities for CDOT. Current version hints at but does not include measures for
environment or sustainability. TC is currently reviewing PD for updates.
● PD 1901: Establish goals and direction of CDOT air quality policy requiring CDOT follow the Air Quality Action Plan,
which presents CDOT’s strategies on reducing air pollution from the transportation sector and tracks emission
trends of criteria pollutants (e.g., CO, PM, and ozone) and greenhouse gases.
● PD 1905: Commission direction for CDOT to incorporate the concept of resilience into day-to-day CDOT business
and use data related to risk to hazards to inform policy decisions.
● TC’s Current Guiding Principles include focus on mobility: “Extent to which project addresses a mobility need,
including congestion reduction, improved reliability, new or improved connections, eliminations of “gaps” or
continuity issues, new or improved multimodal facilities, improves efficiency through technology, or improved access
to multimodal facilities.”

Funding
● Directing project selection for new funding sources (e.g. SB267) to include environmental criteria.
● Support for staff efforts to provide technical assistance, research, and implementation of these
programs (icl. FTE).
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Tools to achieve these goals

Mobile sources
(vehicles)

Infrastructure
(planning and projects)

Potential action steps include:
● GHG conformity budgets
● NEPA processes
● Green construction
● Multimodal funding
● Land use

Behavior change (human
factors)

Potential action steps include:
● Managed lanes/pricing
strategies
● Voluntary/mandatory TDM
(marketing and tools to
support mobility options)
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Mobile Sources: Light Duty
Policy tool

CDOT authority?

Collaboration with other states
and Federal government on the
next iteration of federal emission
and ZEV standards

Collaboration with AQCC,
other states and Fed
government

Developing infrastructure to
support zero emission vehicles,
including state and local building
codes

Yes, already underway, and in
collaboration with other
agencies, utilities, CDOT
funding programs

Outreach and education to drive
consumer adoption

Yes, already underway, and in
collaboration with utilities, nonprofits, car companies and
dealers; CDOT programs

Exploring new business models
for high-mileage adoption (i.e.
Uber and Lyft)

Collaboration with major fleets;
CDOT pilots

Leading by example through
green fleet procurement

CDOT procurement policies

While it’s unclear what the next few years of
consumer demand and vehicle production
will look like, there are still many models
coming online that will be extremely popular
(i.e. RAV4 Plug-in Hybrid). In June 2020, Lyft
announced a commitment to 100% electric
137 of 224 7
vehicles byPage
2030.

Mobile Sources: Medium & Heavy Duty (Transit)
Policy tool

CDOT authority?

Accelerating opportunities for fleet
turnover through Federal, state and other
funding sources (VW Settlement)

Collaboration with other
agencies

Developing infrastructure to support zero
emission vehicles, including shared
infrastructure at mobility hubs, etc.

Collaboration with other
agencies, utilities

Exploring potential adoption of a clean
transit standard

Collaboration with AQCC

Exploring new business models for transit
(i.e. on demand, smaller shuttles, etc.)
which could be more easily electrified

Collaboration with major
fleets; CDOT pilots

Working with and assisting transit
agencies and maintenance shops in
supporting workforce development and
ZEV vehicle implementation

Collaboration with transit
agencies; CDOT planning
grants

Leading by example through green
Bustang

CDOT pilots on certain
Bustang routes

The Colorado EV Plan set a goal of 100%
zero-emission transit vehicles by 2050,
and at least 1000 zero-emission transit
vehicles by 2030.
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Mobile Sources: Medium & Heavy Duty (Freight)
Policy tool

CDOT authority?

Accelerating opportunities for fleet
turnover within the conventional truck
fleet, through “carrots” and public-private
partnerships

Collaboration with other
agencies, freight industry; future
CDOT funding and
implementation in the future

Developing infrastructure to support zero
emission vehicles in medium and heavy
duty fleets

Yes, build into CDOT planning
processes/mitigation;
Collaboration with other
agencies, utilities

Incorporating clean technologies into key
freight corridors and highway projects and
developing a strategy for medium/heavy
duty ZEV fueling infrastructure along
these critical routes

Yes, build into CDOT planning
processes/mitigation;
collaboration with utilities and
industry

Exploring opportunities for cleaner fleets
through collaboration with major fleet
owners (i.e. UPS and Amazon)

Collaboration with major fleets
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Mobile Sources: Medium & Heavy Duty
(Freight, cont’d)
Policy tool

CDOT authority?

Exploring potential adoption of
Advanced Clean Truck standards for
medium and heavy trucks

Collaboration with
AQCC

Exploring emission reductions for
last mile freight delivery and pickup
and deployment of sustainable
options

Collaboration with
major fleets; CDOT
pilots

Working with and assisting truck
dealerships and private maintenance
shops in supporting workforce
development and ZEV vehicle
implementation

Collaboration with
private industry

Encouraging private fleets to become Collaboration with
partners in the voluntary EPA
private industry
SmartWay Program
Leading by example through green
procurement

CDOT procurement
policies
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Infrastructure: Conformity budgets and mitigation

Policy tool

CDOT authority?

Expand efforts to quantify emissions
for all capacity-expansion efforts

Yes, in
collaboration with
local partners

Implement tighter conformity budgets
and tools that address or mitigate the
impacts of transportation projects

Could be done
through
regulation,
Pagesubject
141 of 224
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to 1261

Example: Project Mitigation

Many other tools could be used to mitigate the
greenhouse gas and air quality impacts of a project,
such as charging infrastructure, fleet replacements
along specific corridors, bike, pedestrian and transit
improvements, etc.
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Infrastructure: NEPA/
Environmental Requirements
● CDOT’s approach has generally been to document project GHG emissions and compare these
to total, statewide emission levels.

Policy tool

CDOT authority?

Expand consideration of GHGs in
CDOT NEPA processes

Yes, already
underway.

Work with local
governments/MPOs to encourage
similar actions

Collaboration with local
partners, technical
assistance
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Infrastructure: Green Construction Practices
Policy Tool

CDOT Authority?

Clean Diesel Equipment: Contract requirements mandating use of new or retrofitted equipment.

Yes

Low Carbon Fuels

No

Cement with lower GHG lifecycle emissions

Yes

Use of recycled concrete and asphalt

Yes

On-site efficiencies (use of conveyor belts vs trucks)

Yes

Landscaping and composting techniques

Yes
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Infrastructure: Increased Multimodal Funding
Policy tool

CDOT authority?

Utilize existing CDOT resources to fund more state and Yes, some limitations on what
local multimodal investments
could be used for operations
Seek Federal funding for new multimodal investments

Yes

Legislative action to provide new sources of
transportation revenue, including multimodal options

No

Utilize mitigation resources to support additional
transit (i.e. create managed/transit-only lanes)

Yes, pending action from the
AQCC

Coordinate funding with MPOs and local governments
to encourage multimodal funding

Collaboration with local
governments
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Infrastructure: Land Use Planning
Policy tool

CDOT authority?

Legislative action to require
certain land uses

No

Utilizing CDOT Access Control
Permits to encourage land use
priorities

Yes, 1601 process already
underway, in collaboration
with local governments on
what meets their community
needs

Encourage transit-oriented
Yes, in collaboration with local
development around CDOT-funded governments
mobility hubs and technical
assistance
Collaborate with MPOs to
encourage sustainable land use

In collaboration with MPOs

Indirect source (sources which
generate or attract motor vehicle
activity) rules

AQCC rulemaking, likely
enforcement by CDPHE, with
technical implementation
Page 146
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assistance from
CDOT,

Behavior Change: Transportation Demand
Management (TDM)
Policy tool

CDOT authority?

Partnerships with large employers to encourage telework, pricing parking, Collaboration with private
incentivize walking, biking and transit
sector
Utilize CDOT and DRCOG’s existing efforts (including grants) and COVID
pandemic as an opportunity to encourage extended telework efforts

Yes, funding and technical
assistance in collaboration
with MPOs

Mandatory TDM measures for large employers required if DMNFR goes
into severe non-attainment.

EPA/AQCC authority; CDOT
technical assistance for
mitigation
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Behavior Change: Pricing Transportation
Policy tool

CDOT authority?

Utilizing managed lanes and tolls to
control traffic flows, fund expansion
projects, and create space for
managed uses (i.e. transit-only lanes),
can create opportunities to encourage
more transit use and reduce VMT.

Yes

Local or regional transportation pricing No. Collaboration
(such as congestion pricing or parking with local
caps/fees)
governments.
Legislative action to support new
funding mechanisms (such as a road
usage charge)

No, but CDOT pilots
can explore
feasibility
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Next steps/Discussion
1. Knowing that we have to meet these critical
targets, what do we think will be most
impactful?
2. What obstacles stand in the way of making
progress?
3. What would be useful for us to model in terms
of cost/benefit?
4. Some Commissioners were interested in a 10%
VMT reduction goal. How can we best achieve
that goal?
5. How should this be reflected in PD 14 or other
policy documents?
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Info Only: Innovative Mobility Priorities
In Spring 2020, the Transportation Commission finalized approval of the Innovative Mobility
budget. A more detailed presentation on next steps will follow in the next few months,
utilizing feedback from this discussion. Key priorities since approval have included:
● Moving forward charging infrastructure projects across the State
● Supporting the goals of the Colorado EV Plan, such as transit and heavy duty electrification
planning
● Utilizing TDM funds to support an innovative teleworking grant that promotes public health,
reduces congestion and emissions, in addition to tools to encourage multimodal options
● Delivering a cost-effective, data-driven approach to connected vehicle deployments
● Developing a long-term autonomous vehicle strategy and approving deployments such as
EasyMile food delivery to help with COVID crisis
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MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
KRISTI GITKIND, CHIEF HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICER
JULY 2, 2020
CDOT’S INTERNAL EQUITY, DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION INITIATIVES

Purpose
The purpose of this memorandum is to inform the Transportation Commission of CDOT’s internal Equity,
Diversity and Inclusion initiatives.
Action
No action required; informational only.

Background
CDOT HR is working closely with employees and an external consultant to develop Equity, Diversity and
Inclusion (EDI) initiatives. These initiates will be supported by two forthcoming actions from the State; a
universal EDI policy from the Dept. of Personnel and Administration and an executive order from the Governor’s
Office. CDOT EDI-focused actions under discussion include:
• EDI as an organizational value
• Updating and enhancing hiring practices
• Cultural climate survey
• Mandatory EDI training
• EDI concerns “hotline”
• Establishing an EDI Steering Committee to increase accountability and commitment at all levels
Next Steps
CHRO & Inclusive Excellence Manager will continue to attend Small Business & Diversity Committee
meetings and update TC of EDI progress as requested.

Attachments

TOP
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Performance and Asset Management Branch
2829 W. Howard Place, 4th Floor
Denver, CO 80204-2305

TO:
FROM:

THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
REBECCA WHITE - DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT
MANJARI BHAT – PERFORMANCE & ASSET MANAGEMENT BRANCH MANAGER
TOBY MANTHEY – TRANSPORTATION ASSET MANAGEMENT PROGRAM MANAGER
JULY 16, 2020
RE: TRANSPORTATION ASSET MANAGEMENT: REVIEW OF FY21 BUDGETS AND TREATMENTS

DATE:

Purpose
This memorandum describes staff’s recent review of CDOT’s fiscal year 2020-21 asset management program in
light of the current economic climate. The memo includes strategic opportunities for efficiencies identified in
the review. The memo also provides an overview of the asset management program.
Action
Informational only.
Background
FY21 TAM Review
Under direction of the Executive Director, CDOT staff in June 2020 conducted a review of the Fiscal Year
2020-21 (FY21) transportation asset management (TAM) program to maximize spending in light of the changing
economic climate related to COVID-19.
As part of this review, Division of Transportation Development staff and asset managers presented various information
on the TAM program for the Executive Director and other executives, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The budget distribution across asset classes.
FY21 project lists for each asset, tiered into high, medium and low priorities.
Program trends for each asset (e.g., percentage of projects on the Interstate vs. other highways).
Business case for each asset class.
Performance measures, targets, and historical performance.
Use of models and cost/benefit data to inform project selection.

As a result of this review, CDOT identified several strategic opportunities for efficiencies. The Department is
considering several changes in the administration of the overall TAM program, as well as potential opportunities at the
asset class level. It should be emphasized that these opportunities remain in development, as staff continue to
evaluate the feasibility of each potential change.
For the overall TAM program, discussions of potential changes have focused particularly on the budget-setting process.
Potential changes include:

TOP
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•
•
•
•

Exploring removing the Maintenance Levels of Service (MLOS) program from the TAM budget-setting
process.
Setting a base funding level for core assets (e.g., pavement, bridges and tunnels) to reduce
significant year-to-year funding fluctuations.
Exploring cyclical funding for “non-core” assets.
Developing a major TAM project list that includes projects too large to be funded via annual program
budgets. This list may be used to prioritize redistribution funds or other additional funding that CDOT
may receive.

As mentioned, the FY21 TAM review also included identifying potential opportunities for efficiencies at the asset class
level. A summary of various opportunities is provided below.
Pavement:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase or continue asphalt recycling where appropriate.
Continue to pursue allowance of Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement (RAP) in projects.
Optimize project scopes through collaborative Region asset review/bundling during planning phases.
Potential increase in preventive maintenance projects within the surface treatment program (i.e.,
expand and improve tools to treat more distresses earlier).
Formalize collaboration with CDOT Region Maintenance to better coordinate work to avoid potential
duplication of efforts between maintenance and engineering.
Revise current practices to allow more robust treatment options for treating low-volume roads.
Consider use of multiple bid-schedule (“rubberband”) projects to allow for flexibility in Region
program delivery to fit annual budgets.
Evaluate use of “write-up” projects on rural non-complex design projects that meet Environmental
Categorical Exclusion criteria.

These potential improvements will be considered by the Pavement Management Technical Committee with the goal of
developing a matrix to promote consistency in project selection across Regions.
Buildings: Evaluate open-air or partially enclosed structures to reduce costs for future programming that meets
maintenance and operations requirements while still maintaining environmental and building-code compliance.
Tunnels: Prepare a package of projects to improve the Eisenhower-Johnson Memorial Tunnel (EJMT) outside of the
base asset-management program.
Bridges: Model the effects of reducing constraints on funding streams. For example, analyze the effect of allowing
Bridge Enterprise funds to be spent to preserve the condition of “fair” or “good” bridges. (This would require a change
in FASTER legislation.)
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS): Develop a plan to separate operating funds from device-replacement funds.
Explore combining device-maintenance activities with MLOS program.
Traffic signals: Explore combining with ITS asset class, with a signals set-aside.
Overview of Transportation Asset Management (TAM) Program
CDOT maintains an asset management program that comprises 12 asset classes. The asset classes are bridges, pavement,
culverts, walls, tunnels, road equipment, geohazards, traffic signals, buildings, rest areas, ITS (Intelligent Transportation
Systems) devices, and Maintenance Levels of Service (MLOS).
The asset-management program focuses on asset preservation and replacement and does not fund projects that increase
the capacity of Colorado’s transportation system. To qualify for asset-management funding, individual asset programs
must be able to demonstrate, with a quantified performance measure, the benefit of additional investment.
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The Department each year decides how to allocate about $645 million among the asset classes for the final year of a
rolling, four-year asset management program. To provide predictability to CDOT’s Transportation Regions and to
construction stakeholders, “planning” budgets for the assets are typically set four years in advance, so that the final
year of CDOT’s four-year program of asset management projects can be developed. In other words, knowing the planning
budgets four years in advance gives CDOT staff the time to plan, develop, and design projects, so that when the year
arrives for construction funding to be allocated, projects are ready to go.
The asset-management investment process begins each year with the life cycle shown below.

Next Steps
● Staff will continue to evaluate the feasibility of the potential efficiencies identified above.
Attachments
● Attachment A: PowerPoint deck entitled “Transportation Asset Management: Review of Fiscal Year
21 Budgets and Treatments”
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Transportation Asset Management
Review of FY21 Budgets and Treatments
Rebecca White, Director, Division of Transportation Development
July 16, 2020
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Agenda

Agenda
○ FY21 Budget Review
○ Transportation Asset Management
Program Overview
■

Historical and current funding

■

Business case for each asset

○ FY21 Strategic Opportunities
■

TAM Program

■

Pavement, buildings, and
tunnels

■

Other assets

○ Questions
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Transportation Asset
Management (TAM) Program
● Created in 2012.
● Absorbed asset programs with dedicated
annual funding allocation (e.g.,
pavement, bridge, maintenance, ITS) and
combined with other classes that typically
requested ad hoc funding from
Transportation Commission.

12 Asset Classes
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pavement
Bridges
Maintenance
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
Road Equipment
Buildings
Culverts
Tunnels
Geohazards
Walls
Traffic Signals
Rest Areas
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Investment Process
Asset Management Investment Process
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Approved Planning Budgets

Budgets and project lists developed and approved four years in advance.
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Asset Management Objectives & Targets
ASSET

Bridges

Pavement

CURRENT
PERFORMANCE

CONSTRAINED
TARGET

ASPIRATIONAL
TARGET

Percentage of state-owned total bridge deck area that is rated poor

6%

less than 10%

less than 5%

Percentage of state-owned total bridge deck area that is rated good

46%

greater than 40%

greater than 45%

Percentage of National Highway System (NHS) total bridge deck area that is rated poor

6%

less than 10%

less than 5%

Percentage of National Highway System (NHS) bridge deck area that is rated good

46%

greater than 40%

greater than 45%

Percentage of expansion joints in fair, poor, or severe condition (by length) on CDOT-owned bridges

38%

less than 26%

less than 15%

Percentage of CDOT-owned bridge deck area that is unsealed or otherwise unprotected

37%

less than 35%

less than 20%

Percentage of CDOT–owned bridges over waterways that are scour critical

6%

5.0%

1.0%

Percentage of bridge crossings over Interstates, U.S. Routes, and Colorado state highways with a
vertical clearance less than the statutory maximum vehicle height of 14 feet–6 inches

2%

1.0%

0%

Percentage of bridge crossings over Interstates, U.S. Routes and Colorado state highways with a
vertical clearance less than the minimum design requirement of 16 feet-6 inches

20%

18%

12%

Percentage of CDOT-owned bridges posted for load

0.4%

0.1%

0%

Percentage of CDOT - owned bridges with a load restriction

2.2%

0.9%

0%

Percentage of State Highway System pavement with a high or moderate drivability life based on
condition standards and treatments set for traffic volume categories

80%

greater than 80%

greater than 90%

Percentage of Interstate pavement with a high or moderate drivability life based on condition
standards and treatments set for traffic volume categories

88%

greater than 80%

greater than 90%

Percentage of non-Interstate National Highway System (NHS) pavement with a high or moderate
drivability life based on condition standards and treatments set for traffic volume categories

84%

greater than 80%

greater than 90%

METRIC
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Asset Management Objectives & Targets

ASSET

Maintenance

CURRENT
PERFORMANCE

CONSTRAINED
TARGET

ASPIRATIONAL
TARGET

Maintenance Level of Service (LOS) for the state highway system

B

B-

B

Level of Service (LOS) for snow and ice removal

B

B

B+

METRIC

Buildings

Percentage of CDOT-owned buildings graded C or better

80%

85% C or better

90% C or better

Rest Areas

Percentage of CDOT-owned rest areas graded C or better

61%

90% C or better

100% C or better

ITS Devices

Average percent of expended life for ITS devices

82%

90%

85%

Fleet

Average percent of expended life for CDOT fleet vehicles

69%

75%

70%

Culverts

Percentage of culverts in poor condition (have a culvert rating of 4
or less)

5%

5%

3%

Geohazards

Percentage of geohazard segments at or above risk grade B

77%

85%

90%

Tunnels

Percentage of network tunnel length with all elements in equal or
better condition than 2.5 weighted condition index

91%

75%

100%

Traffic Signals

Percentage of traffic signal infrastructure in severe condition (dollar
weighted)

7%

2%

0%

Walls

Percentage of CDOT-owned walls (by square foot) in poor condition
(have a rating of 4 or less)

4%

3%

1%
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FY21 Assets Budget Review
June 2020: Under direction of Executive Director, staff
reviewed FY21 asset management program to maximize
spending in light of the new economic climate.
•

Review included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Budget distribution across asset classes.
FY21 project lists, tiered into high, medium and low
priorities.
Discussion of program trends (e.g., percentage of projects
on the Interstate vs. other highways)
Business case for each asset class.
Performance measure, target, and historical performance.
Use of models and cost/benefit data to inform project
selection.

Identified opportunities for efficiencies.

July 16, 2020

FY21 TAM Budget Review
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FY21 Funding Distribution

July 16 2020

FY21 TAM Budget Review
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Importance of Minor Assets
• Culverts: Failure can lead to flooding, collapse,
or removal of the roadway.
• Retaining walls: Prevent roadway collapse.
• Buildings: Increase safety for maintenance staff
and expedite response to snow events. Slow
deterioration of snow plows.
• Traffic signals: Prevent crashes and promote
smooth traffic flow.
• Geohazards: Projects increase mobility. Up to
25% of budget funds responding to emergency
and on-call events or inquiries. About 10-15
events per year require mitigation for highway
safety.
• ITS: Helps fund cameras and other equipment for
smooth operations, including at Eisenhower
Johnson Memorial Tunnel.
FY21 TAM Review
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FY21 Asset Management Review
Strategic Opportunities
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Strategic Opportunities: Overall Program

FY21 TAM Review
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Strategic Opportunities: Pavement

FY21 TAM Review
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Strategic Opportunities: Pavement

FY21 TAM Review
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Strategic Opportunities: Buildings

Three-sided plow ports. Limited to specific climates.

FY21 TAM Review
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Strategic Opportunities: Buildings

FY21 TAM Review
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Strategic Opportunities: Tunnels

FY21 TAM Review
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Strategic Opportunities: Tunnels

FY21 TAM Review
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Strategic Opportunities: Tunnels

FY21 TAM Review
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Strategic Opportunities: Other Assets
FY21 Opportunities: Other Assets
• Bridges: Model effects of reducing constraints on
funding streams. For example, analyze effect of
allowing Bridge Enterprise funds to be spent to
preserve condition of “fair” or “good” bridges. (This
would require a change in FASTER legislation.)
• Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS): Develop
plan to separate operating funds from device
replacement funds. Explore combining device
maintenance activities with MLOS program.
• Traffic signals: Explore combining with ITS asset
class, with signals set-aside.
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Next Steps
Next Steps
•

Asset managers, technical committees and other staff continue to evaluate the feasibility of the
strategic opportunities contained in this presentation.

•

Region and headquarters-level asset managers are continuing to meet to explore opportunities for
efficiencies in the FY21 program.

•

DTD staff is developing a proposal for improving administration in the overall TAM program,
including the budget-setting process.
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The Transportation Commission (TC) Workshops and the Regular Meeting were held on Thursday, June 18,
2020. These meetings were held remotely in an abundance of caution due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Documents are posted at https://www.codot.gov/about/transportation-commission/meeting-agenda.html no
less than 24 hours prior to the meeting. The documents are considered to be in draft form and for information
only until final action is taken by the Transportation Commission.

Transportation Commission Workshops
Thursday, June 18, 2020, 9:00 am – 10:45 am
Call to Order, Roll Call:
All eleven of the Commissioners were present: Commissioners Bill Thiebaut, Sidny Zink, Irv Halter, Shannon
Gifford, Gary Beedy, Kathleen Bracke, Barbara Vasquez, Donald Stanton, Kathy Hall, Karen Stuart, and Eula
Adams.
Right of Way Condemnation Authorization Request (Steve Harelson)
Project: I-25 N: SH 402 to SH 14, Project Code: 21506, Schmer Family Farm – Condemnation Authorization
Request.
Action: Approve Condemnation Authorization Request for CDOT Region 4 due to dispute on property valuation.
Discussion:







Steve Harelson, CDOT Chief Engineer, provided a description of the related highway project and
property and an overview of the timeline, events and actions taken leading up to the recommended
condemnation action.
CDOT’s property valuation and purchase offers to the landowner were based on the existing agricultural
zoning of the land, while the landowner’s valuation and counter-offer was based on the land as if it were
up-zoned to a higher land use. CDOT attempted to negotiate a purchase agreeable to the property
owner by increasing the originally offered purchase amount, which was rejected by the property owner
and therefore led to Staff’s recommendation to proceed with condemnation authorization proceedings.
Chair Thiebaut confirmed with CDOT staff that the TC has been presented the following:
o A description of the portion of highway to be established, opened, added to or changed;
o A description of the property to be acquired, including its address (which it has none currently);
o The size of the parcel or parcels to be acquired;
o The size of the acquisition itself;
o The purpose of these necessary parcels to the highway project; and
o A demonstration as to how and why the condemnation is in the public interest.
No additional Commissioner, property owner or other public comments were made or submitted.

Budget Amendment and Supplement – Maintenance Request (Jeff Sudmeier)
Purpose: To review the eleventh amendment to the FY 2019-20 Annual Budget in accordance with Policy
Directive (PD) 703.0. To get approval from the TC to repurpose wildfire reimbursement funds.
Action: The Division of Accounting and Finance (DAF) is requesting the TC to review and approve the eleventh
amendment to the FY 2019-20 Annual Budget. The eleventh amendment consists of one item that requires TC
approval, described below, resulting in the reallocation of $2.0 million from Maintenance Reserve Fund to the
Maintenance Program Areas (MPAs).
Background: The TC approved $2 million to be set aside in the Maintenance Reserve fund to reimburse
maintenance sections for unexpected expenses incurred from supporting wildfire response operations. With
only one three weeks left in this fiscal year, only one wildfire has been reported in the southeast portion of the
state of Colorado. This fact is in stark contrast to FY 2018 when the state was dealing with eight wildfires during
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this same time of year. Currently, CDOT has only been asked to mobilize limited resources to assist in wildfire
mitigation operations.
With the approval of the TC, the Division of Maintenance and Operations (DMO) would like to repurpose the $2
million left in the Maintenance Reserve fund intended for Wildfire expenses to help two maintenance sections
responsible for servicing the Joint Operations Area (JOA) Corridor along Interstate 70, primarily for snow and ice.
Costs for Wildfires currently burning will be paid as reimbursement next month and therefore not realized until
the FY21 budget.
FY21 Budget; overview of legislative budget impacts (Jeff Sudmeier and Bethany Nicholas)
Jeff Sudmeier, CDOT Chief Financial Officer (CFO) explained:
 The Commission was provided an overview of State budget shortfalls and impacts to CDOT due to
COVID-19-related revenue reductions.
 State budget changes affecting CDOT have been assumed in the worst-case scenario revenue
discussions and project funding proposals discussed by the Commission in previous months’ meetings.
 The total legislative impacts to CDOT revenues expected over FY2020 through FY2023 amount to
approximately $183.5 million.
 Discussions in July will again include considerations to add-back in projects to the budget should the
actual revenue projections be better than the worst-case scenarios.
Bethany Nicholas, of the CDOT Division of Accounting and Finance noted:
 The TC was provided an overview of expected impacts to CDOT’s HUTF revenues;
 The total impacts to CDOT HUTF revenues expected over FY2020 through FY2023 amount to
approximately $52.7 million. Total legislative and HUTF revenue impacts combined amount to
approximately $236.2 million combined.
 The HUTF revenue shortfalls will impact CDOT’s base programs and will need to be addressed as the TC
considers budget changes needed in the coming months;
 Current traffic volumes are down from 2019 as expected, with a 29% decline in May revenue receipts
over May of 2020;
 Revenue receipts lag approximately 3 months from the time of traffic volume downturns, therefore we
won’t know actual FY2020 impacts for another month;
 In July revised revenue amounts will be received and CDOT will present preliminary budget amendment
proposals to the Commission;
 In August, staff’s final budget amendment proposals will be presented for approval.
 Roll-forward revenue information may also be available later in the summer, and in October – year-end
reconciliation will be complete.
Discussion:
 Commissioner Bracke commented that this makes it very clear the vulnerability of transportation to the
gas tax model of funding. This reinforces the need we have to continue looking for new and alternative
means to fund our future transportation needs. Regarding the SB267 funding – was there to be a
resolution considered by the Commission on the project selections?
 Jeff Sudmeier responded that the TC is expected to consider such as resolution, but not until July. The
reason for this is that we had been waiting for the results of the SB267 Certificates of Payment (COP)
funding and the legislative long bill to be passed to know the final numbers. In July, we will also be able
to include some preliminary information in the budget and hold discussions on add-back opportunities.
 Commissioner Beedy expressed that he generally feels that we need to keep base maintenance and
system preservation program funding steady if not increased, and then look at adding back in capital
projects that also preserve the system.
2019 COP Building Re-funding (Jeff Sudmeier)
The COPs used to fund construction of the Region 1 and Headquarters facilities included options to redeem or
pay them off early. Because of fallen interest rates the COVID-19 budget impacts, staff proposes to not do the
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$22.3 million defeasance and instead use those proceeds to offset reductions being considered in the FY2021
budget and allow CDOT to also pay off the $1.9 million loan approved by the TC last August to do the
defeasance. This proposes doing a refinancing of the remaining $22.3 million remaining, which presents an
opportunity to save approximately $9.3 million in interest over the life of the loan and benefit from the use of
these funds now, rather than later. Of note, another opportunity exists in FY2026 to pay down or refinance
another $31 million of other COP securities. The resolution presented delegates authority to the CFO to
proceed by signing the certificates, and includes threshold triggers, not-to-exceed amounts in the transaction
and annual maximum payment amounts. CDOT expects the transaction to price the week of July 20 and close
the week of August 4.
Discussion: none
SB 267 Transit Update (Sophie Shulman)
Purpose: The purpose of this memo is to seek input on the proposed list of strategic transit projects to be
funded by Senate Bill 267.
Action: Staff is providing an informational update regarding current ongoing efforts, and on next steps regarding
SB 17-267 transit spending.
Background: The state legislature provided new transportation funding through Senate Bill 17-267 (SB 267). SB
267 provides $92 million for strategic transit capital projects over two years beginning in FY 2019. The TC
approved a four-year project list in December 2019, and was briefed on “committed” projects last month, and
these projects will move forward. These committed projects are already contracted, bundled with highway
projects, or tied to federal grant applications.
CDOT has developed and began conducting a survey of transit providers to gain a deeper understanding of the
current situation facing agencies in light of COVID impacts on revenues and recent federal Coronavirus Aide,
Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act stimulus funding. CDOT is taking this extra time before we begin
project selections to understand how these financial realities affect stakeholders’ project priorities.
Discussion:





Kathleen Bracke expressed her Appreciation for the careful approach staff is taking to ensure we
maintain Colorado’s transit services. She also encouraged staff in its outreach to providers, that it’s not
just the transit agencies, but also local governments, which often contract out their services. We need
to make sure we are reaching out to local governments as well.
Sophie Shulman noted that the survey has been sent to over 400 entities, including local governments.
CDOT Executive Director Lew recognized the notice received of Colorado’s award of $61 million in
federal funds towards the I-70 Vail Pass project, and commended the exceptional CDOT teamwork that
contributed to the successful award application.

CRISI Grant Application (Herman Stockinger)
Purpose: To discuss project for submittal under the Consolidated Rail Infrastructure and Safety Improvements
(CRISI) discretionary grant program.
Action: CDOT is seeking TC adoption of $10.0 million in grant match, if an award is received, for a $50.0 million
CRISI grant application to acquire Burnham Yard from Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR).
Of the $311 million available in the program is a portion of $45 million set aside for the acquisition of Right of
Way. Grants may not exceed 80% federal dollars on a project. This request approves the necessary match
funding on the proposed $50 million application. Applications are due tomorrow, June 19.
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Discussion:
















Commissioner Gifford noted that it feels it’s not appropriate for CDOT to be investing its transportation
dollars, especially at this unprecedented time, in purchases of land because they benefit the opening up
of Denver’s neighborhoods, as is noted in the benefits of this proposal. That is Denver’s responsibility.
However, once this land is through environmental remediation and cleaned up, it will be substantially
more valuable. The remaining, unneeded portions beyond our needs for transportation can then be
sold and its increased value will greatly reduce our overall long-term expense in acquiring the land.
Commissioner Gifford also asked about what is the chance and a likelihood of successfully winning the
CRISI grant award.
Executive Director Lew responded that this program is less competitive given its narrow purpose, which
results in fewer competing applications, and believes we have a strong application. Local letters of
support, even if sent after the application deadline, are welcome and can go a long way to strengthen
the application.
Commissioner Stuart observed that during the last CRISI grants, there were several we supported,
including one for Front Range Rail and another along US85 to make the corridor safer. She asked if we
have provided letters of support for Front Range Rail. In addition, if we are successful, what is our
obligation moving forward to complete that very large construction project?
Executive Director Lew noted that CDOT has devoted a team of staff to support the Front Range Rail,
thus our support for the project is evident, and we felt a letter was not necessary. While we plan to
purchase the Burnham Yard land, we would not assume the burden to conduct the environmental
cleanup on the portions of that property that are not of use to transportation, but instead we would
partner with the business interests in those areas to get that done.
Commissioner Bracke feels it is the right thing to do to pursue the grant, and to purchase the land. As
noted that as we pursue the interstate project, we must consider equity impacts of highways, and be
mindful as we move forward on this, and conduct strong public outreach to communities affected by the
proposal to move the highway.
Commissioner Stanton asked about the level of financial support Denver and other entities are offering
to this project.
Executive Director Lew explained that other parties have not committed anything to this project at this
time. As mentioned, we look forward to working with partner entities to ensure CDOT is not
shouldering non-transportation portions of the project, and we would expect those financial partner
commitments before moving ahead. CDOT recognizes how transportation hits close to home and we
take it very seriously to develop alternatives to the proposed project with the involvement of the
communities that are impacted, and are aware of the sensitivity to how air quality impacts are
measured, including particulate matter measurements and impacts on respiratory health.
Commissioner Bracke commented that when she looks back at the Commission’s past guiding principles,
she does not recall seeing equity among them. Therefore, the TC should take the time to have a
workshop specifically to consider equity, as TC guiding principles are refined.

Transportation Commission Regular Meeting
Thursday, June 18, 2020, 10:45 am – 12:00 pm
Roll Call
 All 11 Commissioners were present.
Public Comments
 No comments
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Comments of Individual Commissioners
 Commissioner Vasquez commended CDOT Executive Director, Shoshana Lew and staff for nimble and
adaptive leadership in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic. She also pointed out that it is a great
example of what’s needed in the face of rapid change, and in the face of climate change, it’s exactly
what is needed. In addition, Commissioner Vasquez complimented Executive Director Lew and staff on
their commitment to focusing on what is needed for the future, given these budget constraints. She
pointed out that there is now a plan to install a DC charging station in Walden, Colorado.
 Commissioner Zink reported that there are multiple fires affecting Southwestern Colorado, but that so
far they have yet to impact the state highway system, and that all work on the highways continues. She
commended Chair Thiebaut for being the most involved, structured, and diplomatic of the Chairs in her
7 years as a Commissioner.
 Commissioner Stuart expressed appreciation for Chair Thiebaut’s excellent leadership, and presented
Chair Thiebaut with a gavel as a token of commemoration of his excellent leadership in this
unprecedented situation.
 Commissioner Stanton thanked the employee from Region 1 for sharing his COVID-19 survival story. He
expressed appreciation for CDOT’s efforts on setting performance safety targets, and the planning
efforts involved in Vision Zero. He pointed out that the current crisis presented new opportunities to
reassess old assumptions, and was happy to see that there was reduced pollution. Commissioner
Stanton also expressed a desire to continue to hear from taxpayers to make sure there is buy in given
changes presented by COVID-19.
 Commissioner Adams thanked CDOT staff for all of their hard work during the challenging times, and
commended staff for showing restraint in responding to protesters on state highways to limit
interference with free expression and to prevent escalating the situation unnecessarily. As an African
American, he expressed appreciation for everything that is being done to ensure that voices, that have
typically been ignored, are being heard. He thanked staff for the thorough update on the I-25 gap
project, and for all of the thoughtful efforts on that project. As a member of Denver Airport’s Advisory
Board, he encouraged more attention and information regarding aviation and asked for an update on
activities in that area.
 Commissioner Gifford thanked Chair Thiebaut for his excellent leadership, and echoed Commissioner
Adams’s request to hear more about aviation given the dramatic drop in traffic, and expressed a desire
to be better informed about problems we might be facing in that sector. She thanked CDOT for moving
forward with construction during this time. She expressed appreciation for how nimble and thoughtful
CDOT staff has been throughout the pandemic. While the virtual meeting format has worked well for
enabling response to the rapid changes, she expressed a desire to get back to the more thorough
meeting formats that they enjoyed before the pandemic. Commissioner Gifford called attention to the
need for CDOT to change the name of an access road named after Benjamin Stapleton given the fraught
history with the Ku Klux Klan. She pointed out that this is needed for consistency with the local
renaming efforts, in response to protests.
 Commissioner Halter thanked Commissioner Thiebaut for his leadership, and expressed appreciation for
the update on the I-25 Gap project. He indicated that the improvements are already evident.
Commissioner Halter commended Richard Zamora for the great job he’s doing in reaching out to the
community, and thanked CDOT for their excellent response to COVID-19.
 Commissioner Bracke thanked Chair Thiebaut for all of his help and leadership offered as a Freshman
Commissioner. She thanked CDOT staff and Executive Director Lew for all of the work on developing
innovative funding solutions to keep the North I-25 project moving, and also for her willingness to look
at new ways to help local communities in these challenging times with efforts such as the Multimodal
Options Fund (MMOF) grant program, helping local communities to have access to streets to support
downtowns and business communities. Commissioner Bracke echoed Commissioner Stanton’s
comments on how to rethink the future in light of what we have experienced in this crisis. Rather than
thinking in terms of going back to normal, she expressed hope that CDOT can think about how to
bounce forward.
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Commissioner Hall apologized for arriving late. She expressed gratitude to CDOT Region 3 for their
successful INFRA Grant submittal. In addition to improving the I-70 corridor, she indicated that it would
also likely spur job creation in the region.
Commissioner Beedy thanked Chair Thiebaut for his leadership. He reported that the Eastern
Transportation Planning Region (TPR) reviewed the Regional Transportation Plan at their last meeting.
He reported that construction projects are moving forward, and that they are facing more drought in his
region.
Commissioner Thiebaut reflected on his time as Chair, and asked that TC continue to work toward a
common goal, such as safety. He reminded them of the companion effort to understand the mobility
systems more broadly and greater investment planning. Commissioner Thiebaut thanked the Vice Chair
and other Commissioners for stepping up in an unprecedented way during the pandemic and
throughout his year as Chair.

Executive Director’s Report (Shoshana Lew)
 Certificates of Payment (COPs) for Year 2 of SB 267 have gone through smoothly to move forward the
planning and execution of projects.
 An Infrastructure for Rebuilding America (INFRA) Grant was awarded to Region 3. A collective ability to
be competitive in these programs is particularly important now.
 With discussions about prioritization and sequencing of projects, project management has become
more important.
 A dashboard for SB 267 projects is up and running now, so there will be a tutorial on that tool in an
upcoming meeting. It will be an important accountability tool for the public to monitor project progress.
Chief Engineer’s Report (Steve Harelson)
 No report
High Performance Transportation Enterprise (HPTE) Director’s Report (Nick Farber)
 No report
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Colorado Division Administrator’s Report (John Cater)
 John Cater recognized CDOT for completing the Strategic Highway Safety Plan, and pointed out how
important the plan is for project prioritization.
 On the National level, John Cater indicated that there is some concern surrounding the National
Highway Trust Fund. It hasn’t increased since 1991, and cars are more efficient, so the deficit is
growing. The FAST Act helped to make it solvent, but it won’t be able to pay all claims against it this
upcoming May. This is more problematic now because the FAST Act expires in September. Generally,
that requires extensions, but if a new bill hasn’t passed by April 2021, then it won’t be possible to get an
extension.
 John Cater highlighted a successful peer exchange with Pennsylvania about tolling. As one of the first
states to do tolling after WWII, they wanted to hear about how Colorado works with public private
partnerships (P3s) on tolling. Because it was conducted virtually, this event had great participation.
 Commissioner Beedy asked if there is research or guidance available on whether left over fiberglass
from wind turbine production can be reused for highway signs.
 Steve Harelson pointed out that there has been adaptive reuse of fiberglass for fencing in Trinidad.
 John Cater said that he would look into the topic further and report back.
Statewide Transportation Advisory Committee (STAC) Report (STAC Chair, Vince Rogalski)
 The STAC met last Friday, and Jeff Sudmeier gave a thorough update on COPs on the 2nd year of SB 267.
 They also received a report on toll credits and how that might help locals proceed with projects given
unprecedented financial constraint.
 There was an update on a grant program for the state portion of MMOF. The STAC raised concerns
about how this program could be implemented successfully on busier state highways.
 There was a CDOT Budget and Project impact report.
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There was a presentation on the Express Lanes Master Plan, which did a great job of explaining how
data supports future planning.
There was an MMOF discussion at the local level and how it’s coming along, and questions arose as to
whether the MMOF deadline may be extended due to COVID-19. Staff indicated that it could be possible
to return to the Legislature closer to the deadline if necessary.
Charles Meyer, CDOT Traffic Safety Branch Manager, gave an update on safety information.
There was a brief update on the Statewide Plan.
One interesting thing is that while we had 70 people listening, there wasn’t a lot of active participation
or comments raised during our meeting.

Act on Consent Agenda – Passed unanimously on June 18, 2020.
a) Proposed Resolution #1: Approve the Regular Meeting Minutes of April 16, 2020 (Herman Stockinger)
o

Commissioner Thiebaut pointed out that the date of the meeting needed to be corrected to the
actual May 21, 2020 date.

b) Proposed Resolution #2: IGA Approval >$750,000 (Steve Harelson)
c) Proposed Resolution #3: Disposal: C470 & W. Harvest Ave. (Parcel 280 Rev.) (Paul Jesaitis)
o
o

Sidney Zink commented that she was surprised to see that CDOT owns houses on this property.
Paul Jesaitis clarified that the property was given to CDOT years ago, and that because there
isn’t good access, it was decided that there is no good use to the state highway system.

d) Proposed Resolution #4: Disposal: SH 121 & W. 12th/13th Ave. (Parcels PE-31EX and PE-33EX) (Paul Jesaitis)
e) Proposed Resolution #5: Disposal: US 36 & 88th Street (Parcel 39-EX) (Paul Jesaitis)
f) Proposed Resolution #6: Disposal: I-70 & SH6 (Parcel 2LR-EX) (Paul Jesaitis)
g) Proposed Resolution #7: FY 21 Maintenance Project List (John Lorme)
h) Proposed Resolution #8: Resolution to Prohibit Bicycles and Pedestrians in Eisenhower Edwin C. Johnson
Memorial Tunnel and Hanging Lake Tunnel (Herman Stockinger)










Commissioner Bracke asked if there were any public comments from stakeholders such as Bicycle
Colorado, and what public engagement efforts had been made.
Herman Stockinger, CDOT Deputy Executive Director, indicated that no comments were received, and all
of the material was posted online as required. He clarified that this resolution is in response to an
unsuccessful lawsuit related to a group that wanted to run bicycles through the Eisenhower Edwin C.
Johnson Memorial Tunnel, and Kathy Young from Attorney General’s office is here to respond to more
detailed questions.
Commissioner Hall commented that she thought bicycles riding through the tunnel was a frightening
idea.
Commissioner Bracke clarified that she was not opposed to the substance of the resolution, but just
want to know about the public process around it, and how we are engaging with the stakeholders on it.
Kathy Young, from the Attorney General’s Office, responded that many witnesses testified about CDOT’s
objection. One thing that came up as a potential issue for the future was that the TC hadn’t passed a
resolution that stated affirmatively that it didn’t want bike traffic through that tunnel. She indicated
that because they are anticipating future requests they want to avoid problems in the future by passing
this resolution.
Commissioner Bracke noted that it is still important to make sure that there is buy-in from the bicycling
community.
Karen Stuart commented that she is confident that the bicycle community is on board based on Betsy
Jacobson’s recommendation and that her involvement makes her completely comfortable with the
resolution and public process around it.
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i) Proposed Resolution #9: Resolution for Northwest TPR MMOF Review Committee Match Reduction Request
(Rebecca White)
o
o

Sidney Zink pointed out that the inclusion of Craig and Silt in the Resolution seemed like an error
that needed to be corrected.
Herman Stockinger clarified that it was a two-part resolution, and that they had already acted
on the portion dealing with Craig last month, and that this resolution only takes on the portion
relating to Hayden. He acknowledged that the inclusion of the Town of Silt was an oversight
that will be corrected prior to signing.

j) Proposed Resolution #10 CRISI Grants (Jeff Sudmeier)-Changed to Resolution #15 (See Resolution #15)
Discuss and Act on Proposed Resolution #10, FY 2021 – FY 2024 Statewide Transportation Improvement
Program (STIP) Adoption (Rebecca White) – Passed unanimously on June 18, 2020.


Rebecca White indicated that the STIP met all regulations, fiscal constraint, and the public comment
period requirement. A public hearing was held May 21, 2020. No comments were received during the
hearing; however, staff did receive comments from technical and federal partners. All comments have
been fully addressed.

Discuss and Act on Proposed Resolution #11, 12th Budget Supplement of FY2020 (Jeff Sudmeier)


Jeff Sudmeier indicated that there were no requests this month, so he asked that the Transportation
Commission move on to the next item.

Discuss and Act on Proposed Resolution #12, 11th Budget Amendment of FY2020 (Jeff Sudmeier) – Passed
unanimously on June 18, 2020.


Jeff Sudmeier indicated that the 11th amendment includes one item requesting to reallocate $2 million
of the maintenance reserve to line 23 for roadway surface and line 28 snow and ice control for the
Division of Maintenance and Operations to cover year-end budget shortfalls due to record snowfall
amounts.

Discuss and Act on Proposed Resolution #13, 2019 COP Building Refunding (Jeff Sudmeier) – Passed
unanimously on June 18, 2020.


Jeff Sudmeier requested approval of a resolution authorizing the refunding of $22.29 million 2041 term
bond from the series 2016 building COPs. The resolution limits the authorization to only the $22.29
million 2041 maturities, and it limits the term of repayment and maximum repayment amount.

Discuss and Act on Proposed Resolution #14, ROW Condemnation Authorization (Steve Harelson) – Passed
unanimously on June 18, 2020.





Steve Harelson, CDOT Chief Engineer, explained that the condemnation authorization concerns a 125acre property. This proposal is to acquire 2.7 of those acres and another .9 acre for a utility easement
for the expansion of express lanes on I-25 just south of US 34 on the Westerly side of I-25 and Larimer
County.
The land owner, Nancy Graham had no comment.
Commissioner Bill Thiebaut clarified that the resolution is not to condemn the property as an entity, but
just to move it along to the Attorney General’s office for the ultimate filing of the legal action.

Discussed and Act on Proposed Resolution #15 CRISI Grant (Jeff Sudmeier) – Passed unanimously on June 18,
2020
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Herman Stockinger requested approval of the resolution committing to a $10 million match if successful
for the CRISI Grant proposal that will be submitted to US DOT tomorrow. The $40 million requested
CRISI Grant submittal is a for a $50M acquisition.

Recognitions:
Discussion:


No recognitions

Other Matters: Report from Nominating Committee for Chair, Vice Chair and Secretary
Discussion:




Commissioner Shannon Gifford said that she met with Commissioner Beedy and Commissioner Zink, and
that they have concluded that Vice Chair Stuart should continue as Chair in keeping with the tradition of
alternating between urban and rural commissioners. They offered the position of Vice Chair to
Commissioner Hall, and hope that Herman continues as secretary.
A motion to accept these new roles from Commissioner Gifford was seconded by Commissioner Zink,
and the motion passed unanimously on June 18, 2020.
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Engineering Contracts
2829 W. Howard Place, Ste. 339
Denver, CO 80204-2305

Memorandum
________________________________________________________________
TO:

Transportation Commission

FROM:

Marci Gray & Lauren Cabot

DATE:

June 25, 2020

SUBJECT: Intergovernmental Agreements over $750,000.00

Purpose
Compliance with CRS §43-1-110(4) which requires intergovernmental
agreements involving more than $750,000 must have approval of the Commission to
become effective. In order stay in compliance with Colorado laws, approval is being
sought for all intergovernmental agencies agreements over $750,000 going forward.
CDOT seeks Commission approval for all IGAs contracts identified in the
Action
attached IGA Approved Projects List each of which are greater than $750,000. CDOT
seeks to have this approval extend to all contributing agencies, all contracts, amendments
and option letters that stem from the original project except where there are substantial
changes to the project and/or funding of the project.
Background CRS §43-1-110(4) was enacted in 1991 giving the Chief Engineer the
authority to negotiate with local governmental entities for intergovernmental agreements
conditional on agreements over $750,000 are only effective with the approval of the
commission.
Most contracts entered into with intergovernmental agencies involve pass through funds
from the federal government often with matching local funds and infrequently state
money. Currently, CDOT seeks to comply with the Colorado Revised Statutes and
develop a process to streamline the process.
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Next Steps Commision approval of the projects identified on the IGA Project List
including all documents necessary to further these projects except where there are
substanial changes to the project and/or funding which will need reapproval. Additionally,
CDOT will present to the Commission on the Consent Agenda every month listing all of
the known projects identifying the region, owner of the project, project number, total cost
of the project, including a breakdown of the funding source and a brief description of the
project for their approval. CDOT will also present any IGA Contracts which have already
been executed if there has been any substantial changes to the project and/or funding.
Attachments IGA Approved Project List
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July 2020- IGAs > $750,000
Project

Local Agency

23291

Monument

23523

Routt County

23553

Englewood

23639

Severance
Denver

Contract Value Federal $

Local $

State $

Description

$1,932,630

$1,600,030

$332,600

$0 Jackson Creek Parkway Expansion

$775,000

$620,000

$155,000

$0 CR 179 Trout Creek Bridge

$9,500,000

$7,600,000

$1,100,000

$900,000

$600,000

$225,000

$5,427,000

$0

$800,000 Reconstruction of Broadway/US 285
$75,000 Great Western Trail Connection

$0 $5,427,000 SB 8 Traffic MTCE
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DATE: July 1, 2020
TO: Transportation Commission
FROM: Stephen Harelson, P.E. Chief Engineer
SUBJECT: 1060 CR 231, Woodland Park (Parcel 207X) - Disposal

Purpose
CDOT Region 2 is proposing to dispose of ~34,209 sq. ft. (0.785 acres) of right of way
that is no longer needed for transportation or maintenance purposes. The property
will be conveyed at fair market value.
Action
CDOT Region 2 is requesting a resolution approving the disposal of ~0.785 acres of
right of way that is no longer needed for transportation or maintenance purposes.
Background
Parcel 207X was acquired by CDOT as part of Project CXFC 43-0024-21, Unit 2 for the
realignment of US 24. Parcel 207X was leased to supplement the relocation of
another facility until terminated by lessee in September 2017. The Region went
through a potential disposal and determined that the property is “landlocked” by a
cloud of title on the western edge of the property eliminating any legal access to the
property. Parcel 207X is no longer needed for transportation or maintenance
purposes. Parcel 207X contains approximately 34,209 sq. ft (0.785 acres) and is
outside of the right of way necessary for US 24.
Details
The adjacent property owner, Teller County Waste, has expressed an interest in
acquiring Parcel 207X. CDOT Region 2 has determined that this property is not
needed for maintenance or transportation purposes. The disposal of the subject
property will have no effect upon the operation, use, maintenance or safety of the
highway facility. The disposal of the subject property will be at fair market value.
Key Benefits
CDOT will be relieved of maintenance responsibilities and liability associated with
this parcel. CDOT will also obtain revenue from the sale of the parcel that will be
applied to future transportation projects in accordance with 23 CFR 710.403(d).
Next Steps
Upon approval of the Transportation Commission, CDOT will convey Parcel 207X in
accordance with C.R.S. 43-1-210(5). CDOT will execute a quitclaim deed to convey the
subject property. The deed will be recorded in the office of Teller County Clerk and
Recorder.
Attachments
Exhibits Depicting the Disposal Parcel
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Area
requested
for sale

Access for pond

CDOT does not
have deed
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2829 W. Howard Place, 5th Floor
Denver, CO 80204

DATE: June 29, 2020
TO: Transportation Commission
FROM: Andy Karsian -CDOT Legislative Liaison
SUBJECT: 2020 Legislative Memorial Designations
Purpose
During the 2020 legislative session the General Assembly passed 4 memorial designations of
state highways.
Action
Confirm the resolutions passed by the Colorado House and Senate on the consent agenda.
Background
TC Policy Directive 1503.0 establishes a consistent statewide process regarding designation or
memorializing of highways, bridges or other highway components. The TC has the authority to
accept and approve such requests from the legislature.
Details
All legislative memorial designations allow CDOT to accept gifts, grants and donations for
the installation of these signs. As such, no state funds will be used to produce, erect or
install these signs.
Senate Joint Resolution 20-021
Deputy Gumm Memorial Highway
Portion of Colorado Highway 44 from Colorado Highway 2 to I-25.
Adams County Sheriff Deputy Gumm was shot and killed during a foot pursuit near 88th
Avenue and Dawson Street in Thornton
HJR 20-1003 SGM
James Gregory Ryan Sartor Memorial Highway.
Highway 24 from the intersection of Garrett Road to the intersection of Elbert Rd in Falcon.
Company Sergeant Major for Alpha Company, 2nd Battalion of 10th Special Forces Group was
serving Faryab Province in Afghanistan, and came under enemy fire, sustaining injuries from
small-arms fire, and sadly died from those injuries. He was posthumously awarded the
PurpleHeart, the Legion of Merit, and the Bronze Star Medal.
House Joint Resolution 20-1004
Kendrick Castillo Memorial Highway
C- 470 from University Boulevard to Santa Fe Drive
This designation recognizes student Kendrick's heroic sacrifice at STEM School Highlands
Ranch.
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HJR 20-1009
Corporal Ray Lines Memorial Highway
State Highway 291 from Salida to U.S. Highway.
Corporal Lines entered the service, during WWI as part of of the 341st AirArtillery, 89th
Division, in France. On September 18, 1918, one year to the day after he had entered the
service. He was the only Salida soldier killed during World War I and the entire town lined
the streets when his body was returned to Salida. The Salida Post of the American Legion
was named after him.
Attachments
Transportation Commission Resolutions
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Division of Transportation Development
2829 West Howard Place, 4th Floor
Denver, CO 80204

MEMORANDUM
TO:

TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

FROM:

REBECCA WHITE, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT
JAMIE COLLINS, STIP MANAGER, DIVISION OF TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT

DATE:

JULY 2, 2020

SUBJECT:

STIP POLICY AMENDMENT #1 AND INCORPORATION OF PPACG AND GVMPO TIPS FOR THE
FY2021 – FY2024 STIP

Purpose
The purpose of this memo is to inform the Transportation Commission of the pending STIP Policy
Amendment #1 for the FY2021 – FY2024 STIP, as well as the incorporation of two recently adopted TIPs
into the STIP.
Action Requested
Department staff is requesting your approval of the attached amendment package so that CDOT may
subsequently request concurrence from the Federal Highway Administration Colorado Division Office.
Once this concurrence is received, this project will move from the “pending” status to the “approved”
status in the STIP database in SAP. This will allow the projects to move forward. Included in this action
is the approval to incorporate the PPACG and GVMPO TIPs into the STIP.
Background
In Attachment 1 you will find details on the proposed STIP Policy Amendment #1 requested by CDOT for
inclusion in the FY2021 – FY2024 STIP. This amendment package includes one project currently utilizing
SB267 funds and Surface Treatment funds. This project, US-287 through Lamar, is adjusting its scope
downward to accommodate budgetary impacts from the COVID 19 pandemic. This project meets STIP
Amendment Guidance criteria for requiring a STIP Policy Amendment in order to be included in the STIP –
The project scope is being reduced from $30M to $13M, and needs to be vetted with the general public
for inclusion in the STIP. This project is also considered to be regionally significant to the southeast part
of Colorado and is scheduled to go to ad in August.
Per federal requirements (23 CFR 451.212) CDOT has conducted a public involvement outreach for review
and comment on this proposed amendment. This outreach was initiated via e-mail to members of the
Statewide Transportation Advisory Committee, County Commissions and County planning staff. The
amendment has also been available for review on the CDOT website at:
https://www.codot.gov/business/budget.
The public comment period opened on June 16, 2020 and will close on July 16, 2020. To date, no
comments have been received. If any comments are received between now and July 16, they will be
summarized for the Transportation Commission and presented at the regular meeting on July 16.
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Additionally, staff is requesting that the Transportation Commission approve the incorporation of the
recently adopted and TIPs from the Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments and the Grand Valley MPO.
These TIPs were not included in the STIP adoption in June as staff was processing both TIP packages for
the Governor’s signature. These signatures have now been received and the TIPs are ready to incorporate
into the STIP. No public involvement was necessary for this action as the public process was conducted by
each MPO as part of their TIP development processes.
OFMB has reviewed the amendment and the PPACG and GVMPO TIPs for consistency with the long-range
statewide transportation plan, as well as for fiscal constraint. These items meet those criteria.
Options and Recommendations
Department staff recommends approval of STIP Policy Amendment #1 package and incorporation of the
PPACG and GVMPO TIPs into the FY2021 – FY2024 STIP. Should the Transportation Commission require
further information, department staff will research and provide that information to the Commission.
Next Steps
Once approved, Department staff will:
•
Forward the Amendment package to FHWA for their concurrence;
•
Approve the amendment in the STIP database in SAP; and
•
Incorporate the PPACG and GVMPO TIPs into the STIP and database.
Attachments
•
Attachment 1 - STIP Amendment table detailing the project being adjusted the STIP;
•
Attachment 2 - Resolution for approval of the STIP Policy Amendment #1 package;
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FY2021 - FY2024 STIP - Policy Amendment 1
for Transportation Commission Approval on July 16, 2020

CDOT
Region

2

2

STIP ID

SR25216.114

SR25216.114

STIP Description

Us 287 A MP 73 to 76.5

Us 287 A MP 73 to 76.5

Funding
Program

SB267

SUR

FY2021

Amounts in Dollars
FY2022
FY2023

FY2024

Amount

Amount

Amount

Amount

Reason for Amendment

$5,000,000

FUNDS REDUCTION FROM $18,000,000 TO
$5,000,000. Reduction is necessary to
accommodate changing revenues realized
through the impacts of COVID-19.

$8,000,000

FUNDS REDUCTION FROM $12,000,000 TO
$8,000,000. Reduction is necessary to
accommodate changing revenues realized
through the impacts of COVID-19.

If you have any questions or comments regarding the amendment actions
above, please submit them to:
Jamie Collins, Colorado Department of Transportation
jamie.collins@state.co.us
Comments will be taken until close of business on July 15, 2020
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MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
JEFF SUDMEIER, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
JULY 16, 2020
FIRST BUDGET SUPPLEMENT - FY 2020-2021

There are no requests for Transportation Commission consideration this month.
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Transportation Commission Contingency Reserve Fund Reconciliation
First Supplement FY 2021 Budget
Transaction
Date
June-20

Transaction Description
Amount
Ending Balance 12S20
FY21 Budget Allocation $ 15,000,000
Prior Year Savings returned from Regions $
2,114,890

July-20

Reference
Document

Balance
$26,702,031

1000273793
Multiple

Pending Balance 1S21

$43,816,921

Transportation Commission Contingency COVID Reserve Fund Reconciliation
First Supplement FY 2021 Budget
Transaction
Date
June-20

Transaction Description
Ending Balance 12S20

Amount

Reference
Document

Balance
$1,000,000

Allocated from TCC pool

No Requests this Month

July-20

$1,000,000

Pending Balance 1S21

Transportation Commission Program Reserve Fund Reconciliation
First Supplement FY 2021 Budget
Transaction
Date
June-20

Transaction Description
Amount
Ending Balance 12S20
HPTE Express Lane Operations for Tolling Equipment $
(950,000)

July-20

Reference
Document

Balance
$9,055,791

Pending Balance 1S21

Pending

$8,105,791

Transportation Commission Maintenance Reserve Reconciliation
First Supplement FY 2021 Budget
Transaction
Date
June-20

Transaction Description
Ending Balance 12S20
FY21 Budget Allocation

July-20

Amount

Reference
Document

Balance
$0

$12,000,000

Pending Balance 1S21

$12,000,000

Transportation Commission Contingency Reserve Fund
Emergency and Permanent Repairs-Nonparticipating costs and state match
September 11, 2013 Flood Related Monthly Activity
Reg

State
Highway

0

0

Mileposts

0.000

-

Project Description

County

0.000

Ouray
Total

Total Budget
TCCRF

$

-

$

-

Spring 2015 Flood Related Monthly Activity
Reg

State
Highway

Mileposts

Project Description

County

Total

Grand Total TCCRF Activity for Emergency Relief Since Last Reporting
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Total Budget
TCCRF

$

-

$

-
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FY 2020-2021 Contingency Reserve Fund Balance Projection
June

$26,702,031

TC Contingency Balance (Emergencies)
Pending Requests:

$15,000,000
$2,114,890

FY21 Budget Allocation
Prior Year Savings returned from Regions
Pending July

$43,816,921

TC Contingency Reserve Balance
Projected Outflow:
State Match for Emergency Relief/Permanent Recovery
State Match for Spring 2015 Floods
Projected Inflow:
None
Projected FY 2019-2020 YE Contingency Balance
TCCRF Surplus (Deficit) to Reach $25M Balance July 1, 2020

Low Estimate
($2,000,000)
$0
Low Estimate
$0
$41,816,921
$16,816,921

High Estimate
($5,000,000)
($2,500,000)
High Estimate
$0
$36,316,921
$11,316,921

FY 2020-2021 Program Reserve Fund Balance Projection
June
TC Program Reserve Balance
Pending Requests:

$9,055,791

HPTE Express Lane Operations for Tolling Equipment

($950,000)

Pending July
TC Program Reserve Fund Balance

$8,105,791

Projected Outflow:

Low Estimate

High Estimate

Projected Inflow:

Low Estimate
$1,000,000
$1,900,000
$11,005,791

High Estimate
$0
$1,900,000
$10,005,791

Reimbursement for Demolition of CDOT Headquarters
Reimbursement for COP Defeasance
Projected FY 2019-2020 YE Program Reserve Balance
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MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
JEFF SUDMEIER, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
JULY 16TH, 2020
FY 2020-21 1ST BUDGET AMENDMENT

Purpose
To review the first amendment to the FY 2020-21 Annual Budget in accordance with Policy Directive (PD)
703.0.
Action
The Division of Accounting and Finance (DAF) is requesting Transportation Commission (TC) review and
approval of the first amendment to the FY 2020-21 Annual Budget. The first amendment consists of two
items that require TC approval, described below, resulting in the reallocation of $2.0 million to the
Maintenance Program Areas (MPAs), and $950,000 to the High Performance Transportation Enterprise
(HPTE).
6-Inch Striping Initiative
The Strategic Safety Program is focused on decreasing the frequency and severity of accidents through
systematic statewide safety improvement programs, which includes 6-inch striping. Staff requests of $2.0
million in existing Strategic Safety Program funds to be used to facilitate the delivery of striping
improvements.
Allocate $2.0 million from the Strategic Safety Program (Line 37) to the Traffic Services (Line 29) to
provide additional funding for 6-inch striping.
HPTE Tolling Equipment Financing Agreement
HPTE staff is requesting TC review and approval of a $950,000 loan that is being made under the Tolling
Equipment Financing Agreement between HPTE and CDOT which was executed in May 2019. Funds will be
used for the purchase of tolling equipment and software needed for the I-70 Mountain Express Lane
Westbound project.
Allocate $950,000 from the TC Program Reserve (Line 69) to CDOT Agency Operations (Line 62); revenue to
HPTE will be allocated to the Express Lanes Operations- HPTE (Line 89).
Options and Recommendation
1. Approve proposed Budget Amendment (see proposed resolution #1) -- STAFF RECOMMENDATION.
2. Approve a portion of proposed Budget Amendment.
3. Request additional information and defer action to a subsequent month.
Attachments
Attachment A: Memorandum from High Performance Transportation Enterprise
Attachment B: Amended FY 2020-21 Annual Budget
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MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
JEFF SUDMEIER, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, CDOT
PIPER DARLINGTON, BUDGET AND SPECIAL PROJECTS MANAGER, HPTE
JULY 16, 2020
CDOT-HPTE TOLLING EQUIPMENT FINANCING REQUEST

Purpose
This memorandum provides additional background information regarding a $950,000 HPTE loan request for tolling
systems and software development (Tolling Equipment) that is included in the July CDOT fiscal year (FY) 2020-21
budget amendment. The request is being made under the Tolling Equipment Financing Agreement (Agreement)
between the High Performance Enterprise (HPTE) and the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) which
was executed in May 2019.
Requested Action
HPTE staff is requesting Transportation Commission (TC) review and approval of a $950,000 HPTE loan request
included as part of the July CDOT FY 2020-21 budget amendment. Funds will be used for the development of a new
cloud-based tolling system including design, software development and testing.
Background
In order to maintain its enterprise status, HPTE must own the Tolling Equipment on all Express Lanes projects.
There are currently two options that HPTE uses to fund the capital costs related to installing, testing and
integrating Tolling Equipment on the Express Lanes:
1.

On Express Lanes projects where HPTE is contributing financing for the construction of the lanes, loan
proceeds can be used to directly pay for the capital cost of Tolling Equipment. Once the lane is open and
operational, HPTE then repays the lenders using toll revenue generated on the corridor.

2.

On Express Lanes projects where HPTE is not contributing financing, HPTE borrows money from CDOT to
pay for the capital cost of the Tolling Equipment. This is the financing mechanism that HPTE and CDOT
used most recently in May 2020 for the I-70 MEXL Westbound project. Once the lane is open and
operational, HPTE then repays CDOT with toll revenue generated on the corridor.

For Express Lanes projects that fall into the second category, HPTE and CDOT entered into a Tolling Equipment
Finance Agreement to document the terms of the financial arrangement and to address upcoming project needs.
The Agreement provides flexibility to allow CDOT and HPTE to order the Tolling Equipment for each Express Lane
project when needed and to document the specific financial terms applicable to each system of Tolling Equipment
at different times. These specific terms will be documented in exhibits to the Agreement, which will include (a) a
description of the Tolling Equipment; (b) an applicable repayment schedule; and (c) an indexed invoice of Tolling
Equipment. While the agreement does provide this needed flexibility, each exhibit to the Agreement will require
the approval of CDOT’s Chief Financial Officer and the HPTE Director.
In addition, the following financial parameters have been identified in the Agreement: (i) CDOT will charge the
current State Infrastructure Bank (SIB) interest rate at the time funds are requested which will accrue upon HPTE’s
acceptance of the funds; (ii) HPTE may repay any amounts accrued with no prepayment penalty; (iii) the cost of the
equipment and accrued interest must be paid in full no later than ten (10) years from the date HPTE accepts the
funds; (but will generally be repaid immediately following ramp-up of the specific Express Lane facility) and (iv)
HPTE will stagger its request for funds between Fiscal Year 2019 through Fiscal Year 2022.
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Current Details
HPTE is nearing the end of a nearly two-year procurement process to select a new tolling services vendor.
Electronic Transaction Consultants Corporation (ETCC) was selected through a competitive process and HPTE is
nearing the end of contract negotiations. Upon execution of the contract, ETCC will start work on designing,
testing and implementing a new cloud-based tolling system. This work will need to start immediately following
contract execution so that new tolling equipment installed by ETCC on upcoming projects such as I-25 South GAP,
Central 70 and I-25 North Johnstown to Fort Collins as well as the life-cycle replacement of existing tolling
equipment on I-25 North Segment 2 and I-70 Mountain Express Lane (MEXL) will communicate with our current
back-office tolling services provider E470.
This software development work will benefit all current and future Express Lane corridors. HPTE will be using toll
revenue from existing corridors to fund half the cost of this work and funds being requested from the TC will be
used as a match to fund the remaining balance. It was originally intended that HPTE would not need to request
funds for this work until the fall of 2020, however the need for the funding has been accelerated based on the
progress of the contract negotiations with ETCC.
Based on current construction and tolling installation timelines, HPTE does not anticipate coming to the TC with
any additional requests under the TEFA during the 2020-21 fiscal year. HPTE will work on providing an estimate of
needs under the TEFA to Office of Financial Management and Budget (OFMB) and the CDOT CFO for the 2021-22
fiscal year.
Options and Recommendations
1. Review and approve the $950,000 request included in the CDOT July FY 2020-21 Budget AmendmentSTAFF RECOMMENDATION
2. Review and request additional information from HPTE staff.
3. Deny the request for approval and direct HPTE and CDOT to find other ways to finance Tolling Equipment
for upcoming Express Lanes projects.
Next Steps:
•

HPTE staff will coordinate with the OFMB to ensure that the approved funding is distributed and available
for use in order to meet project deadlines.

•

HPTE staff will communicate and coordinate on all future request for project funding under the
Agreement to the CDOT CFO and OFMB staff.
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Attachment B: FY 2020-21 CDOT AMENDED ANNUAL BUDGET

Line
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
**35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
***44
****45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
*****60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

Budget Category / Program
COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Capital Construction
Asset Management
Surface Treatment
Structures
System Operations-AM
Geohazards Mitigation
Permanent Water Quality Mitigation
Emergency Relief
Safety
Highway Safety Improvement Program
Railway-Highway Crossings Program
Hot Spots
FASTER Safety
ADA Compliance
Mobility
Regional Priority Program
Strategic Projects
National Highway Freight Program
Maintenance and Operations
Asset Management
Maintenance Program Areas
Roadway Surface
Roadside Facilities
Roadside Appearance
Structure Maintenance
Tunnel Activities
Snow and Ice Control
Traffic Services
Materials, Equipment, and Buildings
Planning and Scheduling
Toll Corridor General Purpose Lanes
Property
Capital Equipment
Maintenance Reserve Fund
Safety
Strategic Safety Program
Mobility
Real-Time Traffic Operations
ITS Investments
Multimodal Services
Mobility
Innovative Mobility Programs
Strategic Transit and Multimodal Projects
Rail Commission
Bustang
Suballocated Programs
Aeronautics
Aviation System Programs
Highway
STP-Metro
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality
Metropolitan Planning
Off-System Bridge Program
Transit and Multimodal
Recreational Trails
Safe Routes to School
Transportation Alternatives Program
Transit Grant Programs
Multimodal Options Program
Administration & Agency Operations
Agency Operations
Administration
Project Initiatives
Debt Service
Debt Service
Contingency Reserve
Contingency Fund
Reserve Fund
Other Programs
Safety Education
Planning and Research
State Infrastructure Bank
TOTAL - CDOT
Key to Acronyms:
TC = Transportation Commission
FR = Federal
SL = State Legislature
AB = Aeronautics Board
SH = State Highway
SIB = State Infrastructure Bank
LOC = Local
SB = Senate Bill
SA = State Aviation
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Rollforward from
FY19-20
*Estimated
$677.6 M
$71.8 M
$2.0 M
$0.3 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$6.2 M
$63.3 M
$9.3 M
$2.3 M
$0.0 M
$0.1 M
$2.2 M
$4.6 M
$596.4 M
$0.0 M
$555.9 M
$40.5 M
$1.3 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$1.3 M
$1.3 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$281.3 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$234.1 M
$157.8 M
$59.2 M
$1.4 M
$15.6 M
$47.2 M
$1.9 M
$10.0 M
$29.2 M
$6.1 M
$0.0 M
$0.5 M
$0.5 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$40.3 M
$40.3 M
$0.0 M
$5.3 M
$0.0 M
$5.3 M
$0.0 M
$1,006.2 M

FY 2020-21
Allocation Plan
$973.6 M
$325.2 M
$223.2 M
$51.8 M
$31.4 M
$12.3 M
$6.5 M
$0.0 M
$127.6 M
$32.8 M
$3.6 M
$2.2 M
$67.6 M
$21.4 M
$520.8 M
$48.4 M
$450.0 M
$22.4 M
$368.8 M
$332.9 M
$265.2 M
$41.4 M
$21.8 M
$10.7 M
$4.5 M
$3.4 M
$78.7 M
$70.3 M
$16.4 M
$18.1 M
$2.9 M
$29.3 M
$23.5 M
$12.0 M
$11.4 M
$11.4 M
$24.6 M
$14.6 M
$10.0 M
$70.1 M
$70.1 M
$11.1 M
$50.0 M
$0.1 M
$8.9 M
$224.1 M
$31.8 M
$31.8 M
$125.7 M
$55.7 M
$50.5 M
$9.1 M
$10.5 M
$66.6 M
$1.6 M
$3.1 M
$12.3 M
$49.6 M
$0.0 M
$100.9 M
$62.6 M
$35.7 M
$2.6 M
$62.8 M
$62.8 M
$15.0 M
$15.0 M
$0.0 M
$25.1 M
$13.0 M
$11.7 M
$0.4 M
$1,840.3 M

EMT and Staff Total FY21 Program
Proposed TC Approved TC
Approved
Budget Available
Amendments Amendments Adjustments including Changes Directed By
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$2.0 M
$2.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$2.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
-$2.0 M
-$2.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$1.0 M
$1.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
-$1.0 M
$0.0 M
-$1.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$2.0 M

$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M

$3.5 M
$1.3 M
$1.2 M
-$0.1 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.3 M
$0.0 M
$1.2 M
-$1.8 M
$0.0 M
-$0.1 M
$3.1 M
$0.0 M
$0.9 M
$0.0 M
$0.9 M
$0.0 M
$266.3 M
$267.2 M
$267.2 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
-$3.8 M
-$3.8 M
$2.9 M
$0.0 M
$2.9 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
-$0.7 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
-$1.5 M
$0.0 M
-$1.5 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.8 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.8 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.8 M
$0.8 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.6 M
$0.6 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$270.0 M

$1,654.6 M
$398.3 M
$226.4 M
$52.0 M
$31.4 M
$12.3 M
$13.0 M
$63.3 M
$138.2 M
$33.4 M
$3.6 M
$2.2 M
$72.9 M
$26.0 M
$1,118.1 M
$48.4 M
$1,006.8 M
$62.9 M
$633.6 M
$599.2 M
$534.4 M
$41.4 M
$21.8 M
$10.7 M
$4.5 M
$3.4 M
$78.7 M
$72.3 M
$16.4 M
$18.1 M
$2.9 M
$29.3 M
$23.5 M
$12.0 M
$6.9 M
$6.9 M
$27.5 M
$14.6 M
$12.9 M
$70.1 M
$70.1 M
$11.1 M
$50.0 M
$0.1 M
$8.9 M
$504.6 M
$31.8 M
$31.8 M
$358.3 M
$213.5 M
$108.2 M
$10.6 M
$26.1 M
$114.5 M
$3.5 M
$13.1 M
$42.2 M
$55.7 M
$0.0 M
$103.1 M
$64.9 M
$35.7 M
$2.6 M
$62.8 M
$62.8 M
$54.9 M
$55.9 M
-$1.0 M
$30.4 M
$13.0 M
$17.0 M
$0.4 M
$3,118.5 M

Funding Source

TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
FR

FHWA / SH / SB 09-108
FHWA / SH / SB 09-108
FHWA / SH
SB 09-108
FHWA / SH
FHWA

FR
FR
TC
TC
TC

FHWA / SH
FHWA / SH
FHWA / SH
SB 09-108
FHWA / SH

TC
SL
FR

FHWA / SH
SB 17-267 / SB 19-262
FHWA / SH

TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC

SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH

TC

FHWA / SH

TC
TC

SH
FHWA / SH

TC
SL
SL
TC

FHWA / SH
SB 17-267
SL
SB 09-108 / Fare Rev.

AB

SA

FR
FR
FR
TC / FR

FHWA / LOC
FHWA / LOC
FHWA / FTA / LOC
FHWA / SH / LOC

FR
TC
FR
FR / SL / TC
TC/SL

FHWA
FHWA
FHWA / LOC
FTA / LOC / SB 09-108
SB 19-125

TC / AB
SL
TC

FHWA / SH / SA / SB 09-108
SH
SH

DS

FHWA / SH

TC
TC

FHWA / SH
FHWA / SH

TC/FR
FR
TC

NHTSA / SSE
FHWA / SH
SIB
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75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

COLORADO BRIDGE ENTERPRISE
Capital Construction
Asset Management
Bridge Enterprise Projects-CBE
Maintenance and Operations
Asset Management
Maintenance and Preservation-CBE
Administration & Agency Operations
Agency Operations-CBE
Debt Service
Debt Service-CBE
TOTAL - BRIDGE ENTERPRISE

87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

HIGH PERFORMANCE TRANSPORTATION ENTERPRISE
Maintenance and Operations
Express Lanes Operations-HPTE
Administration & Agency Operations
Agency Operations-HPTE
Debt Service
Debt Service-HPTE
TOTAL - HIGH PERFORMANCE TRANSPORTATION ENTERPRISE
TOTAL - CDOT AND ENTERPRISES

$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M

$100.2 M
$100.2 M
$100.2 M
$0.5 M
$0.5 M
$0.5 M
$2.0 M
$2.0 M
$18.2 M
$18.2 M
$120.9 M

$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M

$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M

$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
-$17.2 M
-$17.2 M
-$17.2 M

$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$1,006.2 M

$17.0 M
$17.0 M
$5.6 M
$5.6 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$22.6 M
$1,983.9 M

$1.0 M
$1.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$1.0 M
$1.0 M

$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M

$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M
$0.0 M

$200.4 M
$200.4 M
$100.2 M
$1.0 M
$1.0 M
$0.5 M
$4.0 M
$2.0 M
$19.3 M
$1.1 M
$103.7 M

BEB

SB 09-108

BEB

SB 09-108

BEB

SB 09-108

BEB

FHWA / SH

$28.9 M
$17.9 M HPTEB
$11.2 M
$5.6 M HPTEB
$0.0 M
$0.0 M HPTEB
$23.6 M
$2,991.1 M

Tolls / Managed Lanes Revenue
Fee for Service
Fee for Service

*Roll forward budget is budget from a prior year that hasn't
been committed to a project or expended from a cost center
prior to the close of the fiscal year. Estimated Roll forward
budget will be incorporated prior to finalizing the FY 2021
budget, and updated after the close of FY 2020
** $10M of the FY21 Maintenance Reserve Final Allocation Plan
budget is specifically allocated for Snow and Ice Control
***SB 17-267 directed the State Treasurer to execute leasepurchase agreements on existing state facilities to generate
revenue for priority transportation projects. At least 10 percent
of these proceeds must be used for transit projects. Of the $50
million in estimated revenue for transit projects, the
department anticipates spending $2.4 million on
Administration, $27.6 million on the construction of bus and
pedestrian facilities, and $20.0 million on rolling stock.

TOP
****SB 18-001 appropriated $2.5 million to the Southwest
Chief and Front Range Rail Commission. Pursuant to SB 19-125,
this funding is available until the close of FY 2020-21.
*****SB 18-001 created the Multimodal Transportation
Options Fund, and allocated $71.75 million to the fund in FY
2018-19 and $22.5 million to the fund in FY 2019-20. This
funding is annually appropriated by the General Assembly. The
FY 2018-19 appropriation is available until the close of FY 202223 pursuant to SB 19-125, and the FY 2019-20 appropriation is
available until the close of FY 2023-24 pursuant to SB 19‑207. Of
the total funding, the department will spend approximately $6
million on administration and operating costs, approximately
$14 million for CDOT bus purchase and facility construction, and
approximately $74 million will be passed through to local
agencies for rolling stock purchases.
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2829 W. Howard Place
Denver, CO 80204-2305

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

July 1, 2020

TO:

Transportation Commission

FROM:

Herman Stockinger, Transportation Commission Secretary
Natalie Lutz, Rules, Policies, and Procedures Administrator

SUBJECT:

Adopt Proposed Amendments to the Commission Rules, 2 CCR
601-11

Purpose
To accept the Hearing Officer’s recommendation and adopt the proposed
amendments to the Rules Governing Practice and Procedures of the
Transportation Commission of Colorado, 2 CCR 601-11.
Action
To pass a resolution to adopt the changes to the Rules Governing Practice and
Procedures of the Transportation Commission of Colorado (“the Commission
Rules”), 2 CCR 601-11, based on the Hearing Officer’s recommendation from
the rule-making hearing conducted on June 1, 2020.
Background
On August 15, 2019, the Transportation Commission (“Commission”), by
Resolution No. 2019-08-08, authorized an Administrative Hearing Officer to
conduct a hearing on proposed amendments to the rules. On June 1, 2020, the
Hearing Officer held a rulemaking hearing to receive public comment on the
proposed amendments.
The proposed amendments modify Rule 3.00, titled Committees of the
Commission, by changing the name of a standing committee and the number of
Commission member seats on standing committees. Specifically, the proposed
amendments are:
•

Rule 3.01.1 currently allows for the Audit Review Committee to be
comprised of at least three Commissioners, but not more than five
Commissioners. The proposed amendment to Rule 3.01.1 repeals the
maximum number of Commissioners on the Audit Review Committee, but
preserves the minimum of three Commission member seats.
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•

Rule 3.01.2 currently allows for the Small Business and Diversity
Committee to be comprised of at least three Commissioners, but not
more than five Commissioners. The proposed amendment to Rule 3.01.2
repeals the maximum number of Commissioners on the Small Business
and Diversity Committee, but preserves the minimum of three
Commission member seats.

•

Rule 3.01.2 currently allows for the Transit and Intermodal Committee to be
comprised of at least three Commissioners, but not more than five
Commissioners. The proposed amendment to Rule 3.01.3 repeals the
maximum number of Commissioners on the Transit and Intermodal
Committee, but preserves the minimum of three Commission member seats.

•

Rule 3.01.3. will be changed to reflect a new name for the “Transit and
Intermodal Committee”. The proposed new name of the standing committee
based upon organizational changes at the Department is “Mobility Systems
Committee”.

On June 01, 2020, the Hearing Officer held a rule-making hearing to receive
public comment on the proposed amendments. There was no public comment
during the hearing. The Hearing Officer reviewed the entire record of this
proceeding, including the exhibits from the hearing. The Hearing Officer found
that the requirements of the Colorado Administrative Procedure Act have been
satisfied, that there is sufficient evidence in the record to support the
proposed amendments to the rules, and that the Commission has the authority
to adopt the proposed amendments to the Commission Rules.
Next Steps
Following the Commission’s adoption of the rules, the Department will file the
rules with the Secretary of State. They will become effective on or around
September 14, 2020.
Attachments
Resolution
Red-line of the Proposed Amendments
Hearing Officer Summary and Recommendation
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Transportation Commission
Rules Governing Practice and Procedures of the Transportation Commission of Colorado
2 CCR 601-11
[Editor’s Notes follow the text of the rules at the end of this CCR Document.]

_______________________________________________________________________________
Statement of Basis, Purpose, and Statutory Authority
The purpose of these rules is to set forth provisions governing the Transportation Commission’s actions,
administrative practices, and transaction of business. In 2014, the rules were updated to make one
substantive change to rule 2.06 (changing the annual election of officers from the August regular meeting
to July) and to otherwise make numbering and other non-substantive changes. In 2016, the rules were
updated to change the name of the Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (“DBE”) Committee to Small
Business and Diversity (“SBD”) Committee, to clarify the timeline of the election of Commission officers,
to clarify the role and expand the membership of the Efficiency and Accountability Committee pursuant to
House Bill 16-1172, and to make other minor clarifying revisions. In 2020, the rules were updated to
change the name of the Transit and Intermodal Committee (“T&I Committee”) to the Mobility Systems
Committee and to modify the number of Commission member seats on standing committees. The
authority under which the Transportation Commission of Colorado shall establish these rules is set forth
in § 43-1-106(6) and § 43-1-106(8)(k), C.R.S.
3.00

Committees of the Commission

3.01

The Commission may create Standing Committees by full consent of the Commission as it deems
necessary. Members shall be appointed by the Chairman, with the consent of the full
Commission, to all existing Standing Committees. Members so appointed shall begin serving by
the July regular meeting on the respective Committees and serve for one year or until their
successors are appointed. The Commission shall ratify the appointments of members to Standing
Committees by resolution. The Commission has created the following Standing Committees:
3.01.1 The Audit Review Committee (“ARC”), which shall be comprised of at least three but no
more than five members of the Commission who shall meet periodically with executive
management and the Audit Director to review audits, reports and activities of the internal
Audit Division.
3.01.2 The Small Business and Diversity (“SBD”) Committee, which shall be comprised of at
least three but no more than five members of the Commission who shall meet periodically
with executive management and the Director of the Civil Rights and Business Resource
Center to review the civil rights and small business programs.
3.01.3 The Transit and IntermodalMobility Systems Committee (“T&I Committee”), which shall
be comprised of at least three but no more than five members of the Commission who
shall meet periodically with executive management and the Division of Transit and Rail
Director to review transit and rail policies and practices.
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2829 W. Howard Place
Denver, CO 80204-2305

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

June 30, 2020

TO:

Transportation Commission

FROM:

Andrew Hogle, Administrative Hearing Officer

SUBJECT:

Rulemaking Hearing on Proposed Amendments to 2 CCR 601-11, Rules
Governing Practice and Procedure of the Transportation Commission of
Colorado
__________________________________________________________________________________
Background
Pursuant to § § 43-1-106(6) and 43-1-106(8)(k), C.R.S., the Transportation Commission of
Colorado has the authority to adopt rules in relation to its meetings and the transaction of
business. On August 15, 2019, the Transportation Commission, by Resolution No. 2019-08-08,
authorized an Administrative Hearing Officer to conduct a hearing on proposed changes to the
rules (Exhibit 1B). On June 1, 2020, the Hearing Officer held a rulemaking hearing to receive
public comment on the proposed amendments.
Summary of Hearing and Factual Findings
Pursuant to § 24-4-103, C.R.S., the Colorado Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”), and the
Transportation Commission Resolution No. 2019-08-08, a public hearing was held on June 1,
2020, in a virtual setting via GoToWebinar due to the State’s COVID-19 response. A court
reporter was present, and a transcript of this hearing is attached. Acting as your delegated
Administrative Hearing Officer, I opened the hearing at 3:30 p.m. In attendance were Herman
Stockinger, Natalie Lutz and Jennifer Uebelher from the Colorado Department of
Transportation (“the Department”) and Kathy Young from the Office of the Attorney General.
One member of the public also attended the hearing and no testimony was offered from the
public.
Natalie Lutz from the Office of Policy and Government Relations reviewed the exhibits and
demonstrated how the Department complied with the requirements of the APA (Transcript
pages 6-11). The Statement of Basis, Purpose, and Statutory Authority for the rules is contained
in Exhibit 7. A cost-benefit analysis was not required (Exhibit 3D). Ms. Lutz also noted that the
Department:
•
•
•
•
•

Obtained proper hearing delegation from the Commission (Exhibit 1B);
Filed a timely Notice of Rulemaking with the Secretary of State (Exhibit 2A);
Published the Notice in the Colorado Register (Exhibit 2C);
Posted timely notice about the rulemaking hearing on the Department’s website on May
1, 2020 (Exhibit 2D and Exhibit 4);
Notified the representative group and the interested parties of the date, time, and
location of the hearing and requested comments (Exhibits 5 and 6); and
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•

Will maintain a permanent file of the rulemaking record (Exhibit 8).

Ms. Lutz then discussed the proposed amendments to the rules (Transcript pages 11-12). She
explained that all four proposed amendments, as found on Page 1 of Exhibit 2B, will affect Rule
3.00, titled Committees of the Commission. Ms. Lutz also explained that the proposed
amendments will change the name of the “Transit and Intermodal Committee” along with the
number of Commission member seats on standing committees. She then described the proposed
amendments in further detail, specifically that:
•
•
•

•

Rule 3.01.1 will be changed to say that the Audit Review Committee will be comprised
of at least three members of the Transportation Commission;
Rule 3.01.2 will be changed to say that the Small Business and Diversity Committee will
be comprised of at least three members of the Transportation Commission;
Rule 3.01.3 will be changed to reflect the new name of the standing committee based
upon organizational changes at the Department. The standing committee will now be
referred to as “Mobility Systems Committee” rather than “Transit and Intermodal
Committee”; and
Rule 3.01.3 will also be changed to say that the Mobility Systems Committee will be
comprised of at least three members of the Transportation Commission.

Kathy Young from the Office of the Attorney General opined that the process the Department
had followed in this rule-making met the requirements of the APA.
Findings and Conclusions of Law
I have reviewed the entire record of this proceeding. The record consists of all 10 exhibits from
the June 1, 2020, hearing. I find that:
1. All requirements of the APA, § 24-4-103, C.R.S., have been satisfied.
2. There is sufficient evidence in the record to support the proposed amendments as
submitted in Exhibits 2B and 7.
3. The Commission has the authority to adopt the proposed amendments.
Decision
You must review the record of these proceedings prior to adopting any rule, and any action
must be based upon, and supported by, the record. Copies of the entire exhibit packet are
available for your review in the Transportation Commission Office. The record supports
adoption of the proposed rule changes, and pursuant to § 24-4-103, C.R.S., you may choose to
adopt these rule changes.
Having reviewed the entire record of this proceeding, including Exhibits 1 through 10 and
having heard no testimony regarding the proposed amendments and received no written
comments, and being fully apprised of this matter, acting as an Administrative Hearing Officer
in this matter, I recommend that the Transportation Commission adopt the proposed
amendments.
I have prepared a resolution for adoption of the proposed rules.

cc:

Herman Stockinger, Commission Secretary
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
JEFF SUDMEIER, CDOT CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
JULY 16, 2020
STATE INFRASTRUCTURE BANK (SIB) INTEREST RATE RECOMMENDATION FOR THE FIRST HALF
OF FISCAL YEAR 2020-21

Purpose

The purpose of this memorandum is to summarize information related to proposed changes to the State
Infrastructure Bank interest rate for loans originating in the first half of State fiscal year 2020-21, and the
origination fee schedule for Fiscal Year 2020-21.
Action
The Division of Accounting and Finance (DAF) recommends that the Transportation Commission reduce the
State Infrastructure Bank interest rate to 2.00% from the current rate of 2.50% for loans originating in Fiscal
Year 2020-21 Q1/Q2, and maintain the recommended origination fee schedule detailed in the memorandum.
Background
SIB Loan Rates: The State Infrastructure Bank (SIB), established in 43-1-113.5(3) CRS. Rule V. Article 2 of 2CCR
605-1, requires that the Transportation Commission set bi-annual interest rates for SIB Loans. Established
rates over the past 18 months have been:
FY 2018-19 Q3/Q4: 3.25%

FY 2019-20 Q1/Q2: 3.25%

FY 2019-20 Q3/Q4: 2.50%

Origination Fee Schedule: Rule V, Article 3 of 2 CCR 605-1 outlines the following origination fee schedule to
be maintained for the current fiscal year as adopted by the Transportation Commission. The TC may at their
discretion apply the fee, the maximum of:
●
●
●
●

1.00% for loan proceeds up to $1 million
0.75% on the loan proceeds over $1 million up to $2.5 million
0.50% on the loan proceeds over $2.5 million up to $5 million
0.25% on the loan proceeds over $5 million

Rate Recommendations/Interest Rate Outlook for US Treasury Market
The current U.S. Treasury market and Federal Funds Rate, as well as the Department’s Financial Advisor’s
projections for the US Treasury market and Federal Funds Rate, are used to determine the SIB interest rate. As
current interest rates remain near record lows and the market consensus projects that they will remain near
those lows into the near future, DAF staff proposes that the TC set a minimum interest rate of 2.00% for all
State Infrastructure Bank loans beginning in Fiscal Year 2020-21. This minimum interest rate will apply when
projected interest rates are below 2.00%. If interest rates are projected above the 2.00% minimum, the interest
rate will be increased to reflect the increase in projected interest rates.
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As shown below, current interest rate projections for the next year remain below 2% for all US Treasury yields.
Accordingly, the Department’s recommendation is to set the State Infrastructure Bank interest rate to the
targeted minimum rate of 2.00%.
This recommendation is based on the following:
● Since approval of the SIB rate for Fiscal Year 2019-20 Q3/Q4, the COVID-19 outbreak was declared a
world-wide pandemic, which has resulted in a national economic contraction and increased interest rate
volatility.
● The Federal Reserve cut interest rates to a range of 0.00% to 0.25% in March 2020 in order to aid in the
economic recovery from the pandemic. Since then, the Fed has affirmed its intention to maintain current
rates over the near-term.

Fed Funds Rate
US 2-Year
US 5-Year
US 10-Year
US 30-Year

Market Consensus Interest Rate Forecast
Current Rate
2020Q3
2020Q4
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.16
0.27
0.33
0.30
0.48
0.57
0.67
0.84
0.94
1.43
1.55
1.61

Source: Bloomberg (07/01/2020)

2021Q1
0.25
0.39
0.66
1.05
1.72

2021Q2
0.30
0.48
0.76
1.14
1.78

Options and Recommendations
1. Reduce the interest rate of 2.5% to 2.00% for all SIB loans originating in Fiscal Year 2020-21 Q1/Q2, and
maintain the recommended origination fee schedule for all loans during the same period. Staff
Recommendation
2. Adopt a new interest rate determined by the Transportation Commission.
3. Deny the recommended SIB loan interest rate, request additional staff analysis, and/or delay approval
consideration for a future month.
Next Steps
If approved as recommended, Department Staff will apply the approved interest rate and origination fee
schedule to all SIB loans originating in the first half of Fiscal Year 2020-21.
Attachments:
Attachment A: Proposed SIB Rate Resolution
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Colorado Bridge Enterprise Board
Meeting Minutes
June 18, 2020
PRESENT:

Shannon Gifford, District 1
Don Stanton, District 2
Eula Adams, District 3
Karen Stuart, District 4
Kathleen Bracke, District 5
Barbara Vasquez, District 6
Kathy Hall, District 7
Sidny Zink, District 8
Irv Halter, District 9
William Thiebaut, Chair, District 10
Gary Beedy, District 11

AND: Staff members, organization representatives, and broadcast
publicly
An electronic recording of the meeting was made and filed with supporting
documents in the Transportation Commission office.
In June, the Bridge
• Approved the
• Approved the
• Approved the
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Transportation Commission of Colorado
Small Business & Diversity Committee Agenda
Thursday, July 16, 2020
Virtual (Zoom Link TBD)
KATHY HALL
Chairwoman
EULA ADAMS
GARY BEEDY
BARBARA VASQUEZ
Committee Members
STEVE HARELSON
Chief Engineer
GREG DIEHL, KRISTI GRAHAM-GITKIND
Directors, CRBRC & HR
The Chairwoman may change the item sequence or timing
1. Call to order
2. Approve minutes from December meeting
a. Note: Committee may also reference p.170 of the March Packet for
additional background information. Link available in Memo.
3. Internal Equity, Diversity & Inclusion Update
4. External Equity, Diversity, & Inclusion Update
5. Adjourn
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2829 West Howard Place, Denver, CO
80204 2305

DATE: June 30, 2020
TO: Transportation Commission Small Business & Diversity Committee
FROM: Greg Diehl, Director, Civil Rights & Business Resource Center (CRBRC) & Kristi Graham-Gitkind, Director, Human
Resources
SUBJECT: July Small Business & Diversity Committee Meeting
1. Call to Order
2. Minutes
Approve minutes from December 2019. Commissioners may also reference the packet materials put together for the March Small
Business and Diversity Committee meeting that did not occur due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Those materials are available on page
170 of the March Packet: https://www.codot.gov/about/transportation-commission/documents/2020-supporting-documents/marchpacket-size-optimized.pdf
3. Internal Equity, Diversity, & Inclusion (EDI) Update
CDOT HR is working closely with employees and an external consultant to develop Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) initiatives.
These initiates will be supported by two forthcoming actions from the State: a universal EDI policy from the Dept. of Personnel and
Administration and an executive order from the Governor’s Office. We will share FY21-22 action items at this meeting.
4. External Equity, Diversity, & Inclusion (EDI) Update
CRBRC is requesting a full Commission Workshop during summer 2020 to discuss CDOT’s Emerging Small Business (ESB) program and
proposed changes to the Program Rules.
Policy Directive 606.0, Fostering Small Business Capacity (adopted unanimously in March 2018), codifies the Department’s
commitment to supporting small businesses in Colorado and allocating appropriate resources to do so; CDOT’s ESB Program is the
mechanism by which the Department delivers PD 606.0, and it is under the purview of the Commission per the Colorado Revised
Statutes.
CDOT’s ESB Program is intended to work in concert with the USDOT’s Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) Program. According to
the Federal Regulations that govern the DBE Program, there are two types of DBE participation: Race Conscious and Race Neutral.
Race Conscious refers to DBE participation achieved via subcontracting goals, and Race Neutral refers to DBE participation outside of
(or above and beyond) the DBE subcontracting goal, and is the preferred method of achieving DBE participation. Race neutral
participation is often achieved through programmatic efforts (such as those outlined in CDOT’s ESB Program) that remove barriers and
increase opportunities for DBEs to compete for contracts on their own merit without needing to leverage the contract goal.
CDOT’s current overall DBE goal is 11.55%. One of the highest leverage factors related to meeting this goal is the ability to
consistently generate prime contracting opportunities that are awarded to DBE firms. Over the past two federal fiscal years (FFY 2018
- 2019), CDOT has not awarded any highway construction contracts to DBE prime contractors. The same remains the case through the
first six months of FFY 2020. Because contract goals are always subcontracting opportunities, race conscious participation efforts will
never lead directly to a DBE being awarded a prime contract. Therefore, the focus of the ESB program must be on developing prime
capacity not just for ESBs, but with the ideal audience being dual-certified firms so as to simultaneously bolster race neutral DBE
participation. Further, competition for CDOT construction projects has declined, resulting in a need to foster prime contractors more
holistically to keep the cost of construction reasonable to taxpayers.
CRBRC has reviewed CDOT rules and processes for opportunities to improve the ESB program and better position it to help increase
competitive capacity in Colorado by fostering the development of new prime contractors. The CRBRC would like to present these
recommendations in a Workshop to the full Transportation Commission during the early Fall of 2020.
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December 2020 Meeting Minutes: Small Business Diversity Committee (Greg Diehl) – Commissioner
Hall is Chair
•

•
•
•

•

Civil Rights Program Overview, Achievements and Opportunities
o Oversees Contract Compliance with:
 Prompt Payment
 Certified Payroll
 Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE)
 On-the-Job Training (OJT)
o Supportive Services to:
 Resources to Improve & Support Employment (RISE)
 Connect2DOT
Commissioner Adams – Civil Rights is an antiquated term – think Equity is a more current term –
the right thing to do – vs. a compliant thing to do.
Greg – agreed – need to consider if DBE was not required for Federal funds, how integrate the
right thing in CDOT’s daily business for small businesses and workforce development.
Commissioner Adams – likelihood contractor meets minimal requirement. Has concerns – How
much of this project stays in our community and are diverse (defined in a lot of ways), Kiewitt
taking back to Nebraska.
Central 70 Workforce Development Program
o Molly Bly – Goals:
o Achievements include: 13 zip codes of project area with 720,000 hours.
 Local Hire Pilot Program to: recruit, train, and place of 20% of C70 workforce
from neighboring zip codes. Progress to date includes: 16.1% (craft) of
workforce placed, and 428 local individuals. 38 % towards hours goal.
 What mix of jobs are local – across the board – 760,000 all levels - not just entry
level – but all levels.
 On the Job Training – (OJT) – equity lens – goal 200,000 hours – large goal – last
year at 40%. At 38% of total goal also. $28.50 for each goal hour net met as
disincentive.
 Work Now – Launched Feb. 2017, and 167 contractors employees have used
Work Now. CDOT FHWA ladder of opportunity grant - $400,000 in funds to
support WORKNOW.
 Add other Central 70 Slide information here.
 Other achievements for I-70 Workforce development program were outlined
and an opportunity for RISE (Statewide Workforce Development Program) and
increasing Disadvantages Business Enterprise (DBE) participation was outlined.
 Can bring back data on what has been a success and what has not is part of
work plan.
o Nondiscrimination (Title VI/CDOT PD 604.0) oversight
 $85 million Curb Ramps Program
 First-of-its-Kind Data Collection System
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•
•

 Successful cross-collaboration between disciplines and Regions
o ADA compliance Program – 2.5 years into that program – curb ramp compliance another
future workshop.
o Policy Directive 606.0: Fostering Small Business Capacity was also covered. State
program is emerging small business program
o Adams – capital is a big issue – revolving fund – working capital – does the state of
Colorado have anything like this. Colorado Department of Public Health and
Environment????
o Partnering – there subcontracting – US DOT and SBA primarily.
o Scott – successes? – Overall goal – 10 and 13% - hit 90% in last ten years. Get us metrics
and share data with TC. What % of people who need this help are getting it.
o Vasquez – demographics of the state against SBE goals.
o Commissioner Adams – not just interested in contracts – but what does CDOT look like
externally. – with regards with everything we do. What does CDOT’s employment look
like in terms of diversity for program. EEO program (old term again) – HR.
o Partnerships bring in HR too per Molly.
o ED Lew – evaluating CDOT – is a valuable exercise to conduct.
See the TC packet for more details. Commissioner Vasquez – any core data for salary range? Can
get later. Average is $19.70 entry level. See data before we meet again.
Commissioner Hall – we will have more meetings this is important.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

FROM:

JEFF SUDMEIER, CDOT CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

DATE:

JULY 16, 2020

SUBJECT:

MONTHLY CASH BALANCE UPDATE

Purpose
To provide an update on cash management, including forecasts of monthly revenues, expenditures, and
cash balances in Fund 400, the State Highway Fund.
Action
No action is requested or required at this time.
Background
Figure 1 below depicts the forecast of the closing Fund 400 cash balance in each month, as compared to
the targeted minimum cash balance for that month (green shaded area). The targeted minimum cash
balances reflect the Transportation Commission’s directive (Policy Directive #703) to limit the risk of a
cash overdraft at the end of a month to, at most, a probability of 1/1,000 (1 month of 1,000 months
ending with a cash overdraft).
Figure 1 – Fund 400 Cash Forecast
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Summary
Due to recent events in response to the global COVID-19 pandemic, including statewide stay-at-home
orders, the Department is anticipating a significant immediate impact to revenue collections, followed
by a longer downturn. Reduced motor fuel tax collections due to decreased travel along with
corresponding reductions in other sources will negatively impact the short-term revenue and associated
cash forecast. The preliminary forecast estimates revenue losses of approximately $50 million between
March 2020 and February 2021.
The forecast reflects the Department’s anticipated cash balance based on the current budget allocation
plan and associated planned project expenditures. As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to unfold and
more data and information become available, staff will closely monitor the impact to the Department’s
revenue stream, update the cash forecast, and regularly inform the Transportation Commission.
The projected closing cash balance in June 2020 (some final figures were unavailable at the time of
writing on July 7th) was $1.36 billion; $1.06 billion above that month’s cash balance target of $300
million. The large cash balance results from the additional revenues listed below.
Cash Revenues
The forecast of revenues and capital proceeds includes:
Senate Bill 17-267: $425 million in November 2018, $560 million in June 2020, and then $0
thereafter.
Senate Bill 18-001: $346.5 million in July 2018, and $105 million in July 2019.
Senate Bill 19-262: $60 million in July 2019.
The forecast does not include $500 million of revenues in each of FY21 and FY22 from SB 17-267 capital
proceeds. The transit grants and the portions of projects that are to be funded from these sources are
also excluded from this forecast. Revenues and expenditures for these sources will be added when there
is more certainty regarding the availability of these revenues. Cash balances will be drawn down closer
to the target balances over the course of fiscal years 2021, 2022, and 2023 as projects funded with SB 18001, SB 17-267, SB 19-262 progress through construction.
June’s closing cash balance is $72 million higher than May’s forecast of that balance. This variance was
caused by lower than forecasted contstruction expenditures, as well as larger than anticipated revenue
from the second issuance of SB 17-267. Due to favorable interest rates, proceeds to the Department for
the second tranche of SB 17-267 were $60 million more than forecasted, bringing the total to
approximately $560 million.
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Cash Payments to Construction Contractors
The current forecast of payments to construction contractors under state contracts (grants paid out
under inter-government agreements for construction are accounted for elsewhere in the expenditure
forecast) from Fund 400 is shown in Figure 2 below.
Figure 2 – Forecasted Payments - Existing and New Construction Contracts

$ millions

CY 2017
(actual)

Expenditures

$642

CY 2018
(actual)

$578

CY 2019
(actual)

CY 2020
(forecast)

$669

$899

CY 2021
(forecast)

$646

CY 2022
(forecast)

CY 2023
(forecast)

CY 2024
(forecast)

$588

$413

$369

The graph below details CY20 baseline, forecast, and actual expenditures (based on June month end
SAP data). Results to date correlate with an XPI of 0.79 (actual expenditures vs. baseline); listing of
number of projects planned to incur construction expenditures in CY20; listing of CY20 baseline and
project count by procurement status (awarded, not advertised and advertised); and count of projects
by region that have CY20 baseline greater than $10 million dollars and less than $10 million dollars.
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MEMORANDUM

TO:
CC:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
COLORADO AERONAUTICAL BOARD
DAVID ULANE, AERONAUTICS DIRECTOR
JULY 16, 2020
AERONAUTICS DIVISION/STATEWIDE AVIATION UPDATE

Purpose
To provide the TC with a brief update on the Division of Aeronautics and statewide aviation activity.
Action
None- informational only
Background
Under the direction of the Colorado Aeronautical Board (CAB), CDOT’s Division of Aeronautics is charged with
supporting aviation and airports as a crucial part of Colorado’s multi-modal transportation system. Promoting
aviation safety and furthering aviation education are also part of the Division’s mission. To accomplish these
statutory mandates, the Division’s Aviation Fund is funded solely by three state aviation fuel taxes- a 2.9% state
sales tax on all jet fuel, a $0.04 per gallon excise tax on non-commercial jet fuel (in addition to the sales tax), and a
$0.06 per gallon excise tax on aviation gasoline used in piston-powered aircraft. In FY2020, these taxes were
originally forecast to generate about $33 million in revenue for the Division. With the significant downturn in
aviation activity statewide since mid-March as result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Division now expects that to
be about $27 million.
With this revenue, the Division is guided by both state statutes and the Colorado Aeronautical Board’s direction in
reinvesting these resources back into our aviation system. Per statute, approximately two thirds of the Division’s
revenue is proportionally disbursed directly back to each airport where the fuel was sold and taxes collected.
Airport sponsors may use these funds in any manner they see fit, as long as they’re used solely on the airport for
aviation purposes.
The remaining one third of the Division’s revenue is used for discretionary purposes as directed by the CAB and
includes three general categories: a discretionary aviation grant program (CDAG), statewide initiatives, and
administrative expenses.
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Colorado Discretionary Aviation Grant (CDAG) Program- Of the CAB’s discretionary revenue, the largest portion
is allocated to our CDAG program, which provides state funding for eligible airport improvement projects, as well
as to assist airports with their 10% typical match for Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Airport Improvement
Program (AIP) grants. In FY20, the CAB approved just over $6 million in CDAG funds to 21 airports for
state/local (non-federal) projects. In a typical year, the CAB would also approve approximately $2 million in
CDAG funds to match FAA AIP projects. This year, the CARES Act provided for 100% federal share for all
FY20 AIP grants, allowing the Division to retain those CDAG funds, which is highly beneficial for us with the
COVID-related downturn in aviation activity statewide.
Statewide Initiatives- In accomplishing our mission, the CAB also allocates funding for several innovative
statewide initiatives and programs. Examples include a Division-funded partnership with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture to provide airport wildlife management services to eligible airports at no cost to the airport, as well as
an aviation internship program where the Division assists airports with funding internships, helping develop our
next generation of airport professionals.
Administrative Expenses- Annually the CAB approves the Division’s administrative expense budget, which
generally covers staff costs and facility expenses for our Aeronautics offices at the Colorado Air and Space Port in
Watkins. Like the rest of CDOT, our Division’s administrative expenses cannot by statute exceed 5% of our
previous year’s gross revenues. The Division is proud to be an effective and efficient team, typically spending just
3.0 to 3.5% of our total revenues on administrative expenses.
COVID Pandemic Impacts on the Division
As noted above, the Division’s total FY20 revenue is expected to be $27 million, down about 22% from the
originally forecast $33 million. Denver International Airport (DEN) accounts for approximately 75% of our
Division’s total revenue, so we typically use their fuel flowage data as a key barometer of our revenues. The chart
below shows DEN’s fuel flowage, and the dramatic decreases starting in March.
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Again, while these revenue decreases are significant, it’s important to note that since two thirds of our revenues are
disbursed back to airports, they bear the primary brunt through decreased disbursement amounts. In adapting to
the impact of these revenue decreases on the Division, the CAB has approved several FY20 and FY21 program
reductions recommended by staff:
•

Cancellation of $500,000 in planned aviation education/workforce development grants in FY20 and FY21.

•

Deferral of hiring a new staff position to manage the Division’s education grant program.

•

Deferral of a planned $200,000 study to evaluate airport electrical infrastructure needs related to the new
generation of electrically powered general aviation aircraft currently in development.

•

Deferral of a planned $3 million FY21 state/local CDAG grant to Mineral County to rehabilitate the
runway at the Creede Airport.

As of June 10th, our Aviation Fund’s balance remains strong at $12.1 million. Division staff and the CAB continue
to adhere to the robust financial management policies and procedures that have been developed and implemented
since 2015 to ensure the long-term sustainability of our Aviation Fund.
Through all of this, the Division has continued to move forward with two critical initiatives started in 2018- a
“fresh start” update of our State Aviation System Plan, which will be finalized in August, and our State Aviation
Economic Impact Study, which was adopted by the CAB in June. Collectively, these documents will guide future
capital investments by both the Division and FAA as we continue to improve our statewide aviation system.
Detailed information about both studies can be found at www.coloradoaviationplan.com.
COVID Pandemic Impacts on Statewide Aviation
The impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic began having profound impacts on both commercial and general aviation
in mid-March, nationally and in Colorado. With the proliferation of public health orders limiting travel and events,
aviation activity declined significantly to approximately 80-90% of last year’s levels at the same time in April and
May. In May, the Division surveyed Colorado’s airports to gain a sense of the impacts, which have been profound
both operationally and financially, with 88% of responding airports noting the pandemic has had a partial or
substantial impact on their facility.
In late March, H.R. 748, the CARES Act, became law, which had several beneficial financial provisions that
benefitted airports across the country. Through the act, 49 Colorado airports received a total of $366 million in
funding to fund debt service, operational costs, and to support certain capital improvement projects. Individual
airport amounts ranged from $269 million for DEN, to $30,000 for smaller general aviation airports such as Fort
Morgan. All of these funds have been obligated and are under grant by FAA, and airports have rapidly put these
funds to use, providing the financial support needed to help weather the current downturn in airport activity and
revenues.
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As of late June, aviation activity nationally has started to rebound quickly, and Colorado is no exception. General
aviation (GA) activity in particular has been very robust, with some GA airports seeing current activity levels
nearing 75% of where they were a year ago. DEN has moved up from the fifth busiest commercial service airport
in the nation to second, and thanks to robust service increases by United and Southwest, is recovering faster than
other airports nationally. Recent presentations from both United and Southwest, the two largest airlines in
Colorado, note that they continue to add flights and capacity as the recovery continues- good news for DEN and all
of Colorado.
Thanks to the leadership of the Colorado Aeronautical Board and the engagement of a dedicated and experienced
staff, the Division of Aeronautics is poised to successfully weather our current circumstances and continue our
work to support aviation and airports as part of Colorado’s multi-modal transportation system.
Our Division’s most recent annual report contains detailed information about our routine operations, as well as our
various innovative programs and initiatives- a copy can be downloaded at this link:
https://www.codot.gov/programs/aeronautics/PDF_Files/AnnualReports/2019AeroAnnRep
Next Steps
N/A
Attachments
None
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